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    About the ‘CRUX’

Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various 
public services examinations. The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute 
an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations today.However, an 
aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from 
an exam perspective.The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that 
may or may not be useful for the exams. Thus, acandidate is forced to spend a 
substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining notes for the current 
affairs. Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information, 
relevant from the exam perspective at oneplace. Thus, candidates are often found 
wasting their time in search of current affairs material. It is with this problem in 
mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and Press Information 
Bureau(PIB). The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary 
of the important news and current affairs,from an exam point of view. By reading 
the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and effort, as you get all 
the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form. The Crux is particularly 
helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current
affairs section.The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful 
for both- objective and descriptive sections. Our aim is to help the candidates in 
their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication inspire us 
to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.

Best Wishes
Editorial Board
Team Aspirant Forum

   Courtesy:
   The Hindu
   Press Information Bureau (PIB)
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State shifts to new health insurance plan
Ten years after the smooth implementation of RashtriyaSwasthyaBima 

Yojana (RSBY), , Kerala will move to a new health insurance programme, 

Karunya Arogya Suraksha Paddhati (KASP), which will offer an enhanced 

health coverage of Rs. 5 lakh to the entire beneficiary family.

Despite the uncertainties over the change-over, that too on a new IT 

platform, the 40.96 lakh beneficiary families currently enrolled under 

RSBY and the 600-odd empanelled public and private service providers 

(hospitals) are expected to make a seamless transfer to the new scheme, 

KASP, in phases.

KASP is Kerala’s new integrated health protection scheme, a merger of 

various health financing schemes in the State, including Karunya as well 

as Centre’s Ayushman Bharat-Prime Minister’s Jan Arogya Yojana.

No disruption in access

Even though there were apprehensions that the launch of KASP might 

be delayed and that treatment may be denied to erstwhile beneficiaries 

of RSBY, Comprehensive Health Insurance Agency of Kerala (CHIAK), 

the State health authority implementing the scheme, has clarified that 

all beneficiaries reporting to empanelled hospitals will have access to 

treatment.

The officials were not explicit about the arrangements as the Election 

Commission’s clearance for the launch of the new scheme has not yet 

been formally received. However, it is learnt that arrangements had been 

made in the empanelled hospitals itself for the enrolment and issue of new 

KASP beneficiary cards to all former RSBY beneficiaries from Monday. 

“On April 1, no current RSBY cardholder will be denied access to care at 

any empanelled hospital. However, since biometric identification has been 

done away with, to access treatment, beneficiaries will have to bring along 
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their Aadhaar card,” senior CHIAK officials said.

Enrolment camps

This will be a temporary arrangement to ensure that no one is denied access 

to care. Once the general elections are over, enrolment camps would be 

conducted for RSBY beneficiaries to move over to KASP. Meanwhile, 

sources said that much of the delay in preparedness for KASP has been 

because of the Health Department’s insistence on integrating the Unique 

Health Identification Number (UHID) generated for citizens under the e-

health programme with the KASP software.

“The National Health Authority, which is providing the software, later said 

that UHID cannot be integrated with its software. Moreover, in these past 

five years of e-health, only two lakh UHIDs have been created in Kerala 

while we are talking about enrolling two crore people into the new insurance 

programme. We will capture demographic details for KASP enrolment from 

the Aadhaar server as was done earlier,” a senior official said.

SC rejects EPFO plea against HC verdict
The Supreme Court has dismissed a special leave petition filed against an 

October 2018 verdict of the Kerala High Court setting aside the Employees 

Pension (Amendment) Scheme (GSR609(E)) introducing various changes 

that have drastically reduced the pension eligibility of employees.

“We find no merit in the special leave petition. The same is, accordingly, 

dismissed,” a Bench led by Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi said, 

rejecting the appeal filed by the Employees Provident Fund Organisation in 

a short order on April 1.

The Supreme Court’s order in this case would have an impact on a pending 

petition filed by retirees and members of the Employees’ Pension Scheme 
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(EPS) 1995, against the government and the Employees Provident Fund 

Organisation (EPFO). That case was posted by the apex court for final 

arguments in May.

In that plea, the petitioners have claimed that a 2014 amendment and a 

2017 circular exclude thousands from receiving their rightful benefits under 

EPS 95.

The April 1 order of the apex court related to the appeal against a Division 

Bench judgment of the Kerala High Court on petitions filed by various 

organisations and employees challenging the 2014 amendment.

The petitioners in the High Court had pointed out that the amendment 

order issued in August 2014 limited the maximum pensionable salary to Rs. 

15,000 per month.

The High Court had held that it was absolutely unrealistic to cap the salary 

at Rs. 15,000 for quantifying pension.

A monthly salary of Rs. 15,000 then worked out only to about Rs. 500. Even 

a manual labourer was paid more than this amount as daily wage.

Decent pension

The amendment limiting the maximum salary to Rs. 15,000 for pensions 

would deprive most of the employees of a decent pension in their old age. 

Since the pension scheme was intended to provide succour to the retired 

employees, this objective would be defeated by capping the salary.

The High Court added that the PF authority had no right to deny pension 

legitimately due to the employees on the ground that the fund would get 

depleted.

About 85% of Ujjwala beneficiaries in four States still use 
earthen stoves
The hidden truth of the Pradhan Mantri UjjwalaYojna (PMUY), being touted 
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in the Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP) election campaigning as one of the big 

successes of the incumbent government, is that most rural households with 

LPG (liquiefied petroleum gas) connections still use chulhas with firewood 

or dung cakes, to the detriment of rural health.

Financial reasons

A new study from the Research Institute for Compassionate Economics 

(r.i.c.e) shows that 85% of Ujjwala beneficiaries in rural Bihar, Madhya 

Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan still use solid fuels for cooking, due 

to financial reasons as well as gender inequalities. The resultant indoor air 

pollution can lead to infant deaths and harm child development, as well as 

contribute to heart and lung disease among adults, especially the women, 

cooking on these chulhas.

The survey, conducted in late 2018, covered a random sample of 1,550 

households in 11 districts of the four States, which collectively have two-

fifths of the country’s rural population.

The UjjwalaYojna, launched in 2016, subsidises LPG connections for 

rural households by providing a free gas cylinder, regulator and pipe. 

Central government data shows that more than six crore households have 

received a connection through the scheme. The r.i.c.e study shows that in 

the four States surveyed, there has indeed been a substantial increase in 

LPG ownership due to the scheme, with 76% of households now owning an 

LPG connection.

However, more than 98% of these households also own a chulha. Surveyors 

asked if food items — roti, rice, sabzi, dal, chai and milk — had been cooked 

on the chulha or the gas stove on the previous day. They found that only 

27% of households exclusively used the gas stove. Another 37% reported 

using both the chulha and the gas stove, while 36% made everything on 

the chulha.
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The trend is more acute among those who received an LPG connection 

from the government; almost 53% exclusively used the chulha, while 32% 

used both. “Ujjwala beneficiaries are poorer, on average, than households 

who got LPG on their own. Refilling the cylinder is a greater fraction of their 

monthly consumption, and they may be less likely to get a refill immediately 

after a cylinder becomes empty,” says the report, suggesting that higher 

refill subsidies and monitoring may help to change behaviour.

Gender inequalities also play a role. Surveyors found that almost 70% of 

households do not spend anything on solid fuels, meaning that the relative 

cost of an LPG cylinder refill, even if subsidised, is far higher. Women are 

more likely to make dung cakes, and while men are more likely to cut wood, 

women are often the ones collecting and carrying it. The study argues that 

these women, who do the unpaid labour needed for “free” solid fuels, are 

not typically economic decision-makers in the household, hindering a shift 

to LPG usage.

Most of the survey respondents agreed that it was easier to cook on a gas 

stove, but felt that food cooked on the chulha — especially rotis — was 

tastier. The survey found that while 70% of respondents thought the gas 

stove was better for the health of the cook (typically a woman), more than 

86% felt that cooking on the chulha was better for the health of those eating, 
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reflecting ignorance of the fact that ambient air pollution is harmful even to 

those who are not cooking the food.

A common belief was that “eating food cooked on gas causes gas [in the 

stomach],” said the report, suggesting that awareness campaigns for the 

UjjwalaYojna need to move beyond benefits for women in order to change 

household behaviour.

Jurisdiction no bar in dowry harassment case
The Supreme Court  held that a woman, who had fled the cruelty of her 

marital home, can file a case of dowry harassment under Section 498 

IPC against her husband and in-laws at the place where she is currently 

sheltered.

In a judgment further expanding the jurisdiction of courts to provide relief to 

victims of dowry harassment, a Bench led by Chief Justice of India Ranjan 

Gogoi relaxed the rigours of the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC). Section 

177 of the Code mandates that criminal cases can be filed and tried only in 

courts within whose jurisdiction the crime occurred.

The appeal was by Rupali Devi whose efforts to file a dowry harassment 

case from her parents’ place of residence was dismissed by the Allahabad 

High Court. The court held that cruelty punishable under Section 498A of 

the IPC was not a “continuing offence,” and could not be investigated or 

punished in a jurisdiction outside the one in which the the victim’s marital 

house is situated. But the SC said the horrifying memories of the marital 

home would continue to haunt her. This amounts to continuing cruelty.

Centre denies RTI plea on CIC appointments
The Centre has denied a Right to Information (RTI) request for details of the 
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ongoing recruitment process for four vacancies in the Central Information 

Commission (CIC), despite a recent Supreme Court order mandating that 

such information be made public. The CIC is the RTI Act’s highest appellate 

body.

“The judgment of the Honourable Supreme Court given in WP No. 436 of 

2018 is under consideration of the department,” said the Department of 

Personnel and Training (DoPT) in its reply to RTI activist Anjali Bhardwaj’s 

request for information on the number, names and particulars of applicants, 

the process being followed to short-list them, and any search committee 

that has been constituted to fill these vacancies.

In an interim order on December 13, 2018, as well as in its final order in the 

case on February, 2019, the SC had directed the Centre and States to pro-

actively disclose all information regarding the recruitment advertisement, 

the particulars of the applicants, the search and selection committees and 

the criteria for short-listing candidates on their websites.

NGT sets up Central monitoring panel
The National Green Tribunal (NGT) has constituted a Central Monitoring 

Committee to ensure the implementation of action plan meant for reducing 

pollution stretches across the country.

A Bench headed by NGT Chairperson Justice Adarsh Kumar Goel said, 

“Having given due consideration to the serious issue and inadequacy 

of success achieved so far, we find it necessary to constitute a Central 

Monitoring Committee to undertake a national initiative by way of preparation 

and enforcement of a national plan to make river stretches pollution-free.”

Senior representatives of NITI Aayog, Secretaries of the Ministry of Water 

Resources, Ministry of Urban Development, Ministry of Environment, Forest 
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and Climate Change will be a part of the panel, apart from the Chairman, 

Central Pollution Control Board and Director General, National Mission for 

Clean Ganga.

The panel will coordinate with States to oversee the action plans and ensure 

execution of the same.

Additionally, the Union Environment Ministry was directed to consider a policy 

for giving “environmental awards” to institutions and States that comply with 

orders and ensure reduction in pollution. The MoEF&CC has been asked to 

consider introducing “disincentives for non-compliant States.”

“Such a scheme may be framed preferably before June 30,” the Bench 

said.

Taking suomotu cognisance of a report published in The Hindu , pertaining 

to the increasing polluted river stretches across the country, the Tribunal 

had initiated proceedings.

The CPCB, along with the respective State pollution control boards and 

pollution control committees, was directed to launch a nationwide programme 

on biodiversity monitoring and indexing of the rivers to “assess the efficacy 

of river cleaning programmes.”

“Further, for the safety of human health and maintaining sanctity of the rivers, 

regular hygienic surveys of the rivers should be carried out with reference to 

fecal coliform and fecalstreptoccoi, as indicated in the primary water quality 

criteria for bathing water,” the Bench said.

Impressions of a painful chapter of freedom struggle
A hundred years on, it is all about making sure we never forget, reminds a 

documentary in Malayalam which pays homage to the hundreds gunned 

down by Colonel Reginald Dyer’s troops at Jallianwala Bagh on April 13, 
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1919.

As the nation prepares to observe the 100th anniversary of the colonial-era 

savagery, Jallianwala Bagh: OruOrmapeduthal revisits the horror through 

the eyes of Kavadiyar Ramachandran, a former professor in Malayalam. The 

25-minute documentary, which sports English subtitles, is privately produced 

by D&S Combines, a collaboration between P.D. Santhosh, a programme 

producer at KITE-VICTERS, and Dominic J. Kattoor, an assistant professor 

in Malayalam at the Government Sanskrit College, Pattambi. Mr. Santhosh 

has directed the documentary while script and narration are by Mr. Kattoor.

Grim reminder

Jallianwala Bagh: OruOrmapeduthal leads audience through the bustle of 

modern-day Amritsar to the 6.5-acre park, the venue of the terrible massacre 

that survives as a grim reminder and an oft-visited memorial of the innocent 

civilian victims. “We want the younger generation to understand what it was 

all about and why it continues to hold so important a place in our history,” 

Mr. Kattoor said. The documentary is dedicated to people who wish to 

comprehend the sheer depth of the sacrifices that made the Indian freedom 

struggle possible.

The documentary touches on immediate events such as the Rowlatt Act that 

led to the April 13 firing. The actual incident itself is portrayed with graphics. 

Graphics are also used to depict the 1940 Caxton Hall assassination of 

Michael O’Dwyer, the Lieutenant Governor of Punjab at the time of the 

massacre, by Udham Singh.

Ten-part project

Jallianwala Bagh: OruOrmapeduthal is the third in a ten-part project on 

milestones in the Independence struggle that D&S Combines launched in 

2011. The first two documentaries, on the Cellular Jail in the Andamans and 

the Malabar Rebellion, have won numerous awards and were featured in 
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film festivals in India and abroad.

The project lacks financial backers, one reason why two documentaries 

took eight years to materialise.

Too late to order probe into Dabhol project: SC
The Supreme Court  said it is quarter of a century too late to order a judicial 

inquiry into the “serious infirmities” detected in the Enron-promoted Dabhol 

power project in Maharashtra.

The judgment thus “closed” a petition filed by the Centre for Indian Trade 

Union (CITU) against a Bombay High Court decision. The High Court had 

concluded that though the actions of public officials and governments were 

“questionable”, there was no material to justify allegations of corruption, 

bribery and fraud involving politicians and top bureaucrats in setting up the 

power plant.

Godbole panel

Thursday’s closure of the case by the Supreme Court came despite the 

Maharashtra government-appointed Dr. Madhav Godbole Committee’s 

findings in 2001 that there was foul play involved in the project. The 

Committee had said “everything was done in a manner which helped Dabhol 

Power Corporation and caused loss to the Maharashtra State Electricity 

Board (MSEB) and the public at large.”

The Supreme Court reproduced excerpts of the Godbole report, which had 

“everything wrong” about the project, from the execution of its first Power 

Project Agreement (PPA) in 1993 to the manner in which negotiations were 

held to fixing of tariffs.

Nevertheless, the court said too much water has already flown under the 

bridge. Enron itself has abandoned the project. The plant is working at half 
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capacity. The rate of production of electricity is so high that the project has 

become economically unviable.

“We are of the considered view that though normally in such a case a 

judicial inquiry should have been conducted, but as far as the present case 

is concerned, more than a quarter of century has elapsed since the first PPA 

was executed. The foreign corporation and the original project proponents 

are no longer available. Most of the senior officials would have retired and 

virtually no action can be taken against them,” Justice Gupta, who authored 

the judgment, observed.

‘No useful purpose’

Justice Gupta wrote, constituting a fresh inquiry commission into the project 

would serve no “useful purpose” now.

The court’s refusal came despite submissions made by its own amicus 

curiae and senior advocate Rajeev Dhavan that an inquiry should indeed 

be ordered in the interest of justice, considering the “serious allegations of 

corruption and abdication of duties by various authorities and officials.”

To this, the Supreme Court pointed out that there was a difference of opinion 

within the Godbole Committee itself back in 2001. Some of the panel 

members saw no point in ordering a judicial inquiry in 2001.

“This was the stand in the year 2001 and has greater force 18 years later. 

In view of the long delay and in view of the fact that due to non-availability 

of many persons involved, no useful purpose would be served in continuing 

with the judicial commission of inquiry, we close the petition in the peculiar 

facts and circumstances of the case,” the Supreme Court concluded.

Incidentally, an earlier judicial inquiry under Justice S.P. Kurdukar in 2001 

was stayed by the Supreme Court on the basis of a suit filed by the Centre. 

In 2015, efforts were made again to resume the inquiry, but to no avail.
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SC asks parties to give details of contributors to electoral 
bonds
Rejecting the government’s plea to steer clear of the electoral bonds scheme 

for political funding, the Supreme Court  passed an interim order directing 

political parties to provide complete information to the Election Commission 

in sealed covers on every single donor and contribution received till date.

A Bench, led by Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi, said the issue of 

electoral bonds and their lack of transparency raised “weighty issues with 

tremendous bearing on the sanctity of the electoral process in the country.”

In-depth hearing

It said the challenge to the scheme would require in-depth hearing and there 

was very little time for that now as the bonds would stop being issued by 

May 15 as per a Ministry of Finance schedule.

The court said its interim order was meant to ensure that the balance was 

not tilted in anybody’s favour for the time being. It ordered the parties to 

forthwith provide the EC with “detailed particulars of the donors as against 

each bond; the amount of each such bond and the full particulars of the credit 

received against each bond, namely, the particulars of the bank account to 

which the amount has been credited and the date of each such credit.”

Details of further transactions made through the bonds till May 15 — the last 

date of their issuance — should be filed before May 30, 2019.

“The sealed covers will remain in the custody of the Election Commission of 

India, and it will abide by such orders as may be passed by the court,” the 

court said. The CJI said the dates for final hearing would be announced at 

an “appropriate” time.

The directions come a day after the government claimed that voters need 

not know from where funds come to parties.

Lion’s share went to BJP
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Advocate Prashant Bhushan, representing the petitioner NGO, Association 

of Democratic Reforms, argued that 95% of the payments through the 

bonds had been routed to the BJP. The EC also submitted in the court  that 

the lion’s share of contributions through the bonds had gone to the ruling 

party.

Govt. justifies scheme

The government, however, justified the scheme as an experiment to 

eradicate the evil of black money.

It claimed that the impact would be known only after the Lok Sabha election. 

It should, meanwhile, be given a free hand to execute its policy and the court 

should not pass any order for the present, the government submitted.

The Centre’s position was starkly in contrast to the stand of the EC. The 

EC had expressed reservations about transparency in political funding. It 

submitted that the electoral bonds legalised the anonymity of political donors 

and the parties receiving contributions.

HC wants carbon dating of excavated artefacts
The Madurai Bench of the Madras High Court  observed that following the 

carbon dating of artefacts excavated from Adichanallur, the same procedure 

must be followed in determining the age of similar artefacts excavated from 

other archaeological sites in the State.

A Division Bench of Justices N. Kirubakaran and S. S. Sundar directed the 

Archaeological Survey of India and the Department of Archaeology to file 

their reports in this regard.

It was hearing a batch of public interest litigation petitions listed as 

‘Archaeological Matters.’

A week after carbon dating of samples revealed that the Adichanallur 
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artefacts belonged to a period between 905 BC and 696 BC, the High Court 

Bench was informed that Sathyabama Badrinath, former Regional Director 

(South), ASI, currently with the Delhi Circle, had sought time to complete 

the report.

Further, the court was told that only after the report was completed, a 

decision would be taken on continuing with the excavation. Taking note of the 

submission, the court, which was delighted with the carbon dating results, 

said that if the Centre was not keen on continuing with the excavation, the 

State should be allowed to carry it out.

The court asked the State to inspect the site at Udayalur in Thanjavur district 

after a PIL petition sought the construction of a memorial at the burial site 

of Raja RajaCholan.

The court wanted to ascertain if there were any archaeological remains 

in the site. It also sought further reports on the other archaeological sites: 

Alagankulam in Ramanathapuram district, Sivagalai in Thoothukudi district 

and Iraivimangalam and Padiyur in Dindigul district.

Taking cognisance of the fact that 25 out of the 35 technical posts in the ASI 

Chennai Circle were lying vacant, the court wondered how research work 

could be carried out.

‘Chennai-Salem corridor will be implemented’
BJP leader and Union Minister for Road Transport and Highways Nitin Gadkari  

said the Chennai-Salem green corridor project would be implemented after 

holding discussions with farmers of the region.

“Chief Minister EdappadiPalaniswami is constantly in discussions with 

me regarding the project,” he added at a Lok Sabha election campaign 

meeting.
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The project is being opposed by the BJP’s ally PMK and sections of farmers. 

Recently, the Madras High Court quashed land acquisition for the project, 

citing absence of environmental clearance.

Mr. Palaniswami, also co-coordinator of the AIADMK, which heads the NDA 

in Tamil Nadu, had told The Hindu that the government was duty-bound to 

implement the court order that land not be acquired without environmental 

clearance.

Statehood demand main issue in Assam hills
A landmark in Diphu, the headquarters of KarbiAnglong district about 250 

km southeast of Guwahati, is the statue of RongpharpiRongbe near the 

stadium.

The statue, immortalising the first Karbi tribal woman who rebelled against 

exploitation and oppression of a cruel king, has been falling apart. This, 

locals say, has been symbolic of the fate of leaders of subsequent rebellions, 

some of whom became “statues of silence” in Parliament.

The Bharatiya Janata Party, seeking its first MP from the constituency 

straddling three hill districts — KarbiAnglong, Dima Hasao and West 

KarbiAnglong — has targeted incumbent Biren Singh Engti of the Congress 

for “sleeping” through his tenure and not pushing for an autonomous State, 

a long-time demand.

Mr. Engti, Assam’s oldest Congress candidate at 74, has been a 

parliamentarian for five stints sandwiching four terms of Jayanta Rongpi of 

the CPI (Marxist-Leninist) backed Autonomous State Demand Committee 

(ASDC).

“Autonomous State under Article 244(a) of the Constitution is our major poll 

plank. If elected, our candidate Horen Sing Bey will be the first to place the 
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demand in the Lok Sabha,” TuliramRonghang, the chief of the KarbiAnglong 

Autonomous Council (KAAC) said.

KAAC lords over KarbiAnglong and West KarbiAnglong districts. Dima 

Hasao is under the North Cachar Hills Autonomous Council. The BJP, which 

has fielded Mr. Bey,49, rules both the councils. The five Assembly segments 

of Autonomous District have BJP legislators too.

A former extremist, Mr. Bey used to be the general secretary of the now-

disbanded United People’s Democratic Solidarity (UPDS) that once sought 

statehood through the barrel of the gun.

Former MLA HoliramTerang, 61, who is the ASDC candidate, has revived 

the autonomous State demand too.

Mr. Engti has blamed Mr. Bey as well as the ASDC for having put up hurdles 

in the path of upgrading KarbiAnglong and Dima Hasao to autonomous 

State.

More powers

“The ASDC signed a pact with the Centre in 1991 for more powers to the 

autonomous council while the UPDS inked a surrender treaty in 2011 to 

upgrade the autonomous council to a territorial council. Both agreements 

blocked the statehood process. They are making noises to misguide the 

people,” Mr. Engti said.

The agreements of the past bother the constituency as much as a deal 

waiting to be sealed since 1997 — settlement with the Isak-Muivah faction 

of the National Socialist Council of Nagaland (NSCN-IM).

KarbiAnglong and Dima Hasao districts border Nagaland and people 

there are wary of the possibility of ceding land if Greater Nagaland, the 

NSCN(IM)’s map of self-ruled territory comprising Nagaland and large 

swathes of neighbour States, is part of the deal.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi had in August 2015 signed a Framework 
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Agreement with the NSCN(IM). But its contents have been shrouded in 

mystery.

“We cannot give up our ancestral land. Which is why statehood is important 

for us,” said a 21-year-old who had rebelled against the “Naga plan” with 

MithunjoyDigradege and ProbantoHakmaosa, the two firing victims. He 

declined to be quoted.

Six candidates are vying for this seat going to polls on April 18.

SC takes note of ECI action against Adityanath, Mayawati 
for making ‘hate speeches’
The Supreme Court  took note of the Election Commission of India (ECI) 

quickly changing tack on April 15 to pass a flurry of restraining orders 

against leading political candidates for their communally provocative and 

divisive speeches.

The ECI orders came shortly after the poll body invited the court’s wrath for 

describing itself as “toothless” in the face of hate.

“Seems you have got your powers now,” Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi 

said, addressing the ECI.

The CJI was referring to ECI action taken against Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister 

Yogi Adityanath, Bahujan Samaj Party supremo Mayawati, Samajwadi Party 

leader Azam Khan and BJP leader Maneka Gandhi.

All four leaders were variously restrained from election campaigning for 48 

to 72 hours.

“We found we have several powers...” senior advocate C.A. Sundaram, who 

represented the ECI, acknowledged in court.

“So, ECI has woken up to its powers,” Chief Justice Gogoi said pointedly, 

again.
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The ECI had claimed it was mostly helpless if candidates engaged in 

communal diatribe during their campaign speeches. This stand of the ECI 

had riled Chief Justice Gogoi, who initially threatened to have Chief Election 

Commissioner Sunil Arora in court in the next half-hour.

The court had then decided to delve deep into the ECI’s claims that its 

powers were “circumscribed”. It gave the Commission exactly 24 hours to 

be ready with a response.

But within the next few hours, the ECI moved in to swiftly pass restraining 

orders against the four politicians.

“Pursuant to order passed yesterday (April 15), ECI has taken action, 

appropriate details of which have been submitted. No further order called 

for today. Mention (the case) as and when required,” the Supreme Court 

recorded in its order.

However, Mayawati’s lawyer and senior advocate Dushyant Dave cried 

foul against the ECI action. Mr. Dave said the ECI’s order against her was 

“extremely drastic”. He sought an urgent hearing at 2 p.m. .

“This is harsh... Meetings are already scheduled,” Mr. Dave urged the court 

for a hearing.

“File an appeal if you want... Not commenting on anything now,” Chief 

Justice declined.

The Chief Justice had lashed out at the ECI, saying “you are basically saying 

you (ECI) are toothless and powerless against hate speeches. The highest 

you can do is send a notice to the offending candidate. If the candidate 

replies, send him or her an advisory. Despite this, if there is violation of 

Model Code of Conduct, you may then file a criminal complaint... That is all? 

That is your powers under the law?”

The court said the ECI was “duty-bound” to act promptly against hate speech 

given in violation of the Model Code of Conduct under place in the 2019 Lok 
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Sabha polls.

NRI’s plea

The court was hearing a petition filed by an NRI, Harpreet Mansukhani, 

highlighting the increase in hate and divisive speeches in the name of 

religion in the Lok Sabha elections of 2019.

The petition had called for strict action against political leaders and party 

representatives spreading hatred on religious and caste lines through the 

media, especially social media platforms.

SC to decide on entry of women into mosques
The fundamental right to equality under Article 14 of the Constitution was 

available only against the state, Justice Bobde observed.

“Is a mosque a ‘state’? Is a church a ‘state’? Is a temple a ‘state’? We are 

not talking about the cement and mortar that make mosques but the people 

in them. Can the fundamental right of equality be imposed against another 

human being,” he asked.

When the lawyer in the case raised objections, the Bench asked him to read 

out Article 14.

“You must be referring to a different Article 14 that we do not know about... 

The Article 14 starts with the words ‘State shall not deny...’ The relief is 

against the state only,” Justice Bobde said, addressing the lawyer.

At one point, the lawyer said women were not allowed to enter mosques to 

pray despite several letters to imams.

The petitioner had even sought police help to enter mosques; the advocate 

claimed.

“You do not want someone to enter your house. Can that person then get 

police help to enter your house? If persons in mosques don’t want you 
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[women] to enter, can you agitate asserting the right to equality against 

them? Fundamental right to equality is only available against the state and 

not individuals,” Justice Bobde retorted.

In September last, a Constitution Bench of the court lifted the age-old ban 

on women of menstrual age, between 10 and 50 years, entering the famed 

Sabarimala temple in Kerala. The decision created an uproar. Multiple 

review petitions were filed, heard and reserved for judgment.

The court had held that the Sabarimala ban amounted to discrimination and 

even the practice of untouchability. Women had equal right to worship in a 

‘public’ temple, it had said.

It had also played a key role in facilitating the entry of women into the 

sanctum of the Haji Ali dargah in Mumbai.

Plea in SC on voting rights of undertrials and convicts
The Supreme Court is hearing a plea filed by a law student questioning an 

electoral law which denies undertrials and convicts their right to vote.

A Bench led by Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi, on April 16, scheduled the case 

after a fortnight. The court is also interested to learn why Aditya Prasanna 

Bhattacharya, the student at the National Law School India University at 

Bengaluru, is interested in this particular subject and why he has sought 

to move the petition under Article 32. It however added that its queries had 

nothing to do with the merits of the petition.

Section 62(5) of the Representation of People Act of 1951 mandates that 

“no person shall vote at any election if he is confined in a prison, whether 

under a sentence of imprisonment or transportation or otherwise, or is in the 

lawful custody of the police”.

The provisions however exempt a person held under preventive detention 
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from this rigour.

The petition, represented by advocate Zoheb Hossain, highlights how 

the Section sees both an undertrial and a convicted person equally. The 

former’s guilt is yet to be proved in a court. A person is innocent until proven 

guilty by law. Despite this, it denies an undertrial the right to vote but allows 

a detainee the same. However, a person out on bail is allowed to cast his 

vote.

The plea argued that the provision violates the rights to equality, vote (Article 

326) and is arbitrary. It is not a reasonable restriction.

HAL resumes tests of jet trainer
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL) said it has resumed test-flying its 

intermediate jet trainer (IJT) in a modified version after a gap of almost 

three years.

The first renewed test from its Bengaluru facilities  was “flawless”, a statement 

said: “Its success is an important step [in] the IJT programme.”

HAL had halted flight tests of the IJT in 2016 after the aircraft encountered 

problems while undergoing critical spin tests. Meanwhile, in-house research, 

design and technical teams modified the aircraft, which has been produced 

in a limited series.

“HAL continued its R&D efforts and undertook modification of IJT LSP4 

aircraft based on extensive and comprehensive wind tunnel studies,” HAL 

Chairman and Managing Director (CMD) R. Madhavan was quoted as 

saying.

The trainer aircraft, called the HJT-36, is being developed as the second-level 

trainer for new pilots of the Indian Air Force (IAF) and the Indian Navy.

The beginners start with a basic trainer (now the Swiss-made Pilatus) and 
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then move on to the more complex Hawk advanced jet trainer (AJT) before 

they take up flying fighters or transport planes for the Forces. The IJT is 

aimed at easing this transition.

Taken up in 1999, the IJT programme has produced two IJT prototypes. The 

plane flew for the first time in March 2003. The IAF alone is reported to need 

85 intermediate trainers.

Is the EC free enough to play fair?
The run-up to the 2019 general election has seen several violations of the 

Model Code of Conduct. The Election Commission of India (EC) admitted to 

the Supreme Court that it was “toothless”, and did not have enough powers 

to deal with inflammatory or divisive speeches in the election campaign. 

On April 16, it imposed campaign bans, ranging from two to three days, on 

some political leaders, including Bahujan Samaj Party supremo Mayawati 

and Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath. , April 19, the EC put 

a 48-hour ban on Himachal Pradesh Bharatiya Janata Party president 

Satpal Singh Satti for his derogatory remarks against Congress president 

Rahul Gandhi. What exactly are the EC’s powers to ensure a free and fair 

election?

From where does the EC derive its powers and what is its extent?

The Election Commission of India is a creation of the Constitution. Article 324 

says the superintendence, direction and control of all elections to Parliament, 

the State legislatures, and the offices of the President and Vice-President 

shall be vested in the EC. The Article has been interpreted by courts and 

by orders of the EC from time to time to mean that the power vested in it is 

plenary in nature. It is seen as unlimited and unconditional in the matter of 

holding elections. In other words, the EC can take any action it deems fit to 
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ensure that elections and the election process are free and fair.

The independence of the EC is preserved by clauses in the Constitution 

that say the Chief Election Commissioner cannot be removed from office 

except in the manner provided for the removal of a Supreme Court judge 

and that the conditions of his service cannot be varied to the incumbent’s 

disadvantage after appointment.

Has the EC always been a multi-member body?

No, the Election Commission was helmed by a single Chief Election 

Commissioner for decades since the body was set up in 1950 based on the 

provisions of the Constitution. It was on October 16, 1989, that two more 

Election Commissioners were appointed to expand the panel’s composition. 

Their tenure ended in 1990. Thereafter, two Election Commissioners were 

appointed in 1993. Since then, the EC has been a three-member panel, with 

a Chief Election Commissioner and two Election Commissioners. Decision-

making within the panel is by majority. While the CEC can only be removed in 

the manner set out for a Supreme Court judge, the other two Commissioners 

may be removed on the recommendation of the CEC. In 1995, the Supreme 

Court held that the Election Commissioners are on a par with the CEC and 

the latter is not superior in standing with the other Commissioners. The 

EC has been demanding that the protection and safeguards given to the 

CEC under the Constitution should also be extended to the other Election 

Commissioners.

What kind of control does the EC have over civil servants during an 

election?

As the superintendence and control over all aspects of the election process 

is vested in the EC, it exercises direction and control over civil servants 

deployed for election-related work. This means that bureaucrats engaged 

in the administrative aspects of elections, including police officers with law 
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and order duties, are also amenable to the EC’s jurisdiction. This power 

enables the EC to monitor both the manner in which civil servants perform 

their election-related duties, and prevent activities which may be seen as 

partisan. The EC often cites its vast powers under Article 324 to transfer 

or suspend officials during election time, even though they normally come 

under the disciplinary purview of the government of India or the State 

governments. There have been instances of the EC transferring not only 

Returning Officers, but also Commissioners of Police and Superintendents 

of Police. On April 5, the EC transferred Kolkata Police Commissioner Anuj 

Sharma and three other top police officers. The normal reasons cited are to 

prevent these civil servants from aiding any political party and to ensure a 

level-playing field for all contestants.

What are the possible actions it can take against candidates and 

parties?

The EC monitors the adherence of political parties and candidates to the 

‘Model Code of Conduct’. The code is a set of norms laid down by the 

EC, based on a consensus among political parties, spelling out the dos 

and don’ts for elections. However, it does not have statutory value, and it 

is enforced only by the moral and constitutional authority of the EC. If the 

violations are also offences under election law and the criminal law of the 

land, the EC has the power to recommend registration of cases against the 

offenders.

However, for some violations — such as canvassing for votes during a 

period when electioneering is barred, making official announcements while 

the MCC is in force, and making appeal to voters on sectarian grounds 

— the EC has the power to advise or censure candidates, in addition to 

directing registration of cases. In some cases, as recent incidents would 

show, the EC may bar candidates or leaders from campaigning for specified 
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periods. Asking individuals to leave a constituency or barring entry into 

certain areas are other powers that the EC may exercise. These powers 

are not necessarily traceable to any provision in law, but are generally 

considered inherent because of the sweeping and plenary nature of the 

EC’s responsibility under the Constitution to ensure free and fair elections.

Its powers extend to postponing elections to any constituency, cancelling an 

election already notified, and even to abrogate or annul an election already 

held. While postponement on the grounds of rampant bribery of voters has 

been done on a few occasions, the resort to the grave action of rescinding 

the notification for a Lok Sabha constituency happened in Vellore in the 

current general election. Earlier, by-elections had been called off on similar 

grounds. In March 2012, the Election Commission cancelled a Rajya Sabha 

election in Jharkhand after polling was completed, following the emergence 

of evidence that candidates were bribing voters.

What are the limitations of the EC’s powers?

The EC does not have the power to disqualify candidates who commit 

electoral malpractices. At best, it may direct the registration of a case. The 

EC also does not have the power to deregister any political party. However, 

the Constitution empowers the EC to decide whether a candidate has 

incurred disqualification by holding an office of profit under the appropriate 

government, or has been declared an insolvent, or acquired the citizenship 

of a foreign state. When a question arises whether a candidate has incurred 

any of these disqualifications, the President of India or Governor has to 

refer it to the EC. The poll panel’s decision on this is binding.

A time of deep turmoil for the Supreme Court
Speaking for the Gauhati High Court in 2006, Justice Ranjan Gogoi said 
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in the matter of Ganesh Electric Stores vs. State of Assam &Ors: “Law will 

reach its most glorious moment when ‘men’ can be made wholly free from 

the shackles of arbitrary and despotic power, however subtle the exercise 

of such power may be…However, over the years, two basic principles have 

been recognised as fundamental in the doctrine of natural justice. The first 

is ‘nemo judex in causa sua’, that is, ‘no man shall be a judge in his own 

case’; the second is ‘audialtarem partem’, that is, ‘hear the other side’.”

In 2018, speaking for the Supreme Court of India in Lok Prahari v. State of 

U.P. &Ors., Justice Gogoi recognised the seven principles of public life in 

the report by Lord Nolan and recapitulated them as “Selflessness, Integrity, 

Objectivity, Accountability, Openness, Honesty, and Leadership.”

Disturbing development

But what happened in the Supreme Court of India on the morning of 

Saturday is just the opposite. The constitution of the bench, of course in the 

exercise of the power of the Master of the Rolls, Chief Justice Gogoi himself 

styling it as ‘a matter of great importance touching upon the Independence 

of Judiciary’, and permitting mention by the Solicitor General are all acts 

done by the CJI contrary to ‘nemo judex in causa sua’.

The proceedings of the court, or rather the Bench, are even more disturbing. 

There was no cause, no matter, no petition, and no reason for the court to 

take upon itself the perceived duty to protect its reputation.

More puzzling

The order issued thereon is even more puzzling. If the Bench comprised 

three judges, how in God’s name did the order come to be issued in the 

name of only two judges? Was it to get over the salutary principle referred 

above? Surely it could not have been, after all that happened in the open 

court hearing.

Under no circumstances could and should the Supreme Court have done 
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what it did  morning. It is an institution to uphold the majesty of law, not to 

undermine it. It is a temple of justice, not an instrument to cater injustice. 

It is the highest court of this great land to protect the basic human values 

and fundamental rights. It has to protect the most cherished of those rights, 

the freedom of speech and expression and protect the true guardians of 

democracy, the media. It has no power to stop them from doing their duty, 

much less to advise them “to show restraint, act responsibly as is expected 

from them and accordingly decide what should or should not be published 

as wild and scandalous allegations undermine and irreparably damage 

reputation and negate independence of Judiciary.” Saying that, the court 

kindly requests the media “to take off such material which is undesirable.”

Surely the Supreme Court of India does not have any advisory jurisdiction 

except on a Presidential Reference. In fact, time and again, judges are heard 

telling lawyers and litigants when requested to advise on what to do while 

matters are being dismissed: “it is no part of our function to advise you.”

The order so made has itself seriously damaged the reputation of the 

Supreme Court of India. Judges so concerned about the reputation of the 

court should have refrained from undertaking this slippery exercise.

My Lords, you have acted against every known judicial norm and practice. 

You have acted against your law which you have brilliantly and rightly 

declared over decades. Please remember, the law so declared binds Your 

Lordships too.

Government’s hand

The entire set of events seeks to overpower independent media and 

discourage reporting on a matter which I consider to be of a far greater 

‘importance touching upon [the] survival of democracy.’ Involvement of the 

government through its top law officers to initiate the process when the 

government is the biggest litigant before the court (including in some cases 
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like Rafale, and the CBI Director’s matter besides matters involving virtually 

all opposition leaders) is certainly objectionable and negates the court’s 

independence by itself.

In present times, the government and the party in power would like to muzzle 

whatever little independent media that is left out. So was the court right in 

allowing itself to be protected at the instance of a law officer? I don’t think 

so.

What is even sadder is that the Chief Justice of India has done what was 

objected to by four senior judges of the Supreme Court of India, including 

Justice Gogoi himself, on January 12, 2018, and that is constituting a bench 

in the most selective way (and that too on a Saturday morning, during 

holidays).

There have been repeated wrong moves in this regard by previous Chief 

Justices of India, and that too in their own ‘causes’. Whether you like it or 

not, My Lords, you have seriously eroded the independence of the judiciary 

from within by such acts. It does not need outsiders to do it, it seems.

Let me make one thing clear, citizens, including lawyers who stand up to 

defend the underdogs, respect the institution the most. They do nothing to 

damage its reputation. In fact, they help in building it by their own courage, 

which results in courageous judgments by the courts.

The judiciary comprises outstanding judges and its reputation remains intact 

despite odd judicial conduct from time to time. It does not need self-serving 

individuals or the government to enhance it. But then those good judges 

must also be aware that the institution belongs to all and each of those 

within it, judges and lawyers alike, must work to protect it from attacks from 

within. If they fail, the institution will fail, and it appears to be failing.

Public confidence

Remember what the Court said in the K. Veeraswami case: “The judiciary 
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has no power of the purse or the sword. It survives only by public confidence 

and it is important to the stability of the society that the confidence of the 

public is not shaken.” What prompted the court to hold such an extraordinary 

hearing in more extraordinary fashion is a mystery. Surely, the court is not 

constituted by the framers of the Constitution to protect one of its own. It 

is not my purpose to go into allegations that have surfaced against the 

Chief Justice of India — I earnestly hope they are proved to be wrong upon 

fiercely independent inquiry. But that definitely is not the matter touching 

upon the judiciary, much less its independence or reputation. There can be 

no doubt that Saturday’s proceedings have shaken public confidence, and 

quite badly so.

205 rail projects report cost overrun of Rs. 2.21 lakh crore
Indian Railways accounts for nearly three-fifths of 344 Central sector 

projects that are facing huge cost overruns due to delay in implementation 

for various reasons.

The total cost overrun of 205 delayed railway projects is a whopping Rs. 

2.21 lakh crore, the latest flash report of the Statistics and Programme 

Implementation Ministry (MOSPI) for December 2018 showed.

The MOSPI monitors Central sector projects involving an expenditure of Rs. 

150 crore and above.

According to the report, the total original cost of these 205 projects was Rs. 

1,68,116.34 crore up to December 2018. The total anticipated cost of these 

projects is estimated at Rs. 3,89,745.97 crore, which indicates overall cost 

escalation by 131.83%.

Power sector

After the Railways, the power sector reported the second highest incidence 
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of overall cost overrun.

Of the 95 projects monitored by the Ministry in the power sector, 40 reported 

cost overruns of Rs. 63,334.88 crore.

Green tribunal order hits sand availability in the State
The National Green Tribunal (NGT) slapped an interim penalty of Rs. 100 

crore on the State government for illegal sand mining in the first week of this 

month. Subsequently, the mining reaches that are in the vicinity of Vijayawada 

and Guntur have been closed severely impacting the construction industry.

A truckload of sand that used to cost Rs. 4,000 just before the National Green 

Tribunal pronounced its order now costs over Rs. 15,000, and sometimes it 

is difficult to get it even if the buyer is willing to pay more.

The officials are clueless when the sand reaches would be reopened.

Capital Region Builders Association (CRBA) Chairman GaddeRajling says 

that work has come to a grinding halt for various reasons, primarily due to 

non-availability of sand.

Huge requirement

The city requires 750 to 1,000 lorries of sand every day if the number of 

ongoing projects were to be considered. The government hasn’t acted in 

the “desired manner” after the NGT imposed the fine. The sand reaches 

were closed in the State with no alternative mechanism in place.

It was not just the builders and the common man who was suffering. Even 

government works have slowed down.

“There is no accountability,” he says.

When contacted, Mines and Geology Joint Director V. Koteswara Raju said 

that the sand reaches that have environmental clearances were running. 

There are about 70 sand reaches across the State which have environmental 
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clearances. The NGT order was “primarily about desiltation” caused by sand 

reaches.

Following the NGT order, three reaches in Vijayawada and five in Guntur 

have been closed.

Some of the reaches in inland areas such as Nandigama are functioning, 

he explains.

The NGT had directed the State government to deposit Rs. 100 crore 

“environment compensation” with the Central Pollution Control Board within 

a month.

The tribunal’s direction came on a plea filed by Anumolu Gandhi, who alleged 

illegal sand mining was causing damage to the Krishna and Godavari rivers 

and their tributaries in the State.

The Supreme Court committee and institutional bias
The Supreme Court  constituted a committee comprising Justice S.A. 

Bobde, Justice N.V. Ramana and Justice Indira Banerjee. All three judges 

command universal respect on account of their competence, objectivity, 

experience and independence. Two of them, Justices Bobde and Ramana, 

will become Chief Justice of India in coming years. In normal times, this 

would be a dream committee.

Yet, the constitution of the committee raises very serious and profound 

questions that need to be debated and addressed at the outset. Any delay 

will result in negation of the rule of law.

The Supreme Court’s judgment in 1997 in Visakha v. State of Rajasthan is 

a watershed in its history. In the absence of any domestic law occupying 

a field providing for measures to check the evils of sexual harassment at 

all workplaces, the Supreme Court invoked its extraordinary powers under 
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Article 32 to lay down a new law to fill the vacuum. In so doing, the judges 

laid emphasis on Fundamental Rights under Articles 14, 15, 19(1)(g) and 

21 of the Constitution together with International Conventions and Article 

51C and 253 of the Constitution. They emphasised guarantee of gender 

equality and right to work with human dignity among others. The judges 

relied upon the Beijing Declaration of 1995 where the Chief Justices of Asia 

and Pacific had inter alia declared that among the objectives and functions 

of the judiciary is “to ensure that all persons are able to live securely under 

the rule of law”. Relying upon “Convention on Elimination of all Forms of 

Discrimination against Women”, the judges referred to the rights of women 

and in particular, the right to work, as an inalienable right of all human beings 

and to “the right to protection of health and to safety in working conditions, 

including the safeguarding of the function of reproduction”.

Accordingly they declared, “In view of the above, and the absence of 

enacted law to provide for the effective enforcement of the basic human 

right of gender equality and guarantee against sexual harassment and 

abuse, more particularly against sexual harassment at workplaces, we lay 

down the guidelines and norms specified hereinafter for due observance 

at all workplaces or other institutions, until a legislation is enacted for the 

purpose.”

Among the guidelines and norms laid down are:

“1. Duty of the employer or other responsible persons in workplaces and other 

institutions: It shall be the duty of the employer or other responsible persons 

in workplaces or other institutions to prevent or deter the commission of acts 

of sexual harassment....

7. Complaints Committee: ... The Complaints Committee should be headed 

by a woman and not less than half of its members should be women....” 

Accordingly, the court finally directed, “We direct that the above guidelines 

and norms would be strictly observed in all workplaces for the preservation 
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and enforcement of the right to gender equality of the working women. 

These directions would be binding and enforceable in law until suitable 

legislation is enacted to occupy the field...”

Parliament enacted the law in 2013. It is “an Act to provide protection against 

sexual harassment of women at workplace”. Section 3 expressly declares 

“no woman shall be subjected to sexual harassment at any workplace”. 

The expression ‘workplace’ is defined in an inclusive manner and though 

it does not include court premises expressly, they are deemed to be 

included. Sections 4 and 7 are relevant and speak about constitution of 

internal complaints committee and local complaints committee categorically 

requiring the chairperson to be a woman employed at a senior level at the 

workplace or from among eminent women from the field of social work 

and committed to the cause of women. They also provide that “members 

be from among the employees, NGO espousing cause of women, etc. be 

women”.

The Gender Sensitisation and Sexual Harassment of Women at Supreme 

Court (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Guidelines, 2013, in the 

Preamble, have laudatory objectives, but appear to exclude the court staff 

from their umbrella and protection. Constitution of the committee under 

Regulation 4 of at least seven members is to be done in accordance with 

the judgment in the Visakha case and essentially requires only women to 

be appointed including as the chairperson from the Bench, the Bar, Registry 

or the non-governmental organisations involved with the cause of women. 

This is the safe guide to constitute a committee. The Supreme Court has 

failed to implement Visakha judgment in its own precincts, and Parliament 

has failed to apply the Act of 2013 to court premises across the country. 

Clearly, the judges have kept themselves out of the ambit of the Act and 

the regulations, at least in the Supreme Court. This raises very serious 
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questions as to the rationale and justification of so doing.

Fairness to complainant

Be that as it may, with binding Visakha judgment, the court could not have 

appointed the committee as it did to examine the allegations of sexual 

harassment against one of their own, the Chief Justice. The constitution of 

the committee is contrary to the letter and spirit of the Act and the guidelines. 

The very rationale for ensuring that the investigating committee for sexual 

harassment is headed by a woman and should comprise essentially women 

was to ensure fairness and comfort to the complainant. It would be taking 

away the dignity of the woman if she were to appear before a committee 

comprised of men even to describe in detail the sexual harassment suffered 

by her. The sensitivity required will be lost.

Troubling statements

To add to the woes of the complainant are extremely troubling statements 

issued by the Secretary-General of the Court and by the office-bearers of the 

Union of the Employees of the Court, both terming her allegations to be false 

and expressing solidarity with the Chief Justice.

Add to these the newspaper reports to the effect that the judges in a meeting 

held  morning expressed support to the Chief Justice. Where then is the 

possibility for her to get fairness in the inquiry? The only witnesses who could 

possibly support her version are the employees of the Court. It is inconceivable 

that they can give independent evidence with this background and that too 

before a committee comprising three judges, two of whom are going to be 

Chief Justices in the future. The fate of the complainant stands sealed.

Natural Justice or Divine Justice is a great humanising principle intended 

to empower law with fairness to secure justice and prevent miscarriage of 

justice. Good administration would naturally require fair play in action.

As has been well said, “the history of liberty has largely been the history of the 

observants of procedural safeguards”. The first principle of natural justice is 
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the rule against bias and is based on two salutary principles, “Justice should 

not only be done, but manifestly and undoubtedly be seen to be done” and 

“Judges, like Caesar’s wife, should be above suspicion”. Institutional bias is 

against natural justice. The Supreme Court itself in the case of Institute of 

Chartered Accountants in 1986 declared that the removal of a member of 

the institute on a ground of misconduct was vitiated on account of bias as 

Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Disciplinary Committee were Ex-Officio 

President and Vice-President of the Council and so were other members 

of the committee drawn from the Council. The report will have to be placed 

before the Full Court, which appears to have unanimously constituted this 

committee and in that, the three members of the committee will also sit.

As early as 1957, the Supreme Court in Manak Lal’s Case has held “in such 

cases the test is not whether the bias has effected the judgment: the test 

always is and must be whether a litigant could reasonably apprehend that 

a bias attributable to a member of the Tribunal might have operated against 

him in the final decision of the Tribunal, it is in this sense that it is often said 

that justice must not only be done but must also appear to be done.”

Justices must redeem themselves. Events starting from Saturday (including 

those that have emerged for period prior thereto) have left citizens bewildered. 

Unless humane corrective measures are taken the court may lose people’s 

trust.

Khasi ‘kingdoms’ to revisit 1947 agreements
A federation of 25 Himas or Khasi kingdoms that have a cosmetic existence 

today, plan to revisit the 1948 agreements that made present-day Meghalaya 

a part of India.

The revisiting in consultation with legal experts and academicians is aimed at 

safeguarding tribal customs and traditions from Central laws in force or could 
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be enacted, such as the Citizenship (Amendment) Bill that the Bharatiya 

Janata Party (BJP) intends to bring in if voted to power again.

“Yes, the bill is one of the factors in our move to strengthen the Federation 

of Khasi States that were ruled by a Syiem (king-like head of a Hima). But 

things are at an initial stage. We will be holding a series of meetings to 

come to a conclusion on how best to insulate our customs and traditions 

from overriding central rules and policies,” Pynshngaiñ N Syiem, chairman 

of the Advisory Legal Committee to discuss the Instrument of Accession and 

Annexed Agreement, told The Hindu from Meghalaya’s capital Shillong.

Mr. Syiem is also the chairman of the Khasi Hills Autonomous District 

Council.

The 25 Khasi states had signed the Instrument of Accession and Annexed 

Agreement with the Dominion of India between December 15, 1947, and 

March 19, 1948. The conditional treaty with these states was signed by 

Governor General Chakravarty Rajagopalachari on August 17, 1948.

The Khasi states, though, did not sign the Instrument of Merger unlike most 

other states in India.

“During the British rule, the Khasi domain was divided into the Khasi states 

and British territories. At that time, the British government had no territorial 

right on the Khasi states and they had to approach the chiefs of these states 

if they needed land for any purpose.

After independence, the British territories became part of the Indian dominion 

but the Khasi states had to sign documents beginning with the Standstill 

Agreement that provided a few rights to the states,” Mr Syiem said.

Though the Constitution has provided self-rule to a considerable extent 

through tribal councils, there has been an increasing demand for giving more 

teeth to the Khasi states.
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Centre invests Rs. 4.5 crore in ‘cell-based mutton’ project
In what could be a boost for cell-based meat in India, the Centre has approved 

a Rs. 4.5 crore grant to two premier Hyderabad-based institutions for research 

into technology that involves growing animal cells in a laboratory to produce 

slaughter-free meat. The grant, from the Department of Biotechnology, is 

for an 18-month project, which will look into developing methods to cultivate 

stem cells from tissue samples of sheep, to produce mutton. The project 

will be carried out jointly by the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology 

(CCMB), which operates under the aegis of the Council of Scientific and 

Industrial Research (CSIR), and the National Research Centre on Meat 

(NRCM), which was set up by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 

(ICAR).

‘Major initiative’

Announcing the development, CCMB director Rakesh Mishra said that the 

funding was among the highest by any government in the short history of cell-

based meat. “This funding has been given to CCMB to develop technology 

to take laboratory cell culture process to cell-based meat production,” he 

said. “This funding is one of the major initiatives by any government body 

across the world.”

Proponents of cell-based meat claim that it is healthier for the planet — 

by reducing land and water usage — as well as for consumers. It could 

potentially do away with the need for modern factory-farming and issues 

such as animal cruelty, salmonella and e-coli infections and antibiotic-laced 

meat.

SC gives RBI ‘last chance’ to alter disclosure policy
“This court was also of the opinion that the RBI should act with transparency 

and not hide information that might embarrass the individual banks,” Justice 
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Rao wrote. “The RBI is duty-bound to comply with the provisions of the RTI 

Act and disclose the information... the submission made on behalf of the 

RBI that the disclosure would hurt the economic interests of the country was 

found to be totally misconceived,” Justice Rao wrote.

The court however said some matters of national economic interest like 

disclosure of information about currency or exchange rates, interest rates, 

taxes, the regulation or supervision of banking, insurance and other financial 

institutions, proposals for expenditure or borrowing and foreign investments 

could harm the national economy, particularly, if released prematurely. 

“However, lower-level economic and financial information like contracts and 

departmental budgets should not be withheld under this exemption,” Justice 

Rao wrote, referring to the 2015 verdict of the apex court.

Deal with polluters firmly, NGT tells State
The National Green Tribunal (NGT) has asked the Andhra Pradesh Government 

to penalise violators of environmental laws and impose exemplary costs on 

those causing damage to the environment, including those indulging in illegal 

sand mining.

NGT Chairman Adarsh Kumar Goel, members Justice Ramakrishnan and 

Dr. Nagin Nanda met Andhra Pradesh Chief Secretary L.V. Subramanyam in 

Delhi. It was part of a meeting NGT had been having with the representatives 

of different States to improve the implementation of environmental laws.

“The NGT has found water in Andhra Pradesh highly polluted and over-

exploited. Vijayawada is a very highly polluted city and Visakhapatnam too is 

polluted,” Justice Goel said.

Chemical waste

The NGT pointed out to the Chief Secretary that pharma chemical waste 

was being discharged directly into the sea in Visakhapatnam. The need for a 
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third party to check the quality of the effluents was emphasised. The Bench 

members made several suggestions for reduction of pollution.

Municipalities in the State were known to release sewage directly into rivers 

and water bodies. Sewage treatment plants should be set up in all civic 

bodies in 12 to 18 months.

The members suggested planning and capacity studies of industrial estates 

to reduce pollution.

The NGT made several harsh observations about the functioning of the 

Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Board and suggested steps to strengthen 

the effectiveness of the board.

The members said pollution was tantamount to crime and people were either 

dying or falling ill, adding that violators must be booked. The Chief Secretary 

said the process of land acquisition for setting up sewage treatment plants 

would start soon.

Delhi HC lifts Centre’s curbs on basmati rice production
The Delhi High Court has struck down the decision of the Central government 

restricting basmati rice production to only seven States in the Indo-Gangetic 

plains.

The verdict came on Madhya Pradesh (MP) government’s plea seeking to 

make 13 districts in the State to be included in the Geographical Indications 

(GI) for basmati rice. GI certification gives recognition and several protections 

to a basmati rice producer and helps in maintaining the specific qualities of 

the rice grown in that particular region.

The Ministry of Agriculture had through two Office Memorandums (OM) — 

on May 2008 and February 2014 — confined the description of basmati rice 

grown in the Indo-Gangetic plains in the States of Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, 

Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand and parts of Uttar Pradesh and Jammu and 
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Kashmir.

The MP government contended that the two OMs were outside the scope of 

the Seeds Act, 1966. It also stated that the OMs encroach upon its power to 

pass laws in relation to agriculture, which is a State subject.

The 2008 OM of the Ministry set forth the standards of the ‘basmati’ variety 

of rice. It specified that only basmati varieties with prescribed characteristics 

grown in the Indo-Gangetic region would qualify for such a description.

Registration ban

Later, though a 2014 OM, the Ministry banned registration of basmati variety 

for certification and foundation seed production outside the area earmarked 

under the GI for the same. Justice VibhuBakhru remarked that the clear 

object of the OMs is to ensure that the crop of basmati rice is only grown in 

specified areas.

“The effect of the impugned notifications is that breeder seeds would not be 

available for production outside the specified areas. This would not only be 

outside the scope of the Seeds Act but… relates to the field of agriculture, 

which is a state subject,” the judge said. “The import of OM-I [2008] is to 

restrict basmati production to only regions in the Indo-Gangetic plain. OM-I, 

apart from specifying the characteristics of basmati rice, seeks to ascribe a 

GI to the said variety(ies). This is, clearly, outside the scope of the Seeds 

Act,” the High Court said.

In terms of the Seed Act, the production of foundation seeds has to be 

supervised and approved by the Seeds Certification Agency so as to maintain 

specific genetic purity and identity.

“It is nobody’s case that production of foundation seeds outside the GI for 

basmati rice would dilute its genetic identity or purity. OM-II [2014] is plainly 

alien to the scope and object to the Seeds Act, which is to ensure that the 

quality seeds are available to farmers. The import of OM-II is to restrict the 
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area of production of seeds, which is wholly outside the scheme of the Seeds 

Act,” it said.

“The impugned OM-I and OM-II are set aside,” the court said while quashing 

the OMs.

Turning the lens on hagiography, propaganda and 
censorship
Veteran filmmaker ShyamBenegal’s Welcome to Sajjanpur (2008) opens 

with a cautionary tale of changing the names of cities for political gains. 

While introducing the titular fictional village, the protagonist, Mahadev, says 

Jawaharlal Nehru changed Durjanpur (‘land of rogues’) to Sajjanpur (‘land of 

gentle folk’) after Independence. He recalls that the residents of Durjanpur 

were decent, but after the name was changed to Sajjanpur, all of them turned 

into scoundrels.

A decade later, Benegal notices a similar situation playing out in Uttar Pradesh, 

where the Yogi Adityanath government changed the name of Allahabad to 

Prayagraj.

On a whim

“It’s so silly,” says the 84-year-old filmmaker. “Tomorrow, you will say, ‘No, 

I think we don’t like the name Hyderabad, it’s too Muslim sounding, so let’s 

change it.’”

Set at a time when the village is going to the polls, Welcome to 

Sajjanpur explores several facets of electoral politics. Muslims being 

marginalised and being branded as ISI agents is one such. “Communalism 

has constantly come into play at election time in our country because this is 

an area we continue to feel sensitive about,” Mr. Benegal says.

He feels that India, as it stands today, is largely at peace with itself, and 
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communal comments are used essentially to strengthen a party’s political 

base at election time. “The fact is that we have a very large majority of Hindus 

and it becomes their responsibility to see that minority communities don’t feel 

threatened and democracy is a system designed for that,” he says.

Mr. Benegal’s regard for a democratic system is championed in Welcome 

to Sajjanpur , where a transgender woman defeats a local goon accused of 

murder in the panchayat elections. She fights the elections with a development 

agenda, while the goon relies on arm-twisting and fear-mongering. The 

filmmaker, who identifies his political ideology as “slightly Left of centre”, says 

the problem in a democracy arises when a leader becomes bigger than their 

party. “We saw that happen during the time of Indira Gandhi and [Jawahar 

Lal] Nehru, and we have a similar situation today,” Mr. Benegal says.

Over the past four decades, the filmmaker’s works have reflected the changing 

landscape of Indian politics. “I have looked at the system in so many different 

ways, right from my early documentaries,” he recalls. “Whether one likes it or 

not, one reacts to the world and country one lives in.”

The filmmaker points to his films such as Ankur (1974), which chronicles the 

downfall of the feudal system in rural India, Nishant (1975), which references 

the Telangana movement, and Well-Done Abba (2009), which dives deep 

into everyday bureaucracy burdening the common man.

Even as Hindi cinema has captured the dynamics of Indian politics over 

the years, the trend of releasing films for political gains in the run-up to the 

elections seem to be a recent occurrence.

How does he analyse this trend? “When you make a film on a living leader, it 

either becomes a critique or a hagiography. If it is critique, then it can be both 

an advantage and a disadvantage, and useful in terms of understanding how 

that person reached that position of power. But if it is a hagiography, then it 

can easily fall under propaganda,” he says. On the other hand is the question 

of censorship and curtailing the freedom of expression. Does he see that to 
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be a threat under the current regime? “We tend to see censoring hands where 

there aren’t too many,” he says. “Although we have the censors behaving in 

utterly stupid ways, that is not necessarily because of the government.” He 

says the curbs put by any government on the freedom of expression are a 

good indicator of how insecure it is.

3 simple rules

The filmmaker shares three simple rules when it comes to casting his ballot.

“On a municipal level, I vote for the small area and who I think is the best 

person there. On the State level, again I am concerned with the constituency 

where I am, and whether the person standing there really cares about the 

constituency. And when it comes to Parliament, one is concerned about 

national policies. I don’t go by the parties but whether the representatives 

are capable and what their beliefs are,” he says. “But one thing I will never 

do is vote for an Aaya Ram, Gaya Ram (‘frequent floor-crosser’).”

GRSE to build anti-submarine craft for Navy
The Ministry of Defence (MoD) signed a contract with Kolkata-based defence 

shipyard Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers Limited (GRSE) for 

the construction of eight Anti-Submarine Warfare Shallow Water Crafts 

(ASWSWCs) at a cost of Rs. 6,311 crore.

“The first ship is to be delivered within 42 months from the contract signing 

date and subsequent balance ships delivery schedule will be two ships per 

year. The project completion time is 84 months from today,” the MoD said in 

a statement.

Full-scale surveillance

The Navy had issued the Request For Proposal (RFP) for design, construction 

and supply of the eight ASWSWCs to Defence Public Sector Undertaking 
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(DPSU) shipyards and private shipyards in April 2014, in which GRSE 

emerged as the successful bidder.

These ships, displacing 750 tonnes, have a complement of 57 personnel 

and can reach speed of 25 knots. They are capable of full-scale sub-

surface surveillance of coastal waters and coordinated ASW operations with 

aircraft.

These can also be deployed for search and rescue by day and night in coastal 

areas. In their secondary role, these will be capable to prosecute intruding 

aircraft, and lay mines in the sea bed, the statement added.

GRSE to build shallow anti-submarine craft for Navy

Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI: The Ministry of Defence (MoD) signed a contract with Kolkata 

based defence shipyard Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers Limited 

(GRSE) for the construction of eight Anti-Submarine Warfare Shallow Water 

Crafts (ASWSWCs) at a cost of Rs. 6,311 crore.

“The first ship is to be delivered within 42 months from contract signing date 

and subsequent balance ships delivery schedule will be two ships per year. 

The project completion time is 84 months from today,” The MoD said in a 

statement.

Navy had issued the Request For Proposal (RFP) for design, construction 

and supply of the eight ASWSWCs to Defence Public Sector Undertaking 

(DPSU) shipyards and private shipyards in April 2014 in which GRSE 

emerged as the successful bidder.

These ships displacing 750 tons, have a complement of 57 personnel and 

can reach speed of 25 knots. They are capable of full-scale sub surface 

surveillance of coastal waters and coordinated ASW operations with 

aircraft.

These can also be deployed for search and rescue by day and night in coastal 
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areas. In their secondary role, these will be capable to prosecute intruding 

aircraft, and lay mines in the sea bed, the statement added.

Anti-satellite missile test showed India’s prowess: DRDO 
chief
Mission Shakti, an anti-satellite (ASAT) missile test, has demonstrated 

the country’s technological capabilities to carry out such a mission with 

precision, DRDO chairman G Satheesh said Sunday. During a meeting on 

technical capabilities and an aerospace luminary lecture organised here 

by the Aeronautical Society of India, he said the critical systems, including 

software and sensors, were indigenously developed by scientists from 

various specialisations.

The challenge during the mission (Anti-Satellite (A-SAT) test) conducted 

on March 27 was ensuring cohesive response of all the systems to ever-

changing dynamics, a press release from the Aeronautical Society of India 

quoted Reddy as saying.

Also, Reddy congratulated the Defence Research Development Organisation 

RDO labs and team members associated with Mission Shakti. Ballistic missile 

defence (BMD) programme director (Area-Defence) U Rajababu, in his 

address, highlighted the objectives and criticalities of Mission Shakti. Hesaid, 

“The high altitude and high velocity interception pose many technological 

challenges in respect of seekers for early detection and trajectory correction 

systems for finer corrections before engagement.” When the relative velocity 

of the systems involved is around 10 km/second there was a need for 

precision, he said. The booster needs to provide the requisite velocities, the 

technologies such as dome opening, heat shield etc needed to be precise and 

smooth apart from the accurate and secured data communication systems, 

Rajababu said.
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Using accurate sensors and onboard seeker, the ASAT missile was guided 

towards the target to ensure direct hit without employing any warhead, he 

said.

NITI Aayog member VK Saraswat and nearly 500 scientists, academicians, 

engineers, industrialists and professionals from the aerospace sector were 

present on the occasion, the release added. Soon after the test, Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi had said the country had shown its anti-satellite 

missile capability by shooting down a live satellite, and described that as a 

rare achievement because it has included the nation in an exclusive club of 

space super-powers.
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Healthy capital ratios, low NPAs
The RBI’s policy rate cut in February this year is likely to nudge banks to trim 

deposit rates over the coming months.

Though a sharp cut is unlikely in the near term, depositors with surplus funds 

should consider locking into attractive rates now.

DCB Bank offers 8.05% for deposits with tenure of 15 months to less than 24 

months. It also offers 8.05% on its 36-month deposit.

Lock-in now

Banks had raised deposit rates last year with those in the private sector 

hiking rates more aggressively.

With the RBI expected to cut the policy rate further in the coming months, 

retail deposit rates offered by banks are likely to fall too.

Hence, shop for higher rates now.

Attractive option

DCB Bank’s 8.05% is among the best offered by traditional banks currently. 

Most other banks offer 6.5-7.5% for two to three year deposits — though 

there are a few others such as IDFC First Bank that offer 8.25% for a 731-

day deposit. Small finance banks offer a rate closer to 9%.

So which tenure should you chose from? A two-year option can work well as 

it mitigates the uncertainty over reinvestment risk — inability to reinvest at 

the existing rate. The shorter tenure can also allow you to cash in on any rate 

hikes two years or so hence.

Given that interest rate cycles have become relatively shorter over the past 

two to three years, sudden reversal in rates (from rate easing now to hikes) 

cannot be ruled out.

If you are looking for a longer horizon to park you funds, the36 months deposit 

is also a good option.

Remember, bank deposits score on safety over options such as deposits 
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in NBFCs (non-banking finance companies) or non-convertible debentures 

(NCDs).

Bank deposits are covered by the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee 

Corporation of India (DICGC). Each depositor is insured up to Rs. 1 lakh for 

principal and interest.

About DCB Bank

DCB Bank, under the aegis of the with a new management since 2009, had 

shifted its focus towards secured lending, which has helped it tide over its 

asset quality issues.

It had delivered a healthy 25% annual growth in advances between FY13 and 

FY18 while the profit grew 19% annually during this period. In the December 

2018 quarter, net advances grew by 23% YoY while profit after tax increased 

by 51%.

Healthy growth in core net interest income, other income boost and favourable 

cost to income aided earnings.

The bank predominantly focuses on mortgages, and the SME segment. It 

has been able to maintain its asset quality — its gross non-performing assets 

(GNPA) as a percentage of loans ranged between 1.5% and 1.9% over the 

last five fiscal years.

As of December 2018, gross NPAs stood at around 1.9% per cent. However, 

DCB’s scale of operations is still modest, and so are its return ratios.

As of December 2018, the bank’s return on assets stood at 1% while return on 

equity stood at 12.6%. Investments in branch expansion and technology have 

kept profitability modest.

Nonetheless, the bank’s steady focus on SME, new branches expected to 

achieve scale, and healthy capital ratios lend comfort to earnings.

Hyundai unveils BlueLink connectivity in India
South Korean carmaker Hyundai will soon roll out the ‘BlueLink’ connectivity 
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feature in India that will allow users to interact with their cars using voice, while 

enabling them to remotely switch on/off the car or its AC.

This feature will be first introduced in its upcoming compact SUV Venue.

“BlueLink is Hyundai’s global technology which will be introduced in the Indian 

market with 33 features, of which 10 would be India-specific features such as 

a panic button, for most practical and holistic connectivity. This will herald a 

new era of smart connected cars in India,” Ji Hong Baek, managing director, 

Hyundai Motor India Engineering, told The Hindu .

The feature is powered by an “inbuilt and tamper-proof device” with a 

Vodafone-Idea eSim and a cloud-based voice recognition platform. “The 

‘interactive voice recognition’ has been developed specifically for customers 

from different regions in India. It currently supports ‘Indian English’ language,” 

Mr. Baek said.

Hyundai is also planning to introduce these connectivity features in future 

models in the country.

Challenges

Asked about challenges faced, Mr. Baek said: “We faced some strong 

challenges because of network conditions. Connected cars work on networks. 

We have experience in connected cars of over 10 years, mainly in developed 

markets. So it was a little difficult. But now we have made our systems 

better.”

He added the company started working on bringing the technology to India 

about two years back, pointing out that high number of regional languages in 

India and different accents also difficult.

He, however, stressed that all features have been tested several times to fine-

tune them.

For example, in case BlueLink is unable to find a 4G network, it will automatically 

look for 3G or 2G networks, whichever is available.

Mr. Baek added that the data of Indian users would be stored in India. While 
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the company would at present use public cloud services providers it might 

also look at setting up their own server in India.

Stating that the feature was available only in developed markets till now, the 

“good exposure” in India would help the company to take BlueLink to other 

developing markets such as Indonesia and Brazil.

Why a rate cut won’t help lower lending rates
With the first bimonthly review of the Reserve Bank of India’s monetary policy 

of this fiscal scheduled to be announced on April 4, there is an expectation of 

another rate cut as inflation continues to remain soft.

Though retail inflation — the central bank’s main yardstick for policy making 

— rose to a four-month high of 2.57% in February, it is still below the RBI’s 

medium-term target of 4%.

In the previous policy in February — which was the first one under Governor 

Shaktikanta Das — the central bank had reduced the repo rate by 25 basis 

points (bps) to 6.25%. [100 basis points = 1 percentage point]

Despite the rate cut, the response from banks, in cutting lending rates, has 

only been partial. Only a few banks reduced their marginal cost of funds-

based lending rate (MCLR) — the benchmark lending rate to which all the 

loans are linked — by 10-15 bps.

Bankers justify not passing on rate changes to end customers on two grounds: 

one, their cost of deposits has not fallen with a cut in the repo rate; two, monetary 

transmission comes with a lag. So, even if the RBI cuts lending rates again, it 

is unlikely that banks will pass on the entire benefit to the customers.

But banks have been prompt, and even ahead of the curve, when rates were 

rising. Many lenders, including State Bank of India and ICICI Bank, announced 

20 bps MCLR hikes from March 1, 2018, while the RBI started the repo rate 

increase cycle only in June 2018.
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Monetary transmission has been an issue for the central bank for more than 

a decade and all the Governors tried to address it in the last 10 years. First, 

Duvvuri Subbarao replaced the then benchmark prime lending rate regime 

with the base rate in July 2010. His successor Raghuram Rajan introduced 

the MCLR regime, which replaced the base rate from April 2016.

Both the base rate and the MCLR were a function of cost of funds of the 

banks.

With both the regimes largely failing to address the issue of monetary 

transmission, Dr.Rajan’s successor Urjit Patel proposed a new regime 

in which the floating loan rates for small borrowers would be linked to an 

external benchmark. Four options were given to banks to choose the external 

benchmark, one of them being the repo rate. In his last monetary policy 

held on December 5, Dr. Patel mandated that this new system of external 

benchmark-linked lending rates will come into effect from April 1, 2019. The 

final guidelines were scheduled to be issued by the end of December 2018.

The final guidelines are yet to be issued. Hence the new scheme was not 

made operational from the beginning of this month. Banks have opposed this 

system tooth and nail. They argue that the costs are not linked to external 

benchmark and lending rates should be a function of cost. But at the same 

time, SBI decided to link the savings account rate (for deposits over Rs. 1 

lakh) to the repo rate from May 1.

RBI is yet to clarify why there is a delay in implementing the scheme even 

after it was announced.

In the February policy, when asked about shifting the lending rate to an external 

benchmark, Mr. Das said: “We have received comments from the public and 

the banks; they are currently under examination.” The Governor may choose 

to clarify the RBI’s position on the issue in the monetary policy review.
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PMI services index at 6-month low
India’s services’ sector activity eased in March with the slowest pace of output 

growth in six-months due to a slower expansion in new work, leading to weakest 

rate of hiring since last September, a monthly survey showed Thursday.

The seasonally adjusted Nikkei India Services Business Activity Index fell to 

52 in March from 52.5 in February, indicating the slowest expansion since last 

September.

Despite the moderation, the services PMI was in the expansion territory for 

the tenth straight month. In PMI parlance, a print above 50 means expansion, 

while a score below that denotes contraction.

“Indian services sector growth weakened at the end of the fourth quarter of 

FY18, with activity expanding at the slowest rate since last September,” said 

Pollyanna De Lima, principal economist at IHS Markit, author of the report.

Reserve Bank cuts interest rate again
Bond traders, however, were not impressed with the 25-bps rate cut as they 

were expecting a higher quantum to address growth headwinds and deficit 

liquidity. The yield on the 10-year benchmark bond hardened from 7.27% to 

7.35%.

“Markets were perhaps anticipating a relatively high degree of dovishness 

from the policy statement which hasn’t materialised,” HDFC Bank said in a 

note to its clients.

Hoping for more

Economists said there is still scope for further rate reduction. “We expect 

another rate cut, with June as our base case. An argument for the cut to 

be delayed to August is equally strong if the RBI sees reason in factoring 

in the full-year budget due in July and awaits a clearer picture on monsoon 

developments,” said Radhika Rao, Economist, DBS Bank.
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The Governor expressed concern over monetary transmission, while noting 

banks have only reduced lending rate by 10 bps after RBI reduced the policy 

rate by 25 bps in February. “More needs to be done.”

The State Bank of India, the country’s largest lender, said the marginal cost of 

fund-based lending rate (MCLR), which is the benchmark rate, can go down 

by 7-10 bps. “We have already announced a framework that we will link some 

products with the policy rate. So that transmission will happen through the 

linking that we have already announced,” P.K. Gupta, managing director, SBI 

told The Hindu.

“As we said wherever there is direct linking (with repo rate) the full pass through 

will happen. And wherever the linking is through MCLR, we believe 7-10 bps 

MCLR will go down. Our ALCO (asset-liability committee) will meet and take 

a call,” Mr. Gupta said.

SBI had linked savings bank rate (for over Rs. 1 lakh deposit) and some short 

term loans with repo rate, with effect from May 1. The current savings bank 

rate of 3.5% was linked to a repo rate of 6.25%, so now with 25 reduction in 

the repo rate, savings bank rate (for Rs. 1 lakh) will become 3.25% from May 

1.

Govt wants taxpayers to disclose more info in new ITR forms
Individuals and businesses have to disclose more details of professional 

and residential status, as well as their income, while filing income tax returns 

(ITRs)for 2018-19, according to the new forms notified  night by the income 

tax department. The aim is to increase transparency and narrow the scope for 

tax evasion.

The new norms bar individuals who hold directorships in firms or had 

investments in unlisted company shares in the last fiscal year from using the 

simpler forms—ITR-1 or ITR-4. They have to use either ITR-2 or ITR-3 forms 
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in which details of holdings of unlisted equity shares have to be disclosed. 

This covers those who have received employee stock options (ESOPs) in 

unlisted companies, including those listed outside India, experts said.

The new ITR forms also require individuals to disclose more details on their 

residential status, such as the number of days spent in India and abroad, 

rather than giving a self-declaration on residential status.

The scope of reporting foreign assets and bank accounts has also been scaled 

up.

Those who claim income tax exemption for farm income will have to disclose 

where the agricultural land is located, its size, whether it is irrigated or rain-

fed, and whether they own the land or hold it on lease.

Taxpayers will need to be careful with ITR filings and will need to collate 

additional details well in advance, said experts. The option of filing tax returns 

in physical form is now available only to people aged 80 or more and are filing 

the simpler ITR-1 or ITR-4 forms.

The new ITR forms seek to increase disclosure requirement on property 

transactions too, said Archit Gupta, founder and chief executive officer of 

Cleartax.com, a taxpayer service provider.

“It is now mandatory for sellers to report in ITR forms, the name, permanent 

account number, address with pin code, both in case of short-term as well as 

long-term capital gains earned by a seller,” Gupta said.

RBI rate cut may warrant minor tweaks in our debt portfolio, 
but there is no cause for big shifts
Apart from cutting the benchmark repo rate by 25 basis points for the second 

time in a row, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) also announced measures to 

increase liquidity to ensure that the effect of the rate cut actually makes it to 

the real economy.
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Higher liquidity chasing the same volume of debt pulls down market interest 

rates. This, in turn, increases the value of bonds issued at older rates, 

particularly long-dated bonds. Savvy investors who bought into long-dated 

bonds and long-duration debt funds have already pocketed decent levels of 

gains, with the yields in the market already having factored in a rate cut.

So what does the rate cut mean for investors in fixed-income products, including 

debt funds? Debt investors either look for the stability of pure interest income 

or for higher total return, which is a combination of interest income and gains 

from the appreciation in the price of the securities, albeit with higher volatility. 

The choice of the debt investment usually reflects this.

Investors seeking the comfort of an assured fixed income should consider tying 

into the higher yields of government-administered small savings schemes and 

bank fixed deposits (FDs). Some of these schemes allow you to lock into a 

rate, while others have their rate reviewed every quarter. The caveat is that 

if government securities yields, to which the interest rates of these schemes 

are benchmarked, rise either on account of rising oil prices or the monsoons 

playing truant, then we may see higher rates in the coming quarters. Many of 

these schemes also offer tax benefits that makes post-tax returns from them 

attractive.

Apart from bank FDs, another option for investors seeking to lock in higher 

yields is buying non-convertible debentures (NCDs). A slew of these is set to 

be launched, including the second tranche of L&T Finance NCD and Sriram 

City Union Finance NCD. “Investors with large debt portfolios can think of 

investing in higher-rated NCD issues which are coming up, to get the benefit 

of rates north of 9%,” said Mahesh Mirpuri of Invest Mutual, a Chennai-based 

mutual fund distributor. But the post-tax returns may not be as attractive and 

the credit risk in these bonds need to be closely watched.

The latest rate cut has raised two key questions for the category of investors 

looking to earn total returns. First, whether there is a case for investors to buy 
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long-duration or gilt funds to capture the ongoing rate cutting cycle.

On this question, fund managers advise caution. “A moderate approach 

through short- or medium-term funds is advisable. Those who want to take 

duration calls can make tail (small incremental) allocations to gilt funds,” said 

Lakshmi Iyer, head, fixed income, Kotak Asset Management Co. Ltd.

“Corporate bond funds are also a good alternative,” she added. This is on 

account of their high-grade bonds which are relatively liquid and their lower 

expense ratios. Corporate bond funds are mandated by capital market 

regulator Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) to invest 80% of their 

assets in bonds with the highest credit rating (such as AAA). However, there 

are no restrictions on the duration calls they can take. Typically, they have 

average portfolio maturities of one to three years.

Should investors with short investment horizons consider moving out from 

liquid funds? Given that the rates in very short-term instruments, in which 

liquid funds invest, are going to be the first to see the impact of the rate cut, 

returns from liquid funds could suffer.

This question is also pertinent for investors in systematic transfer plans 

(STPs) of liquid funds for transferring funds to equity funds. “We had already 

recommended a shift from the liquid to the low-duration category for investors 

doing STPs. A rate cut cycle only strengthens this argument,” said Devang 

Shah, deputy head, fixed income, Axis Mutual Fund.

Deepali Sen, founder-partner of Srujan Financial Advisors, said that retail 

investors are more concerned about liquidity and safety in their short-term 

investments rather than returns. “For an emergency corpus, people can 

continue in liquid funds. However, STP investors can look at the ultra short-

term or low duration category. This is because a typical STP lasts for at least 

12 months,” she added.
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‘RBI must introspect role in slowdown’
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) should introspect on whether it had any role 

to play in the economic growth falling to 7.2% this year, Railways Minister 

Piyush Goyal said.

“Together, if we (public and private sector) work as partners, to my mind, 

the double-digit growth that this country is eagerly waiting for, is right at our 

doorstep irrespective of whatever the Reserve Bank may say,” he said while 

addressing a CII meet.

“I think, to some extent, the RBI will have to introspect whether they had any 

role to play in the economy going down to a potential 7.2% this year, instead of 

7.4% or 7.6%, or why we couldn’t achieve double-digit [growth] faster. I think 

every organisation will have to introspect how much contribution they have 

made to the woes of the country today,” he said.

Brexit leaves leading political parties divided
When David Cameron made an election manifesto commitment to hold a 

referendum on Britain’s EU membership back in 2015, he faced accusations of 

putting his party before his country. In fact, European Council president Donald 

Tusk told the BBC earlier this year that even Mr. Cameron had acknowledged 

to him that it was about his own party.

The Conservative Party has long been split on the country’s relationship with 

the EU, with many opposing it from the outset and pressing for Britain to leave 

pretty much since it joined the union. Hard-Brexiteer Jacob Rees-Mogg’s 

father had even attempted to take the government to court to prevent Britain 

from ratifying the Maastricht Treaty (the EU’s official treaty) in 1993.

Now, several years on, both the Conservative Party and Labour remain as 

divided as ever, with the route ahead on Brexit revealing deep fractures that 

could have a profound long-term impact on them and on Britain’s political 
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landscape.

Prime Minister Theresa May’s decision to engage in talks with Labour leader 

Jeremy Corbyn this week has angered many MPs within her party. Two 

Ministers resigned in protest. Opposition centres around both the Labour push 

for customs union membership as well as the calls for any deal to be subject 

to a confirmatory vote.

They also dislike the idea of a long delay to Brexit that would require the U.K. 

to participate in European parliamentary elections on May 23. Even ahead of 

the talks between the government and Labour, some Conservatives signalled 

that they might be willing to vote against the government if the Labour Party 

brought a no-confidence motion to Parliament.

No compromise

David Davis, the former Brexit Secretary, estimated that up to 20 of his fellow 

Conservative MPs could vote against the government in such a vote. This 

would be despite the fact that it could trigger a general election, and despite 

the fact that some polls put Labour ahead of the Conservatives.

Other Conservative MPs fear the government hasn’t been flexible enough. 

, after the attempt to find a solution by putting different proposals to a vote 

failed, MP Nick Boles said he was leaving the Conservative Party because 

they weren’t willing to compromise.

Three other MPs had already left the party earlier this year to join the 

Independent Group of MPs, which also brought together eight former Labour 

MPs. They’re collectively pushing for a second referendum and have applied 

to become a political party called ‘Change UK’.

Within the government, there are some who believe a referendum may offer 

the route ahead. Chancellor Philip Hammond told an ITV news programme 

earlier this week that there was a “credible case” for a referendum on any 

Brexit deal. Others have strongly disagreed: “A second referendum would 

have a very corrosive impact not only on our politics, but on trust,” warned 
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junior Brexit Minister Kwasi Kwarteng.

However, Brexit has proved just as divisive for Labour. The shadow cabinet’s 

insistence that it wants to respect the result of the referendum has divided 

MPs.

Some — particularly those with constituencies in the north of England that 

voted strongly to leave the EU — believe this is the right strategy. Others 

are critical of the party’s failure to come out decisively to support a second 

referendum. Some are equally critical of the potential of a second referendum 

being raised by Mr. Corbyn in his talks with Ms. May. This week, 25 Labour 

MPs signed a letter to Mr. Corbyn urging him to avoid a second referendum 

that “would be exploited by the far right” and could hurt the party’s chances in 

the future.

More recently, the party’s leadership has faced criticism for its insistence on 

ending freedom of movement with the EU. Labour (like the government) says 

it wants a managed migration.

Among those condemning this approach is the group Labour for Freedom 

of Movement — whose members include five MPs. “European freedom 

of movement is far from perfect, it’s limited and doesn’t protect everyone. 

However, the answer is not to scrap or further limit it,” the group said in a 

statement.

India’s imports from China decelerating, says report
India’s imports from China stood at $60 billion during the April-January period 

of 2018-19 fiscal, a deceleration of 5% over the corresponding period a year 

ago, PHD Chamber of Commerce said .

According to the chamber, India’s trade deficit with China also eased to $46 

billion in April-January 2019 from $53 billion in the same period a year ago.

“Despite substantial volume of imports from China, India’s import growth from 
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China shrunk from 24% during April to January 2018 to (-) 5% during April-

January 2019,” PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry Secretary General 

Mahesh Reddy said.

Commerce Ministry data showed India’s export to China totalled $13.8 billion, 

whereas its imports from the neighbouring country stood at $60.1 billion during 

the April-January period.

Indian shipments to China totalled $13.33 billion in 2017-18 (April-March), 

whereas the country’s imports from China stood at $76.38 billion in the 

period.

The chamber said India has seen a major breakthrough in its exports to China 

during the last few months, whereas imports of Chinese products in India are 

decelerating.

Its exports to China grew 31% in April-January 2019, increasing from $10 

billion in April-January 2018 to $14 billion in April-January 2019, Mr. Reddy 

said.

Meanwhile, India has identified and shared with China a list of 380 products 

including horticulture, textiles, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, as their 

shipments hold huge export potential in the neighbouring country, an official 

said.

Increasing exports of these products would help India narrow the widening 

trade deficit with China, which stood at $50.12 billion during April-February 

2018-19.

No threat to biggies yet but SFBs gathering steam
Although the consensus opinion in the industry is that small finance banks 

do not pose a threat to either conventional banks or non-banking financial 

companies (NBFC), the sector has nevertheless been seeing remarkable 

growth in credit disbursement as well as deposits, albeit on a low base.
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Data from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) show that the small finance banks, 

in total, saw their deposits grow 31.6% in the third quarter (ended December) 

of this financial year, compared with the second quarter.

On a year-on-year basis, this growth was 193.4%. The previous quarters saw 

even faster growth, with Q2 at 306%, Q1 at 331%, and the fourth quarter of 

the previous year at 387.5% on a year-on-year basis.

This phenomenal growth, however, has come on a very small base and that’s 

perhaps why the bigger banks and NBFCs don’t see small finance banks as 

a competition just yet.

In context, the Rs. 30,000 crore of deposits (as of December end) in small 

finance banks makes up just 0.2% of the deposits in all scheduled commercial 

banks.

Similarly, the Rs. 51,673 crore of loans, given by these banks, makes up just 

0.6% of the total lending undertaken by the scheduled commercial banks. 

“If you look at the genesis of small finance banks, they have all emerged 

from being a non-deposit NBFC or micro-lenders,” said Gaurav Anand, co-

founder, Namaste Credit, a marketplace for loans.

“They were catering to a segment of the market that was not catered to by 

regular banks. I don’t think it’s a direct competition, but is complementary.”

The belief is that the overall market for credit is so big that there is no scope 

for competition yet. Rather, as the market itself grows, the scope for more 

players to grow also increases.

“Our belief is that the small finance banks are probably not eating into the 

market share of the NBFCs either,” Lucas Bianchi, another co-founder of 

Namaste Credit, added.

Growing market

“What’s largely happening is that the market is growing and there’s space for 

growth for everybody. There are many different segments and not all those 

segments have been catered to.”
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This sentiment is echoed by the NBFC players as well, who say that the lack 

of penetration in the market has meant that there is no phenomenon where 

small finance banks are eating into the market share of NBFCs.

“Because the market is very large and very under-penetrated, we are not 

likely to see any pressure from any player in terms of competition in the 

market,” said Sanjay Sharma, managing director, Aye Finance.

“Has the competition changed from three years back to today? I can’t say 

there has been a significant change there either.

“Small finance banks will eventually target the same segments as us, but 

today they are still trying to come to terms with the setting up the liabilities 

side of their business, which is the deposits,” Mr. Sharma added.

More time to settle

Sanjay Kao, chief business officer, Ujjivan Small Finance Bank, also explained 

that the industry was still in its infancy, where several players were trying out 

different models. The overall model followed by the industry would settle only 

in a couple of years, he said.

“There are two arms to a small finance bank, like in any other bank,” Mr. 

Kao explained. “One is the asset arm, and the other is the liability arm. If 

you look at all the small finance banks, all of them have been micro-finance 

institutions (MFI) in the past, so the asset business and asset base, which is 

the lending side of things, has always been there.

What has happened is that a few more loan verticals have been added.

“On the deposit side, it’s new for all of us, so it must grow,” Mr. Kao added. 

“It should grow at 120-170%, if not more, depending on the base that each 

bank operates on. The slowdown in Q3 is, in my mind, due to an increase in 

the base. If you look at the absolute numbers, I don’t think there has been a 

slowdown, certainly not in the case of Ujjivan.”

The lending side of small finance banks has also seen strong growth. The 
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RBI data shows that the total lending by small finance banks grew 88% in 

the third quarter of this financial year, 235% in Q2, 410% in Q1, and 449% in 

the fourth quarter of the previous financial year.

This, however, is explained by the fact that lending by the public sector banks 

has been subdued, according to a former Governor of the RBI.

The numbers back this assertion. RBI data shows that credit growth for the 

public sector banks was 8.4% in Q3, 8.7% in Q2, and 5.9% in Q1.

“If the public sector banks are not lending, then the people have to go 

somewhere for their loans,” the former Governor said on the condition of 

anonymity. “The growth in credit for the small finance banks can be answered 

by this. People are looking for credit and have nowhere else to go.”

BPEA will invest Rs. 2,600 cr. in NIIT
Baring Private Equity Asia (BPEA), has signed definitive agreements to buy 

a 30% stake in NIIT Technologies Limited shares from NIIT Limited and other 

promoter entities at a price of Rs. 1,394 per share, aggregating to Rs. 2,627 

crore, and make an open offer thereafter to increase its stake up to 56% for 

a total consideration Rs. 4,890 crore.

Commenting on the deal, Rajendra Pawar, chairman, NIIT Technologies 

Limited, said, “NIIT Technologies Limited, which became an independently 

listed company after demerger from NIIT Limited in 2004, has grown into 

one of the most innovative and trusted IT services company in India. The 

involvement of Baring Private Equity Asia will provide a further impetus to 

the management team, led by CEO Sudhir Singh, to take the company to 

the next level of growth.”

Vijay Thadani, vice-chairman & managing director, NIIT Limited, said, 

“BPEA’s association will support the existing management team in capturing 

the opportunities in an increasingly digital world.”
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NIIT Technologies also announced the signing of an agreement to acquire 

big data firm WHISHWORKS IT Consulting.

NIIT will initially acquire a 53% stake, with the remaining equity to be acquired 

over the next two years.

India’s gold reserves increase marginally in February: WGC
India has marginally increased its gold holding in February while maintaining 

the tenth position among countries in terms of yellow metal reserves, as per 

latest data from the World Gold Council (WGC).

India added 1.7 tonnes in February while most other countries, barring Russia 

and China, saw their reserves unchanged in the recent past.

As per WGC, India had total gold reserves of 608.7 tonnes in February, 

marginally up from the previous month’s holding of 607 tonnes.

Apart from India, only two other countries among the top 10 in terms of gold 

reserves increased their holdings in the month of February.

While the Russian Federation saw its reserves increase from 2,119.2 tonnes 

to 2,150.5 tonnes, the reserves of China (Mainland) rose from 1,864.3 tonnes 

to 1,874.3 tonnes between January and February.

Incidentally, India’s overall ranking is pegged at 11 as the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) boasts of gold reserves of 2,814 tonnes to occupy 

the third position after the U.S. (8,133.5 tonnes) and Germany (3,369.7 

tonnes).

“Central bank gold reserves increased by a net 51 tonnes in February 2019, 

with gross sales minimal at only 0.2 tonnes,” said Alistair Hewitt, director of 

market intelligence, WGC.

“This is the highest level of monthly purchases since October 2018 and 

brings the reported year-to-date net increase in global reserves to 90 tonnes. 

Collectively, central banks — mostly from the emerging markets — continue 
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to accumulate gold at a healthy pace. Nine central banks made a meaningful 

increase to their reserves in February versus 10 in January,” added Mr. 

Hewitt.

Other countries

Some of the other countries that also have a significant gold reserve include 

Taiwan (423.6 tonnes), Portugal (382.5 tonnes), Kazakhstan (356.3 tonnes), 

Uzbekistan (342.1 tonnes) and Saudi Arabia (323.1 tonnes).

Pakistan has 64.6 tonnes and is ranked 45 while Sri Lanka (19.9 tonnes) and 

Bangladesh (14 tonnes) are at 63rd and 66th positions.

Nepal with 6.4 tonnes is at 82nd position.

India becomes YouTube’s largest and fastest growing market
With substantial growth in India’s internet coverage and data growth, the 

country has become YouTube’s largest and fastest growing market with 265 

million Indians watching the video-sharing website every month.

Confirming the development, Susan Wojcicki, CEO, YouTube said, “India is 

now both our biggest audience and one of our fastest-growing audiences in the 

world. YouTube today has become the first stop for users to consume content, 

whether they are looking for entertainment or information. It is this incredible 

variety of content combined with the growing reach that makes YouTube a 

perfect platform for brands to drive personalised engagement.”

She was in Mumbai to attend YouTube’s annual flagship event, Brandcast. 

She shared insights into the exponential growth of online video ecosystem 

and how it was linked to India’s internet growth story.

“In the last one year, YouTube’s consumption on mobile has increased to 

85%, with 60% of the watch time coming from outside the six largest metros 

in India. Today, YouTube creators have become effective storytellers, with 

more than 1,200 Indian creators crossing the million subscriber-milestone, 
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compared to five years ago, when there were only two creators,” Ms. Wojcicki 

added. Mark Patterson, CEO, GroupM Asia Pacific said, “User behaviour 

has shifted massively to mobile video and therein lies the opportunity for 

marketers today. With the growth of YouTube in India, it is an amazing time 

to be a marketer; as you can do full-funnel growth, creative storytelling and 

cross-channel planning easily.”

Critical touchpoint

Talking about how YouTube had become an integral channel for Bajaj to drive 

business results, Rakesh Sharma, executive director, Bajaj Auto said, “With 

YouTube becoming one of the critical touchpoints in the auto user’s path to 

purchase, it was our go-to platform. With the rich understanding of audience 

that YouTube provides, we were able to reach the audience effectively, thus 

releasing a lot of marketing time to do more.”

Underscoring the importance of creating for digital, Ben Jones, global head 

— Unskippable Labs, Google, said, “Most advertisers have the same problem 

— how to connect with people that spend all their time on mobile devices. 

Over 70% of a campaign’s success is influenced by creative. At Google, 

we have been working over the years to enable the advertising ecosystem 

to make more engaging brand messages and for that we have extensively 

engaged with all the stakeholders in the creative ecosystem.”

High stock of non-performing assets in India, more progress 
needed: IMF
There continues to be a high stock of non-performing assets (NPAs) in India, 

and there has been some progression. Further progress is welcome, IMF 

head of Monetary and Capital Markets Tobias Adrian said.

Mr. Adrian made these remarks at the release of the multilateral institution’s 

April 2019 Global Financial Stability Report (GFSR) as part of the World Bank 
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IMF Spring Meetings.

The GFSR provides an assessment of balance sheet vulnerabilities across 

financial and non-financial sectors in advanced and emerging market 

economies.

“The level of capitalisation of some banks, particularly government-owned 

banks should be bolstered. This is also one of the recommendations of the 

Financial Sector Assessment Program for India that took place fairly recently,” 

Anna Ilyina, who heads Monetary and Capital Markets at the IMF, said. There 

were some steps taken by the authorities to boost capital buffers in banks and 

also governments in state-owned banks, that have had some positive impact, 

she said.

“In particular we’ve seen average price-to-book ratios for Indian banks improving 

somewhat and the institutional mechanisms for resolution and recognition of 

[non-performing loans] NPLs are, of course, extremely important… and I think 

authorities should continue working along these lines,” Ms. Ilyina said.

Portfolio flows to emerging markets are influenced by benchmark-driven 

investors — 70% of country allocations of investment funds are impacted by 

benchmark indices, the report said.

This category of investors are more sensitive to global financial conditions and 

as they command increasing shares of portfolio flows, external shocks may 

propagate to medium-size, and frontier market economies faster than they did 

in the past.

China, a priority

China is likely to become more important for other emerging markets as it 

gets included in benchmark indices. Portfolio flows to China are expected to 

increase by $150 billion by 2020 due to its inclusion in a global bond index, 

according to the report.

“Financial vulnerabilities in China remain high, and the authorities face a 

difficult trade-off between supporting near-term growth, countering adverse 
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external shock, and containing leverage through regulatory tightening,” the 

report said.

Rail Vikas Nigam makes tepid debut
Rail Vikas Nigam made a tepid debut on the bourses, with the equity shares 

closing almost flat compared with the issue price.

On the BSE, the shares listed at the issue price of Rs. 19, before touching a 

high of Rs. 19.75. It fell below the issue price to touch a low of Rs. 18.60 and 

ended the day at Rs. 19.05.

At Thursday’s closing price, the market capitalisation of the public sector 

enterprise was pegged at Rs. 3,972 crore.

The initial public offering was subscribed 1.83 times with the retail segment 

seeing maximum response with almost three times subscription.

Mutual funds’ FMP investments worth Rs. 1,400 cr. at risk
The redemption issues faced by fixed maturity plans (FMPs) of mutual funds 

due to their exposure towards Essel Group entities have only begun as 

there are nearly 80 FMP schemes with such exposure towards the corporate 

entity.

The cumulative amount at stake is about Rs. 1,400 crore with more than 40 

schemes maturing later this year. More importantly, about 14 schemes, with 

an exposure of nearly Rs. 475 crore, will mature this month.

, Kotak Mahindra Mutual Fund said that it might not be able to fully redeem 

the investments in two series of its FMPs that matured on April 8 and 10. The 

fund house attributed it to the delay in recovering money invested in the non-

convertible debentures (NCDs) of Edisons Utility Works and KontiInfrapower

&Multiventures, both part of the Essel Group.

HDFC MF’s move
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Meanwhile, HDFC mutual fund (MF) also announced the extension of one of 

its FMP schemes that was due for maturity on April 15, by 380 days.

While HDFC MF said the extension was done due to “current interest rate 

scenario and portfolio positioning”, data from Ace MF shows that the fund 

house has a total exposure of about Rs. 208 crore towards Essel Group 

entities — such as Sprit Infra Power &Multiventures, EdisonsInfrapower&Mu

ltiventures, ARM Infra & Utilities and Asian Satellite Broadcast.

Other funds’ exposure

Meanwhile, data from Ace MF further shows that apart from Kotak MF and 

HDFC MF, fund houses such as Aditya Birla Mutual Fund, ICICI Prudential 

Mutual Fund and Reliance Nippon Mutual Fund also have an exposure in 

Essel Group through FMPs. In 2019, nearly Rs. 940 crore worth of such 

securities are slated to mature.

While the cumulative worth of all exposure towards Essel Group is about Rs. 

1,400 crore, it accounts for less than 7% of the total corpus — more than Rs. 

20,000 crore — of all such FMPs that hold securities of Essel Group.

Interestingly, data from Morningstar shows that the cumulative exposure of 

FMPs to securities from Essel Group was pegged at Rs. 1,673 crore with 

DHFL Pramerica also having such an exposure.

The roots of the matter go back to January when Zee Group companies saw 

a massive fall in their share prices — Zee Entertainment Enterprises and 

Dish TV India fell nearly 26% and 33%, respectively on January 25.

The NCDs are backed by the equity shares but fund houses, in a first, 

decided against selling the shares as is the normal practice and worked out 

a resolution plan with the Essel Group wherein no share would be sold till 

September.

‘No need to panic’

Industry players, however, say that while the fund houses chose not to sell 

the shares, any such panic sale at that juncture could have further pushed 
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down the stock prices thereby adversely affecting the net asset value of the 

fund.

“Investors need to be patient. While there has been a delay in repayment of 

these bonds, the lenders have agreed to give the promoter time till September 

2019 for a suitable resolution of the issue rather than resort to panic selling, 

which could be counterproductive,” said Kaustubh Belapurkar, director — 

Fund Research, Morningstar.

, a statement issued by Essel Group reiterated that the business house 

was “focussed towards saving the loss of public money and arriving at the 

repayment resolution for each and every lender.”

“As per the arrangement with the lenders, a resolution for the repayment will 

be achieved by September 2019. Essel Group is confident of completing the 

repayment towards each and every lender,” it said, while adding that Kotak 

mutual fund was part of the consortium of lenders.

Industrial growth declines to 20-month low, inflation up
Industrial growth slowed in February to 0.1%, driven by an across-the-board 

slowdown, especially in key sectors like manufacturing, mining, capital goods, 

and infrastructure, according to latest official data.

Separate data showed that retail inflation quickened in March to 2.86% from 

2.57% in February, driven in large part by the food and fuel sectors.

Growth in the Index of Industrial Production (IIP) slowed in February from 

1.44% in January.

Within the Index, the mining and quarrying sector saw growth slowing to 2% 

from 3.92% over the same period.

The manufacturing sector saw a contraction of 0.31% in February from 1.05% 

in January.

“The IIP data broadly indicates the slowing down of the economy, which 
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was reflected in the quarterly GDP data,” said D.K. Srivastava, chief policy 

advisor, EY India.“The outlook should be thought of in terms of stimulating 

investment demand in the economy through monetary and fiscal measures,” 

he said.

“On the monetary side, steps have been taken through two successive rate 

cuts by the Reserve Bank of India,” Mr. Srivastava added. “On the fiscal 

side, however, the prospects were limited because both direct and indirect 

tax revenue collections have shown a shortfall compared to the revised 

estimates. So, in order to meet the 3.4% fiscal deficit target, it appears the 

government has gone in for curtailing expenditure in general, and capital 

expenditure in specific.”

Capital goods contract

The capital goods sector continued its contraction in February, contracting 

8.84% compared with a contraction of 3.42% in the previous month.

Growth in the infrastructure sector slowed to 2.38% from 6.8%.

The electricity sector was the only sector that saw an acceleration in growth, 

coming in at 1.18% in February compared with a growth of 0.94% . The 

consumer non-durables sector also saw growth quickening, to 4.3% from 

3.33% over the same period.

CPI inflation

Retail inflation, as measured by the consumer price index (CPI), quickened 

in March to a five-month high due to a speeding up of inflation in the food and 

fuel sectors. Inflation in the food and beverages segment of the CPI quickened 

to 0.66% in March compared with a contraction of 0.07% in February.

“Inflation is still well below the average threshold of 4% and food prices have 

just turned positive, and vegetable prices are much less negative than the 

trend,” Mr. Srivastava added.
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Policy rate changes need not be in tranches of 25 bps: RBI 
governor
 Reserve Bank of India (RBI) governor Shaktikanta Das has proposed to his 

counterparts in other economies that interest rate changes need not be in 

tranches of 25 basis points or multiples of it and instead, could be tailored to 

suit the dynamics of the economic situation. In his address at the ‘governor 

talks’ event on the sidelines of IMF-World Bank spring meetings in Washington 

DC, Das proposed that interest rate changes could be in terms of 10 basis 

points or 35 basis points so that central banks’ response is appropriate and 

will not complicate its position in a volatile situation.

“…if the unit of 25 basis points is not sacrosanct and just a convention, 

monetary policy can be well served by calibrating the size of the policy rate 

to the dynamics of the situation and the size of the change itself can convey 

the stance of policy,” said Das in the speech, the transcript of which has 

been released by the RBI . One basis point is one hundredth of a percentage 

point.

Das said that when monetary policy easing is needed by the central bank 

prefers to be cautious about how far it should go, a 10 basis points cut 

in the policy rate would signal the intent of authorities. This, he said, was 

better than two separate moves--one on the policy rate, wasting 15 basis 

points of valuable rate action to rounding off, and the other on the monetary 

policy stance. Similarly, in a situation where the central bank prefers to be 

accommodative but not overly so, it could announce a cut in the policy rate by 

35 basis points if it has judged that the standard 25 basis points is too little, 

but its multiple--50 basis points is too much, said Das.

RBI had cut rates by 25 basis points each in February and Aprilto support 

economic growth but Das highlighted in his speech the risk volatile oil prices 

posed to net energy importers like India on current account deficit and inflation. 
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He also said that India’s economic growth is expected to be 7.2% in 2019-20, 

the fastest among large economies of the world.

The governor also said a central bank have to interact closely with financial 

markets for transmission of monetary policy issues. He also said that in view 

of the exponential growth in e-commerce and digitization, the authorities are 

working on guidelines to introduce a ‘regulatory sandbox/innovation hub’ for 

orderly growth of fintech firms and streamlining their influence in the financial 

system. Sandbox is a hub, where regulators enable limited roll-out of new 

products on small group of users before scaling up, which can help fintech 

companies launch new products at lower cost and in less time.

Manmohan Singh vs Narendra Modi: The real India growth 
story
The quality of India’s economic data in general, and gross domestic product 

(GDP) data in particular, has come in for questioning in recent months. Those 

questions only acquired more urgency in January, when the GDP growth in 

2016-17 was revised to 8.2%—the highest in any year between 2011-12 and 

2018-19.

In 2016-17, a large section of the informal economy, which forms a significant 

portion of the Indian economy, was severely hit by demonetisation. Hence, 

the question: how did the economy grow at 8.2% during the year?

Between 2009-10 and 2013-14, the period during which Manmohan Singh 

was the prime minister, the Indian economy grew by 6.7% per year. Between 

2014-15 and 2018-19, the Indian economy is supposed to have grown at 

7.5% per year. Narendra Modi has been prime minister during this period 

(from 26 May 2014 onwards).

Hence, the economic growth during the Modi years has been faster in 

comparison to the growth during the Manmohan Singh years. The question, 
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though, is: does this pass the basic smell test? One way of figuring this out 

is to take a look at real-time economic indicators which capture the economic 

decisions of the average Indian.

Since January 2015, when India adopted a new way of calculating the GDP, 

the growth figure has not been in line with high-frequency economic indicators 

that reflect the economic decisions of individuals. Unlike GDP growth, the 

economic indicators used here, from domestic car sales to steel output, are 

real numbers (except inflation) and not theoretical constructs. So, if domestic 

car sales are growing, it is a reflection of robust urban consumer demand. If 

steel production is growing, it shows a robust car industry which uses a lot 

of steel, and a better physical infrastructure that can be used by individuals, 

among other things.

Let’s look at 15 economic indicators and see what they suggest. The growth 

of 11 out of the following 15 economic indicators was better during the second 

term of Manmohan Singh than Modi’s term. It is worth reminding here that the 

United Progressive Alliance’s (UPA’s) second term was by all accounts worse 
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than its first term. Hence, we are comparing the worst of Manmohan with the 

best of Modi.

(1) Domestic two-wheeler sales: Motorcycle sales during the Manmohan 

Singh’s era grew by 12.44% per year. In Modi’s era, growth was at 5.35% 

per year. Scooter sales during Singh’s era grew by 25.7% per year. In Modi’s 

era, the growth was at 13.21% per year. Scooters sell more in urban India 

than rural India. Motorcycles sell in both urban as well as rural India. The 

growth rate of 5.35% per year in motorcycle sales during the Modi years is 

indicative of the agricultural distress and, accordingly, the slow rise in the 

consumption power of rural India as well.

(2) Domestic car sales: Car sales are an important indicator of how urban 

India is feeling on the economic front, because no one forces anyone to buy 

a car. When an individual buys a car (or a two-wheeler for that matter), he 

or she feels confident enough to make a down payment and pay an equated 

monthly instalment on the car loan. Car sales grew at 4.42% per year during 

the Modi years in comparison to 7.92% during the Manmohan years. The 

major jump during the Manmohan Singh years came in 2009-10 and 2010-

11, when car sales increased by 25.22% and 29.08%, respectively.

What this again tells us is that urban India, in particular corporate India, 

has not been very confident on the economic front during the Modi years, 

irrespective of what they say in public forums. Of course, the growth of cab 

aggregators Uber and Ola has also played some role in the slowdown of 

domestic car sales growth in recent years.

(3) Domestic tractor sales: This is a good indicator of how rich farmers are 

feeling on the economic front. During the Modi years, the tractor sales are 

expected to grow at 4.49% per year. In comparison, tractor sales grew by 

15.73% per year during the Manmohan years. This shows the presence 

of agriculture distress hurting farmers during the Modi years. In fact, domestic 

tractor sales in 2013-14 had stood at 634,000. The sales fell over the next 
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two years, and in 2015-16 stood at 494,000. Since then, they have recovered 

to 724,000 during April 2018 to February 2019.

(4) Incremental retail loans growth: This is an indicator of how a reasonably 

large section of the population is feeling about their economic future. People 

usually take a loan when they are confident enough about repaying it. This 

may not be true about loans given to the industry but is true about retail 

loans (i.e. home loans, vehicle loans, etc.), given that the bad loan rate of 

retail loans stands at just 2%. Bad loans are loans which haven’t been repaid 

for 90 days or more.

Retail loans given out by banks during the Modi era are expected to grow at 

19.92% per year in comparison to 22.47% per year during the Manmohan 

era.

(5) Airline passenger traffic: This is one point that is perpetually brought up 

by everyone who believes that the Modi government has done well on the 

economic front. In the Manmohan years, the number of airline passengers 

grew by 9.20% per year. It is expected to grow at 15.28% per year during the 

Modi years.

(6) Passenger revenues of Indian Railways: One point which people forget to 

mention is the fact that the growth in air travel has come at the cost of people 

upgrading from travelling by Indian Railways. This has led to a slowdown 

in the growth of passenger revenue of Indian Railways. In the Manmohan 

years, this was at 10.81% per year. In the Modi years, it is expected to be at 

7.32% per year.

(7) Domestic commercial vehicles sales: Robust consumer demand should 

translate into more investment, with companies expanding to cater to the 

increasing demand. A good way to check whether this is happening or not 

is to take a look at domestic commercial vehicle sales. Faster sales indicate 

robust activity on the infrastructure front as well as the industrial front, which 

ultimately benefits individuals. Commercial vehicles are used to move around 
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finished as well as semi-finished goods.

During the Modi years, commercial vehicles sales grew at 9.74% per year. In 

the Manmohan years, they had grown at 10.50% per year. In fact, the growth 

in commercial vehicles sales during the Modi years has been robust, though 

it might have been slower than that of Manmohan years. This is primarily on 

account of the road building programme carried out by the Modi government 

(as we shall see later).

(8) Cement production: Cement production during the Modi years is expected 

to grow at 4.32% per year against 7.05% per year during the Manmohan era. 

The cement consumption has grown at a slow pace during the Modi years 

despite a massive road building programme.

This essentially tells us two things. First, private sector investment has been 

slow. Second, the real estate sector, which uses a lot of cement, has been 

down in the dumps. People aren’t buying new homes. Interestingly, the 

history of economic development suggests that once people start getting out 

of agriculture, real estate and construction are the two sectors which they 

move towards, primarily because both these sectors offer a lot of low-skill 

jobs. The slow growth in cement production is another indicator that India is 

not generating enough low-skilled jobs.

(9) Consumption of finished steel: Steel consumption is another great 

indicator of the investment scenario in the country, as the construction of 

any new infrastructure requires steel. And better infrastructure essentially 

leads to an improvement in the ease of living of individuals. Data from India 

Brand Equity Foundation, a trust established by the ministry of commerce 

and industry, suggests consumption of finished steel is expected to increase 

5.18% per year during the Modi era, in comparison to 7.18% per year during 

the Manmohan era.

This is indicative of the fact that the investment scenario in India continues to 

be dull. A dull investment scenario basically means that enough jobs aren’t 
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being created. It also means that the incomes of those who already have jobs 

are rising at a slower pace.

(10) Income tax growth: This is a good indicator of whether the income of 

individuals working in the formal sector of the economy is growing or not.

The Modi administration has over the years talked a lot about the income 

tax collections improving significantly. The income tax collections in the Modi 

years are expected to grow at 16.85% per year. In comparison, the growth in 

tax revenue in the Manmohan years was 17.53% per year. The government 

has also talked about the fact that more people are filing income tax returns 

now than before. While this is true, this hasn’t exactly translated into faster 

pace of growth in tax revenue.

(11) Corporation tax growth: Companies pay a higher tax when they sell more 

stuff, and consequently make a higher profit. They sell more when people 

consume more. People consume more when they are doing well on the 

financial front. And that’s possible when the overall economy is doing well. 

During the Modi years, corporation tax collections are expected to grow by 

11.20% per year against 13.09% in the Manmohan years.

(12) Consumption of petroleum products: The consumption of fuel in an 

economy which is doing well tends to grow at a faster rate. The consumption 

of fuel products during the Modi years is expected to grow at 5.91% per year 

against 3.47% during the Manmohan years. This is another economic indicator 

that has fared better in the Modi years than the Manmohan years. A simple 

explanation for this lies in the fact that oil prices were much higher between 

2011 and 2014 than they have been since then.

(13) Inflation: One of the genuine successes of the Modi government has 

been on the inflation front. In May 2014, when Narendra Modi took over as 

prime minister, inflation, as measured by the consumer price index (CPI), 

stood at 7.72%, with food inflation at 9.21%. In February 2019, inflation was 

at 2.57%, with food prices falling by 0.66%. During 2018-2019, food prices 
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have risen by just 0.13%.

On the flip side, the lack of food inflation is hurting farmers.

(14) Household financial savings: This is an indicator which tells us how much 

people are saving. The problem, in this case, is that data is available only 

from 2011-12 onwards, which is what we will consider. The gross household 

financial savings when Manmohan Singh was the prime minister grew at 

13% per year. In the Modi years (up to 2017-18) they grew by 11.94% per 

year. As far as net household financial savings (gross household financial 

savings minus the financial liabilities of households) are concerned, they 

grew by 13.79% per year in the Manmohan years. In comparison, they grew 

by 7.38% per year during the Modi years (up to 2016-17).

(15) Road construction: This is another area where the Modi government has 

done significantly better than the Manmohan Singh government. As of 31 

March 2009, the total length of national highways stood at 70,548 kilometres 

(km). By 31 March 2014, this had increased to 91,287km, at the rate of 5.29% 

growth per year. By March 2019, the length of national highways is expected 

to touch 135,676km, with 10,000km of road expected to be constructed 

during 2018-19. This means an increase of 8.25% per year. Between April 

and December, 6,715km had already been built.

To conclude, the Manmohan Singh years come out to be much better than 

the Modi years, in 11 out of the 15 indicators.

This essentially brings us back to the question: When so many economic 

indicators grew faster in the second term of Manmohan Singh vis a vis the 

first term of Modi, why doesn’t this reflect in the GDP growth figures of the 

two eras? The Modi years growing at a faster pace than the second term of 

Manmohan doesn’t make much sense.

UPI sets searing pace while e-wallets wobble
While digital payments overall have been growing strongly, people are 
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changing the way they transact, choosing bank-to-bank methods such as the 

Unified Payments Interface (UPI) over other instruments such as e-wallets.

An analysis by The Hindu of data from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the 

National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) and some industry players 

from April 2018 to March 2019 shows that not only is the UPI platform 

outperforming e-wallets in terms of the value of transactions done, but it is 

also eating away at e-wallets’ market share in specific areas such as person-

to-merchant (P2M) transactions.

Payments made on the UPI platform saw a remarkable growth of over 400% 

in the April to March period, from a little more than Rs. 27,000 crore in April 

2018 to Rs. 1.35 lakh crore in March 2019.

Completely interoperable

“UPI is completely interoperable and as such, it is unique in the world, where 

you have an interoperable system on the ‘send’ and ‘receive’ side,” said 

Hemant Gala, head-payments, banking and financial services at PhonePe.

“That is, you can send money from different accounts in different banks and 

receive it in different accounts in different banks. It was a solution designed 

to be mobile-first, and it shaped that ecosystem because customer adoption 

of mobile was growing very strongly.”

The rapid growth of UPI is accompanied by a reasonably strong growth in 

the value of transactions done using e-wallets, but the latter’s growth has not 

taken off much following the fillip it received in the aftermath of demonetisation 

in November 2016. E-wallets saw total transaction value grow 210% in the 

November 2016 to March 2017 period, but this has since slowed to 123% in 

the April 2018 to February 2019 period.

In absolute terms as well, transactions done using e-wallets in February 2019 

(Rs. 16,497 crore) are only 15% of the size of the total transaction value on 

the UPI platform.

Data from Razorpay — for the percentage share of each payment method in 
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payments made by customers to merchants — also shows that e-wallets are 

losing ground to UPI. E-wallets accounted for 6.3% of all customer payments 

made to merchants in 2017-18 and UPI accounted for just 1.6%. In 2018-19, 

the share of e-wallet transactions fell to 1.87% and the share of UPI rose to 

17%.

The Hindu also contacted Mobikwik, Amazon, Paytm, Truecaller, Freecharge, 

Ola, and the NPCI but either did not receive a response or the companies 

declined to comment on record. Those who did comment, even off-the-record, 

said that UPI was indeed posing a threat to e-wallets, but added that there 

were some factors that were keeping e-wallets in the game.

“There is definitely competition coming from UPI, because UPI is something 

even the government is backing and so the convenience factor is much more,” 

the payments head of a major e-wallet company said on the condition of 

anonymity. “Most people would prefer transactions from their bank accounts 

itself, rather than going on topping up a wallet, but there are some people who 

are uncomfortable with the idea of money directly going from the account.”

Others argued that the size of the digital payments market in India was such 

that various instruments could exist without really eating into each other’s 

market share.

Diverse use cases

“If you look at personal consumption expenditure in India, and what percentage 

of these transactions happen digitally, in India it is about only 3.5-4%,” Mr. 

Gala said.

“India is a diverse country in terms of customers and use cases. UPI has 

certainly grown tremendously, but every instrument has its own space 

because of the diverse uses.”

“There would be millions of customers who would want to start their digital 

payments journey using a wallet,” Mr. Gala added. “UPI is a great solution, 

but it has some hurdles to adoption such as linking phone numbers, linking 
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bank account, entering debit card number, etc. Many people might want to 

start with simpler instruments and then transition to more complex ones.”

While some of the growth can be attributed to the low base, the astronomical 

increase in transactions has meant that UPI is now competing seriously 

with the incumbent forms of digital payments such as credit cards and debit 

cards.

For example, while credit card transactions in April 2018 (Rs. 45,174 crore) 

stood at about 1.5 times the UPI transactions by value in that month, by 

February 2019 the value of credit card transactions (Rs. 48,859 crore) was 

less than half of those done on the UPI platform.

Debit cards are far more popular than credit cards as can be seen from the 

fact that the value of debit card transactions stood at Rs. 3.05 lakh crore in 

February 2019. Here too, UPI is fast catching up. The value of UPI transactions 

was only 8.7% the quantum of debit card transactions in April 2018. This 

proportion climbed to 35% by February 2019.

Public sector enterprises to get 12 months to sell non-core 
assets
State-run companies will have 12 months to monetise non-core assets 

identified by a ministerial panel headed by the finance minister, failing which 

the finance ministry may restrict budgetary allocations to the CPSEs.

The Department of Investment and Public Asset Management (DIPAM) issued 

guidelines for monetisation of non-core assets of CPSEs and immovable 

enemy properties, following a Cabinet decision in February.

According to the guidelines, an inter-ministerial group (IMG) chaired by the 

secretary of DIPAM will identify the non-core assets of the CPSEs on its own, 

and also on the basis of recommendations of the Niti Aayog. The final call will, 

however, be taken by the finance minister-headed panel.
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Once the Alternative Mechanism, comprising the finance minister, road 

transport minister and the minister of the administrative ministry concerned 

approves the assets for monetisation, it should be completed within 12 

months from the date of approval.

This will be the target to be achieved by the CPSEs as part of the memorandum 

of understanding with the Department of Public Enterprises (DPE). “The 

Department of Expenditure and Department of Economic Affairs may 

consider any proposal from the CPSE/administrative ministry for budgetary 

support only after looking at the achievement of asset monetisation target by 

the CPSE. Performance of contract management will be considered before 

sanctioning any government budgetary support,” the guidelines said.

Indian bourses shine in derivatives
Indian exchanges do not offer trading in exotic derivative instruments like 

their counterparts in the developed markets in the U.S. and Europe, but that 

has not stopped the bourses from becoming one of the largest derivative 

trading centres globally.

According to the latest report by the World Federation of Exchanges (WFE) 

and the International Options Market Association (IOMA), the National Stock 

Exchange (NSE) and the BSE accounted for 96% of the currency derivatives 

trading in the Asia-Pacific region in 2018. Further, the NSE was the global 

leader in terms of volume of trading of index options and eighth in single 

stock options in the calendar year 2018. The year also saw India’s largest 

bourse being ranked second in the volume of single stock futures contracts.

Incidentally, three exchanges — Korea Exchange, NSE and the Moscow 

Exchange — accounted for 68% of the total single stock futures total volumes 

traded. Further, the NSE and Korea Exchange together accounted for 90.7% 

of the volume of index options in the Asia-Pacific region.
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According to the WFE-IOMA 2018 Derivatives Report, the NSE saw a total 

of 221.5 crore index options contracts being traded in 2018 with Bank Nifty 

options and Nifty options contracts featuring among the top traded contracts 

globally.

The volume of stock futures contracts was pegged at over 25 crore giving 

the NSE the second spot in the global ranking. More importantly, the annual 

growth rate in volume on the Indian exchange is also among the highest in 

the world.

In 2018, NSE’s volume of index options rose 63%, which was the highest 

among the top 10 bourses in the category. The volume of NSE’s single stock 

options also registered a rise of 46%, which was second only to Brazil’s 75% 

surge.

In the currency derivatives segment, the NSE and the BSE together account 

for 96% of such derivatives volume in the Asia-Pacific region. The two Indian 

exchanges occupy the top two ranks with nearly 211 crore contracts traded 

in 2018. Further, the BSE registered the second-highest volume growth in 

the year at 70% — second only to 84% of Singapore Exchange.

In commodities as well, an India exchange is featured among the top 10 

globally. In 2018, the Multi Commodity Exchange of India (MCX) was ranked 

eighth globally with a little over 23 crore contracts traded while registering a 

16% rise during the year. In India, MCX is the biggest commodity bourse with 

a market share of more than 90%.

SPIC’s holding firm to set up floating solar power plant
Singapore-based AM International Holdings, the holding company of SPIC 

and Manali Petro, has announced its foray into renewable energy by setting 

up a floating solar power plant.

Ashwin Muthiah, founder chairman of AM International Group, laid the 
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foundation stone for the 24 MW floating solar power plant at SPIC’s 

Thoothukudi factory complex. Once completed, the project would take care 

of SPIC’s electricity needs and the surplus would be sold to State power 

utilities.

The project is owned by Greenam Energy, a wholly owned subsidiary of AM 

International Holdings. “The project is one of its kind and one of India’s first 

floating renewable energy initiative to optimise energy production in industrial 

plants. It showcases AM International group’s commitment to promote eco-

friendly alternatives and seek self-sufficiency in the operations of its various 

group companies,” Mr. Muthiah said in a statement.

T.N. plant to host project

The floating plant would be located in the company’s water reservoir on the 

Thoothukudi plant premises. EDAC Engineering Ltd., a SPIC group company, 

is undertaking the construction, the statement added.

As no land is required for construction, floating solar plants are gaining 

popularity across India, it added.

Revenue staff sore over terming department as corrupt
Telangana Revenue Employees Services Association has expressed 

unhappiness over Chief Minister K. Chandrasekhar Rao terming the Revenue 

Department as corrupt and that a new Revenue Act is required to cleanse it.

A meeting should also be convened with the Revenue department employees 

to discuss the new Act. The government should not unilaterally formulate a 

new Revenue Act and demanded that an expert committee be constituted for 

formulating the new legislation.

The Association held a meeting here  with revenue employees from all 

districts, employees of Chief Commissioner of Land Administration and 

leaders of all associations of revenue employees. The meeting, chaired 
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by Revenue Employees Association president Vanga Ravinder Reddy and 

attended by general secretary M. Narayana Reddy, said the Chief Minister 

had convened a meeting with high-level officials four days ago and decided 

to bring in Conclusive Land Title Act. The revenue department employees too 

supported it and were in favour of an effective revenue Act that could not be 

manipulated.

The employees, however, sought to know if Telangana was to be made a 

corruption-free State, would it be enough to revamp only the Revenue 

department. “Corruption is prevalent in all departments and there are corrupt 

employees in every department,” they pointed out. Chief Minister recently 

appreciated the revenue employees for working hard during the updation of 

land revenue records and had even announced one-month salary as bonus. 

“Now, the Chief Minister himself is maligning the revenue department and the 

employees,” they regretted.

The employees said 94% of land records were cleaned and updated and no 

farmer lodged any complaint.

The meeting also opposed the concept of Telangana State Administrative 

Service as it could create many problems for the employees who came into the 

revenue department through hard work. They would also oppose delegating 

revenue department functions to the private sector. The employees disagreed 

with the proposal of the Chief Minister to give full responsibility to Ministers.

Crisil board clears transfer of rating business to subsidiary
The board of directors of Crisil has approved the transfer of the ratings business 

to a 100% subsidiary of Crisil. This has been done to comply with the rules 

laid down by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), which state 

that rating and non-rating businesses of credit rating agencies have to be 

segregated.
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“This segregation will have no impact on Crisil’s businesses and the 

financial value to Crisil’s shareholders will remain unchanged,” Crisil said in 

a statement.

Seamless process

“The segregation process will be seamless and on completion, ratings of 

all financial instruments under respective guidelines of the financial sector 

regulators and authorities will move into the wholly owned subsidiary. 

During the interim period, the ratings business will continue uninterrupted,” 

it added.

Meanwhile, the transfer would be undertaken through a scheme of 

arrangement under the Companies Act and will have to be approved by the 

stock exchanges and the National Company Law Tribunal.

What went wrong with debt MFs?
Earlier this month, Kotak Mutual Fund informed investors in its Fixed Maturity 

Plans (FMPs) that it would not be able to fully redeem investments made in 

two series of the FMPs. Separately, HDFC Mutual Fund also announced the 

extension of one of its FMP schemes, which was due for maturity on April 

15, by 380 days.

What are FMPs?

Debt mutual funds, unlike equity MFs, invest in debt securities issued by 

companies (both publicly listed and privately held) and governments. FMPs, 

in turn, are a class of debt funds that are close-ended: one can only invest in 

them at the time of a new fund offer and they come with a specified maturity 

date, much like a fixed deposit (FD). However, in contrast to deposits, FMPs 

don’t offer a guaranteed return but only pitch an indicative yield that the 

investor then takes a bet on. What the investor forgoes in terms of liquidity 
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compared with an FD, she hopes to make good via the marginally higher 

returns that the fund’s investments in higher-yield debt instruments such 

as commercial paper, corporate bonds and non-convertible debentures 

(NCDs) could potentially earn it. Additionally, investments in FMPs are more 

tax-efficient, since there are indexation benefits linked to capital gains, as 

opposed to tax on interest income in the case of an FD. FMPs, however, like 

other debt funds come with their own set of risks: the most significant ones 

are interest rate risk and credit risk.

How did Kotak’s and HDFC’s FMPs end up stuck?

Both the mutual funds’ investment managers had invested (as part of their 

portfolios) in debt securities issued by some of the Subhash Chandra-

promoted Essel Group’s listed and unlisted companies.

Specifically, Kotak had invested in debentures of KontiInfrapower&Multivent

ures Private Limited, a Mumbai-based provider of accounting and consulting 

services, and Edisons Utility Works Private Limited, also based in Mumbai 

and reportedly operating in the construction industry. These debentures, 

which carried a coupon interest rate of 11.1%, were rated A+(SO) — putting 

them in the middle of the scale for investment grade ratings and indicating 

that the issuer had stable financial backing. The debt had also been secured 

by a pledge of Zee Entertainment Enterprise Limited’s shares.

While the exact purposes for which the borrowed funds were utilised is not 

known, Mr. Chandra’s group firms did make some investments in infrastructure 

projects and also sought to acquire Videocon’s D2h business. “In retrospect, 

disastrous investment decisions,” was how investment advisory services 

provider Morningstar Inc. described the group’s investments, in an April 12 

note on their website.

In November 2018, the Essel Group announced that the promoter 

group planned to sell up to 50% of its stake in Zee Entertainment. This 

announcement, coupled with market speculation about financing difficulties 
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at the group, prompted some lenders to start looking for ways to minimise 

their losses in the eventuality of a ‘credit event’ such as the announcement 

of a default on repayment of the borrowings.

On January 25, some lenders sold about Rs. 200 crore worth of Zee 

Entertainment shares, resulting in a sharp fall in the stock’s price from its 

previous close of Rs. 434 on the BSE, to Rs. 319 per share.

At this point, the remaining lenders including Kotak MF and HDFC MF opted 

to not convert the notional loss on their holdings into a real one and instead 

reached a standstill agreement with the Essel Group.

As per the agreement, the creditors agreed to give Mr. Chandra and the 

Essel Group time up to September 30, 2019, to conclude the strategic stake 

sale in Zee Entertainment and use the proceeds to repay the borrowings 

with interest.

Which are the funds affected by Essel woes?

The cumulative amount at stake for FMPs is estimated to be more than Rs. 

1,400 crore with over 40 schemes maturing later this year. More importantly, 

about 14 schemes, with an exposure of almost Rs. 475 crore, were set to 

mature this month.

In the case of Kotak, besides the FMP Series 127 and 183, which matured 

on April 8 and April 10, respectively, and whose investors did not receive full 

redemption proceeds on account of the funds’ exposure to the Essel group 

firms, four other FMPs viz. Series 187, 189, 193 and 194 as well as the 

Kotak Credit Risk Fund have exposure to the Essel group firms.

According to Morningstar Inc.’s analysis of FMP fund portfolio statements as 

of December 2018, the cumulative exposure of close-ended funds like FMPs 

to the Essel group’s debt was pegged at Rs. 1,670 crore ( see graphic ).

What else is at stake for MF investors?

Kotak’s note to investors from earlier this month is revealing. Besides the 
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Essel group exposure, the fund house has acknowledged that four of the 

FMPs viz. Series 183, 192, 193 and 194 had also invested, in May 2016, in 

NCDs issued by the IL&FS Transportation Networks Limited, a unit of the 

financially distressed IL&FS.

Kotak said it had made a 100% provision by February 12, 2019, for this 

investment as the recovery would now depend on a resolution plan agreed 

to by a new board at the beleaguered parent and the National Company Law 

Tribunal.

Also, the troubles at both the Essel group and IL&FS point to the woeful 

inadequacy of credit ratings as a means to assess the most crucial element 

for fixed income investing: credit risk.

A look at Kotak’s own breakdown of the overall portfolio holdings of Assets 

Under Management (AUM) for its debt schemes reveals that only about 46% 

of the overall funds are parked either in sovereign (almost 13%) or AAA-

rated (22.9%) securities.

The rest of the AUM are spread across fixed income securities rated below 

AAA, while still invested in investment grade assets.

The industry’s mandatory disclaimer: “Mutual fund investments are subject 

to market risk”, couldn’t be more germane than in this case.

GAIL emerges highest bidder for IL&FS wind assets’ 
portfolio
State-run GAIL (India) Ltd. has emerged as the highest bidder for seven 

wind power projects of the debt-ridden Infrastructure Leasing and Financial 

Services (IL&FS), after it made an offer of Rs. 4,800 crore.

The process to sell the assets was initiated on November 29. After due-

diligence, including visits across 12 sites spread across seven States, GAIL 
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had emerged as the highest bidder for the seven operating wind power plants 

having a total generation capacity of 874 MW. The deal is expected to close 

in three weeks.

“GAIL’s offer of approximately Rs. 4,800 crore for 100% of the enterprise 

value contemplates no hair-cut to the debt of the special purpose vehicles 

(SPVs), aggregating to approximately Rs. 3,700 crore,” IL&FS said. The 

proposal was unanimously approved by the Committee of Creditors (CoC) 

of IL&FS Wind Energy Limited (IWEL), majority owner of the SPVs.

Engagement with ORIX Japan, the other shareholder in the SPVs, with 

regard to the proposal is in progress, IL&FS said.

The sale proceeds, as and when realised by IWEL, would be held in trust for 

distribution to the relevant stakeholders, in accordance with the resolution 

framework filed with the NCLAT by the government.

The new board of IL&FS had initiated sale of a number of group’s assets, 

aimed to address a significant portion of the group’s debt.

RBI swap auction gets bids more than thrice the notified 
amount
The second dollar-rupee buy/sell auction also saw healthy demand with the 

Reserve Bank of India getting 255 bids worth $18.65 billion compared with 

the notified amount of $5 billion.

Dealers said high cut-off premium indicated banks mostly stayed away but 

companies and NBFCs saw it as a good opportunity to lower hedging costs 

compared with the secondary market.

The cut-off premium was 838 paisa compared with 776 paisa the last time. 

In a statement after the auction, RBI said liquidity injected in the first leg 

was Rs. 34,874 crore. The move would help shore up the country’s foreign 

exchange reserves which are now close to $415 billion.
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“Companies that raise funds via the external commercial borrowing route 

find this route cost effective due to lower hedging cost as compared to the 

secondary market,” said a dealer.

RBI had added this new toolkit for liquidity management to ease liquidity to 

reduce its dependence on open market operations. On March 26, RBI had 

bought $5 billion through a similar swap auction.

Large tendering in today’s auction also helped the rupee strengthen in the 

last trading hour of the day as it cut losses and ended the day at 69.62 a 

dollar, 5 paisa higher than its previous close. After market hours, in a surprise 

move, the RBI announced bond purchases to ease liquidity further. It said it 

would buy Rs. 25,000 crore bonds in two rounds in May.

“Based on a review of evolving liquidity conditions and assessment of the 

durable liquidity needs going forward, RBI has decided to conduct purchase 

of Government securities under open market operations for an aggregate 

amount of Rs. 250 billion in May 2019 through two auctions of Rs. 125 billion 

each,” the RBI said in a statement.

The first auction of Rs. 12,500 crore would be conducted on May 2. According 

to dealers, liquidity deficit in the market is more than Rs. 1 lakh crore. While 

the market was not expecting an OMO announcement soon after the swap 

auction, the move is likely to lift spirits in the bond market.

Most Indians in middle, high income groups save for 
retirement, says report
With no significant social security provisions such as a state-sponsored 

pension, most Indians in the middle- and high-income groups seem to be 

saving up for their retirement on their own. A recent report by Aegon Center 

for Longevity and Retirement, titled The New Social Contract: A Blueprint 

for Retirement in the 21st Century, said India leads the way inretirement 
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readiness among the 15 countries surveyed across Europe, the Americas, 

Asia and Australia. The survey was conducted among middle- and high-

income individuals.

“A combination of shorter careers, lack of social security, nuclear families 

becoming more common which means reduced dependence on children, 

increasing life expectancy is pushing Indians to focus more and more on 

retirement,” said Vishal Dhawan, certified financial planner and founder, Plan 

Ahead Wealth Advisors, a financial planning firm.

India is the only country to score more than 7.3 on the Aegon Retirement 

Readiness Index (ARRI) against a global average of 5.9. ARRI, a part of the 

Aegon Retirement Readiness Survey 2018, ranks retirement readiness on 

a scale from 0 to 10. A score between 8 and 10 shows high readiness and 

a score between 6 and 7.9 shows medium level of readiness. Anything less 

than 6 shows low preparedness.

“Indians are now more aware that they may not get financial support from 

their children and this is motivating them to save more. This was not the case 
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some years ago when children felt it was their responsibility to take care of 

their parents in their old age,” said Shweta Jain, certified financial planner, 

CEO and founder, InvestographyPvt. Ltd, a financial planning firm.

Retirement ready

The index ranks BRIC nations China and Brazil behind India, at second 

and third places, respectively. The report said 47% Indians feel that the 

future generations of retirees will be better off in their retirement compared 

to the current retirees with the pension systems in the country improving 

gradually.

While globally, 30% of the retirement funding comes from own savings and 

investments, in India as much as half of it is expected to come from this 

source. Globally, 24% of the retirement income is expected to come from the 

employer and 46% from the government, but Indians expect 30% from their 

employer and just 24% from the government.

As much as 55% of working people in India are saving for retirement regularly 

compared to 39% globally. Also, about 26% Indians are saving occasionally 

and 9% are not saving currently but do plan to do it in the future. Just 1% of 

working Indians have never saved for retirement and do not plan to do so.

Retirement planning

Financial literacy is playing a key role in getting Indians retirement ready. 

Most people, as much as 74%, look at retirement with a positive outlook.

Financial planners stress on the importance of having a comprehensive 

plan in place to ensure you enjoy a comfortable retirement in terms of your 

finances. Having a plan allows you to understand how much you will need to 

save and invest in order to accumulate sufficient retirement corpus.

As many as 28% of working Indians have a written financial plan compared 

to only 13% globally. According to the report, only 33% working Indians know 
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the role of the three important parameters in retirement planning—compound 

interest, inflation and risk diversification. However, only 22% of the millennials 

surveyed in India knew what the three parameters meant.

“Indians tend to speak about money more openly than residents of other 

countries. At least the previous generations did so and seeing younger 

children spend time in their fathers’ businesses was normal. Today, that is 

changing, so while people who are looking to retire in the next 15 to 20 years 

may be better prepared, the younger adults in their 20s are not prepared at 

all,” said Jain.

Dhawan said lack of social security and pension system and the desire to be 

financially independent is driving more and more people to plan for retirement 

well in advance and is giving the option to explore various investments and 

saving options.

GST Council recalls rule that raised tax outgo of large 
companies
Federal indirect tax body, the Goods and Services Tax (GST) Council, has 

removed the limits placed on companies from February this year on settling 

their tax liability with credits for taxes paid previously on raw materials and 

services. The move comes after businesses said the restrictions have led to 

an increase in their tax outgo.

In a clarification issued to field officers , the Central Board of Indirect Taxes 

and Customs (CBIC) granted full flexibility to businesses in using the credits 

for taxes paid on inter-state transactions (integrated GST or IGST) in settling 

the liability towards GST payable to Union or state governments.

The limits introduced from February had forced companies to use IGST credits 

in a certain order that limited their ability to manage their final tax outgo with 

the tax credits available on the ledger. This, companies have claimed, led 
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to increased cash outgo in certain scenarios to meet their tax liability while 

unused tax credits remained on their books.

CBIC said credits from paying taxes on interstate transactions (for raw 

materials and services) can be used for setting off the GST liability to central 

or state governments in any order or in any proportion. The only rider is that 

if finished goods move across state borders, the IGST credit should first be 

utilized for settling that liability and the surplus could be utilized for meeting 

the tax liability towards central or state GST.

The GST Council introduced the restrictions in February as IGST credit 

remaining on records was going up, which the tax authorities wanted 

companies to use up. Experts said the latest clarification offered relief to 

companies. “This was a much-needed clarification, as this should help bring 

to rest the varied interpretations apprehended by industry experts on the 

utilization of IGST credit,” said Abhishek Jain, tax partner, EY.

Restrictions on the use of tax credits were impacting big companies as they 

have a vast value chain across states and have large amounts of input tax 

credits on their ledger on account of transactions across state borders.

The flexibility to use credits from inter-state transactions is a relief for 

businesses as it is more fungible and can be utilized for meeting tax liability 

to Union or state tax authorities. On the other hand, credits from CGST and 

SGST payment cannot be cross-utilised.

“The clarification issued on the GST credit utilisation matter is a positive 

development and addresses the issue,” said a spokesperson for consumer 

goods producer Hindustan Unilever Ltd.

GST comprises two equal components--the central GST that goes to the 

union government and State GST, which goes to the respective state or union 

territory. The new indirect tax system seeks to levy tax at every stage of the 

supply chain only to the extent of value added at that stage by giving credit 

for taxes paid in the previous stage. This has the advantage over the earlier 
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system in avoiding cascading of taxes or the phenomenon of tax on tax.

In a separate notification issued, CBIC disallowed businesses from generating 

e-way bills or electronic permits needed for transportation of goods if they do 

not file tax returns for two months, with effect from 21 June. In the case of 

small businesses who file tax returns every quarter, the restriction will apply 

if they do not file returns for two consecutive quarters.

Efforts on to promote speciality fibre in India
The Union Ministry of Textiles is in discussions with other countries to support 

the Indian textile industry with technology for speciality fibre and related 

products

“Technology is important for speciality fibre. We are trying to see how to get 

it,” Union Textiles Secretary Raghavendra Singh told journalists here.

The government is in talks with the Japanese Government and is also 

discussing with some companies in the U.S. in this regard.

Two committees were formed — one for speciality fibre and the other to 

see how to take the segment forward. Both committees have submitted the 

reports, he added. The Ministry had notified 207 products that classify as 

‘technical textiles’, mainly for export and import purposes.

There were requests from the industry to include more products. “If the industry 

gives a list, the number of products notified can be expanded regularly,” he 

said.

Mr. Singh urged the Centres of Excellence in the country for technical textiles 

to initiate the process to select some of the prototypes developed so far 

and give an industry connect to these products. The Ministry had consulted 

several other ministries, departments, and State Governments on technical 

textiles used in several applications across sectors.
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SEBI restrains Hotel Leelaventure from selling properties to 
Brookfield
Cash-strapped Hotel Leelaventure said  that capital markets regulator 

SEBI had barred it from selling its four hotels and other assets to Canadian 

investment fund Brookfield Asset Management till further directions.

On March 18, Hotel Leelaventure Ltd. (HLVL) had announced the sale of its 

four hotels located in Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi and Udaipur, as well as a 

property to Canadian investment fund Brookfield for Rs. 3,950 crore. It had 

sought shareholders’ approval and the voting is scheduled to end on April 

24.

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), in its letter to Hotel 

Leelaventure, said it had received representations from ITC, which had 

also moved the National Company Law Tribunal against Hotel Leelaventure 

alleging ‘oppression and mismanagement’, and minority shareholder Life 

Insurance Corporation (LIC).

Diversified group ITC has made certain allegations against Hotel Leelaventure, 

its promoters and JM Financial Asset Reconstruction Company Ltd., with 

regard to postal ballot notice seeking shareholders’ nod for the sale, the 

letter said.

‘In investors’ interest’

“While representations are being examined by SEBI, in view of paucity of 

time involved and in the interest of investors in securities, you are advised 

to ensure that none of the transactions proposed in the postal ballot notice 

dated March 18 is acted upon until further directions from SEBI,” the regulator 

told Hotel Leelaventure in the letter.

‘Plaints to RBI ombudsman increased 25% in FY18’
The number of complaints by bank customers to the Reserve Bank of India’s 
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banking ombudsman increased by 24.9% in the financial year 2017-18 as 

compared to the previous year, the banking regulator said.

The major grounds of complaints received during the year were non-

observance of fair practices code (22.1%), ATM and debit card issues (15.1%), 

credit card issues (7.7%), failure to meet commitments (6.8%), mobile and 

electronic banking (5.2%), the central bank said.

A customer can approach the RBI’s ombusdman if the bank fails to resolve 

customer complaints in one month. The 21 offices of the banking ombudsman 

received 1,63,590 complaints in the year 2017-18.

“Offices of banking ombudsman maintained a disposal rate of 96.5% as 

compared to 92.0% in the previous year,” RBI said.

PE, VC investments hit an all-time high
Private equity and venture capital investments in March 2019 recorded an 

all-time high of $7 billion, more than twice the value recorded in the same 

period in the previous year, says EY’s monthly deal tracker.

While buyouts and private investment in public equity deals remain strong, 

exits in March 2019 declined by 34% in terms of value on a y-o-y basis.

Commenting on the PE landscape, Vivek Soni, partner and national leader 

— Private Equity Services, EY, said the Indian PE/VC industry was off to a 

very strong start, with $11.4 billion of PE/VC investments in Q1, eclipsing 

the previous Q1 high (2018) by 37%, on the back of strong investment flows 

recorded in March 2019 at $7 billion (61% of all investments received in 

1Q2019). March 2019 saw hectic deal activity, both in investments and exits 

in the infrastructure and real estate asset classes.

With large global buyout, sovereign and pension funds becoming more active 

investors in the Indian PE/VC sector, there is increasing interest in yield 
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generating assets (roads, pipelines, telecom infrastructure, and commercial 

real estate). Corporates as well as government bodies are looking to monetise 

passive assets as seen in the Brookfield-RIL pipeline deal.

As per the EY deal tracker, one notable exit event in March 2019 was the 

successful IPO of India’s maiden REIT offering, backed by Embassy / 

Blackstone consortium.

This is a ‘Lighthouse Event’ for the Indian real estate private equity sector, 

which, over the past three to four years, has seen significant amount of PE 

investment into portfolios of rent generating commercial properties such as 

office, retail malls and industrial warehousing.

Investments

PE/VC investments in March 2019 were more than twice the value invested in 

March 2018 ($7 billion in March 2019 vs $3 billion in March 2018) on the back 

of large deals. March 2019 was the best month ever for PE/VC investments, 

30% higher compared to the previous high of $5.4 billion recorded in August 

2017.

Number of deals in March 2019 increased by 44% compared to the same 

period last year (89 deals in March 2019 vs 62 deals in March 2018).

There were 13 large deals (deals of value greater than $100 million) 

aggregating $6 billion in March 2019, compared to four large deals worth 

$3 billion in March 2018. Brookfield’s $1.9 billion buyout of RIL’s east-west 

pipeline was the largest deal during the month, as also the largest deal ever 

in the infrastructure sector.

Why Jet’s fall isn’t good news for rivals
The temporary shutdown of Jet Airways may have enabled other airlines to 

raise their fares because of the gap in demand and capacity, seize premium 

slots at the Mumbai and Delhi airports, and operate more flights on the most-
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profitable routes.

But uncertainty surrounding Jet Airways’s fate is no cause for celebration for 

its competitors, and poses several challenges.

The Ministry of Civil Aviation announced that a slot allocation committee 

comprising the Airports Authority of India, airport operators and airlines, will 

re-distribute Jet Airways’s 440 slots at two of the busiest airports for a period 

of three months.

As Jet Airways began to cancel its flights, competitors like SpiceJet, IndiGo, 

Vistara and GoAir announced as many as 100 new flights from Delhi and 

Mumbai. But along with allegations of one airline being shown undue 

preference, there are also questions about whether these temporary slots 

make strategic sense for airlines.

“Around 60% of traffic has a metro city at one end. But most of these metros 

like Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru, Hyderabad and Chennai either don’t have 

any slots available or have exhausted those that generate higher revenue 

for airlines. So, Jet Airways’ slots represent a significant value for airlines 

acquiring them. But their temporariness means airlines will not be able to sell 

this beyond three months, impacting their cash flow. Moreover, if Jet Airways 

is returned these slots, the airlines will have to re-deploy their planes on non-

metro routes,” says Satyendra Pandey, ex-head of strategy at GoAir. He says 

that the government has not ‘thought through’ the decision to provisionally 

re-distribute Jet Airways slots.

‘Govt. making a mess’

“The government is weaving something that will be messy to get out of. It 

is either indulging in double-speak or figuring things out as we go, because 

whoever pumps money into Jet Airways would want to start selling tickets 

immediately, but will not be able to do so without available slots,” he adds.

The re-allocation of the airline’s slots was necessitated due to a mismatch in 

passenger demand and available flights, caused due to the grounding of the 
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third-largest airline in the country by fleet size. According to ICRA, the gap 

led to a ‘30-40%’ increase in airfares as compared to September 2018. This 

forced the government to step in.

By March end, an airline with a fleet size of 123 aircraft was left with merely 

35 aircraft. With airfares spiralling out of control, the growth in domestic 

passenger trips, among the fastest globally, flattened out, recording a mere 

0.14% rise. This was a sharp fall from double-digit growth figures over the 

past five years.

Combined with the grounding of 12 of SpiceJet’s Boeing 737 MAX 8 after the 

Ethiopian Airlines crash, the domestic aviation market saw 135 of the nearly 

670 aircraft going kaput, i.e. a 20% fall in seats available for passengers. 

While a rise in airfares is good news for airlines that are constantly under-

cutting themselves in a fiercely-competitive market, industry watchers say 

that in the long term, higher airfares can drive passengers away from air 

travel.

“Increase in airfares due to a sudden fall in capacity is expected to have a 

short-term positive impact on RASK [revenue per available seat kilometre] 

by the operating airlines,” says Manish Raniga, an independent aviation 

expert and former vice-president of Jet Airways.

Air travel unaffordable

However, it comes at the expense of the customer. Air travel in the current 

climate has become less attractive and an unaffordable mode of travel for 

all customer segments, corporate or leisure, he says. In the past, capacity 

growth by airlines has benefited the customer through connectivity, choice 

and convenience, he adds.

“The higher levels of pricing is unsustainable and will impact demand until 

such time that capacity growth meets demand at the right price point,” Mr. 

Raniga says.
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Civil Aviation Secretary Pradeep Singh Kharola says the shortfall in capacity 

and a spike in airfares are being addressed, and airlines have shared an 

induction plan of 31 planes over a period of three months between March 

and May. However, it is evident that airlines will not be able to entirely replace 

Jet Airways in a short period of time.

Spike in input costs

Apart from staring at the prospect of losing customers to other modes of 

transport, airlines could also see a spike in input costs as vendors of Jet 

Airways readjust their margins to make up for lost revenue. Additionally, 

various carriers like IndiGo, SpiceJet and Vistara may be forced to tweak 

their plans to introduce new international routes as they see an opportunity 

to capture the domestic market.

But what has steered the downfall of Jet Airways and why are most 

airlines seeing a slump in their profits?

Amrit Pandurangi, a former consultant at Deloitte blames the tendency of 

airlines to snatch passengers away from competitors by wooing them with 

ultra-low airfares. “The airlines have behaved very poorly in terms of under-

cutting airfares. So, when the going was good and crude oil prices were low 

they were fine, but when costs went up, they began to realise their mistakes. 

They are literally living on thin margins. Instead of wooing passengers with 

rock bottom fares, they need to manage their cost structures,” Mr. Pandurangi 

says.

Public sector banks’ long-term strategy on Jan Dhan begins 
to pay off
Public sector banks stand to earn as much as Rs. 5,000 crore due to the 

increasing quantum of deposits placed in Jan Dhan accounts, and can vastly 

monetise this resource once they start implementing advanced analytics 
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and begin lending to these customers, according to industry players and 

analysts.

Over the last three years, the number of Jan Dhan beneficiaries has risen 

from 22 crore to 35 crore, as of April 10, 2019. This represents a growth of 

nearly 60% over the three years. The growth in the number of accounts has 

been pretty steady over the last three years, with the demonetisation year of 

2016-17 seeing the fastest growth of about 27%, which then subsequently 

slowed to a nevertheless robust 10% in 2017-18 and 12% in 2018-19.

Deposits, however, have seen a much stronger growth rate over this period. 

The total quantum of deposits in Jan Dhan accounts has grown from a little 

more than Rs. 36,000 crores in April 2016 to Rs. 98,400 crores in April 2019, 

a growth of more than 2.5 times.

Demonetisation, as expected, resulted in a rapid increase in the quantum of 

deposits soon after the announcement. Deposits surged 66% from about Rs. 

44,500 crores in mid-October 2016 to Rs. 74,000 crores by mid-December 

2016.

To put this in perspective, the growth in the same two-month period of 

the subsequent year was just 4.6%. Deposit levels declined over the next 

five months to fall to as low as Rs. 64,500 by June 2017, but have been 

consistently growing since then.

Rising balances

“The story is how average balances are consistently rising,” Saurabh Tripathi, 

senior partner and leader of the Asia Pacific Financial Institutions Practice at 

the Boston Consulting Group said.

“A balance of about Rs. 1 lakh crore is equal to a revenue of Rs. 3,000 crore 

and maybe up to Rs. 4,000-Rs. 5,000 crores made by the banks with these 

accounts. With that amount of revenue, the banking system can start making 

it a break-even business, and if they start lending on top of it, it can really 
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become viable.”

“This is one of those stories where the public sector, because of its ownership, 

can take a longer-term view while the private sector has a shorter horizon,” 

Mr. Tripathi added.

This is a view taken by industry players as well, who say that the business 

of opening and maintaining Jan Dhan accounts must be viewed in the long-

term, and must also be taken in combination with other activities that see the 

opening of bank accounts for the poorer sections of society.

“We have a very strong microfinance programme where we are doing 

lending via self-help groups,” Suveer Kumar Gupta, MD and CEO of Shivalik 

Mercantile Co-operative Bank said.

“Under that programme, we opened the accounts of marginal sections of 

society, predominantly women. These provide banking services to similar 

sections of society that are targeted by Jan Dhan.”

“It must also be looked at in the long run, not just on a monthly basis,” Mr. Gupta 

added. The data also shows two distinct trends in the Jan Dhan accounts. 

The first is that the public sector banks make up an overwhelming 72.5% of 

the total number of Jan Dhan accounts, and 89.5% of total deposits. The bulk 

of the rest are made up by regional rural banks. Private sector banks make 

up only 3.3% of the accounts and 3.9% of the deposits.

“For any bank account, the bank has to incur some expenses on opening 

and maintaining it regardless of whether there is any balance in the account 

or not,” Vishwas Utagi, former Secretary in the All India Bank Employees 

Association said. “That’s why Jan Dhan accounts are compulsory for the 

government-owned banks, but they have not made it compulsory for the 

private sector banks.”
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GST Council removes rule that raised tax outgo of large 
firms
Federal indirect tax body, the Goods and Services Tax (GST) Council, has 

removed the limits placed on companies from February this year on settling 

their tax liability with credits for taxes paid previously on raw materials and 

services. The move comes after businesses said the restrictions have led to 

an increase in their tax outgo.

In a clarification issued to field officers, the Central Board of Indirect Taxes 

and Customs (CBIC) granted full flexibility to businesses in using the credits 

for taxes paid on inter-state transactions (integrated GST or IGST) in settling 

the liability towards GST payable to Union or state governments.

The limits introduced from February had forced companies to use IGST credits 

in a certain order that limited their ability to manage their final tax outgo with 

the tax credits available on the ledger. This, companies have claimed, led 

to increased cash outgo in certain scenarios to meet their tax liability while 

unused tax credits remained on their books.

CBIC said credits from paying taxes on interstate transactions (for raw 

materials and services) can be used for setting off the GST liability to central 

or state governments in any order or in any proportion. The only rider is that 

if finished goods move across state borders, the IGST credit should first be 

utilized for settling that liability and the surplus could be utilized for meeting 

the tax liability towards central or state GST.

The GST Council introduced the restrictions in February as IGST credit 

remaining on records was going up, which the tax authorities wanted companies 

to use up. Experts said the latest clarification offered relief to companies. 

“This was a much-needed clarification, as this should help bring to rest the 

varied interpretations apprehended by industry experts on the utilization of 

IGST credit,” said Abhishek Jain, tax partner, EY.

Restrictions on the use of tax credits were impacting big companies as they 
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have a vast value chain across states and have large amounts of input tax 

credits on their ledger on account of transactions across state borders.

The flexibility to use credits from inter-state transactions is a relief for 

businesses as it is more fungible and can be utilized for meeting tax liability 

to Union or state tax authorities. On the other hand, credits from CGST and 

SGST payment cannot be cross-utilised.

“The clarification issued on the GST credit utilisation matter is a positive 

development and addresses the issue,” said a spokesperson for consumer 

goods producer Hindustan Unilever Ltd.

GST comprises two equal components--the central GST that goes to the 

union government and State GST, which goes to the respective state or union 

territory. The new indirect tax system seeks to levy tax at every stage of the 

supply chain only to the extent of value added at that stage by giving credit 

for taxes paid in the previous stage. This has the advantage over the earlier 

system in avoiding cascading of taxes or the phenomenon of tax on tax.

In a separate notification issued , CBIC disallowed businesses from generating 

e-way bills or electronic permits needed for transportation of goods if they do 

not file tax returns for two months, with effect from 21 June. In the case of 

small businesses who file tax returns every quarter, the restriction will apply 

if they do not file returns for two consecutive quarters.
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EU drags India to WTO over import duties on ICT products
The European Union (EU) said it has dragged India into WTO’s dispute 

settlement mechanism over imposition of import duties on certain ICT 

products, including mobiles, alleging breach of global trade norms. The EU is 

challenging the introduction of import duties on a wide range of ICT products, 

for instance mobile phones and components, base stations and integrated 

circuits, it said.

IMF forecasts dip in global growth in 2019
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has projected that global growth will be 

3.3% in 2019, down from 3.6% in 2018 and 4% in 2017, IMF Chief Economist 

Gita Gopinath told the press at the release of the World Economic Outlook 

2019 April report, at the start of the World Bank IMF Spring Meetings.

This lower projection is due to lower global expansion in the second half of 

2018 caused by U.S.-China trade tensions, macroeconomic stress in Turkey 

and Argentina, tighter credit policies in China and financial tightening plus a 

normalisation of monetary policy in advanced economies.

‘Robust consumption’

India’s growth is projected to pick up (from 7.1% in 2018) to 7.3% in 2019 and 

7.5% in 2020, “supported by the continued recovery of investment and robust 

consumption amid a more expansionary stance of monetary policy and some 

expected impetus from fiscal policy,” the report said. These forecasts are 

nevertheless less by 10 and 20 basis points from the January and October 

forecasts.

“Nevertheless, reflecting the recent revision to the national account statistics 

that indicated somewhat softer underlying momentum, growth forecasts 

have been revised downward compared with October 2018 WEO by 0.1 

percentage point for 2019 and 0.2 percentage point for 2020, respectively,” 
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the IMF said.

The IMF expects growth to pick up in the second half of the year driven by 

an accommodative policy stance in advanced economies, the prospects of 

easing of trade tensions between the U.S. and China and ramped up fiscal 

and monetary stimulus by China to counter the trade war’s effects.

Global growth is therefore expected to return to 3.6%, but this is subject to 

a rebound in Argentina and Turkey and certain emerging market risks not 

manifesting. Brexit uncertainties and China’s growth not being as high as 

expected (down from 6.6% in 2018 to 6.3% and 6.1% in 2019 and 2020 

respectively) are risks that will impact these projections.

Moderation in expansion

Beyond 2020, global growth is expected to level out at 3.6% over the medium 

term, driven by a moderation in expansion in advanced countries (caused by 

weak productivity growth and slow labour force growth) and the stabilisation 

of emerging market expansion at 2020 levels.

Advanced economies are expected to slow down to 1.6% growth by 2022 

and remain at that rate thereafter.

For emerging markets and developing countries, growth is expected to steady 

at 4.8% over the medium term and given that these groups are growing faster 

than advanced economies, their contribution to global growth is expected 

to increase from 76% to 85% over the next five years. However, there are 

“important differences” within emerging markets and developing economies.

For instance, China is expected to slow down to 5.5% by 2024 as it moves 

towards increasing private consumption and services and regulatory tightening. 

India’s growth is expected to stabilise at 7.75% over the medium term, driven 

by structural reforms and the easing of infrastructure bottlenecks.

In terms of policy priorities, the IMF has called for a “continued implementation 

of structural and financial sector reforms” in order to lower public debt and aid 

growth.
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Specifically, it says a continued fiscal consolidation is needed to bring down 

public debt, strengthening goods and services tax compliance and lowering 

subsidies.

No apology for Jallianwala Bagh for now, says U.K.
The British government has failed to use the opportunity of a parliamentary 

debate on the Jallianwala Bagh massacre to apologise for the atrocity, with a 

Foreign Office Minister referring to potential “financial implications” as one of 

the issues to be considered.

However, Mark Field, the Minister for Asia and the Pacific, said that he 

recognised the “strong and compelling case,” for Britain to go beyond the 

deep regret already expressed by the U.K. relating to the events of April 13, 

1919, when hundreds were killed and more than 1,200 injured after British 

troops led by Reginald Dyer opened fire on a peaceful gathering.

Mr. Field told MPs at the Westminster Hall debate called by fellow Conservative 

MP Bob Blackman that his “orthodox” views made him reluctant to apologise 

for things that had happened in the past, adding that it debased the currency 

of apologies if “we make them many many events”. He also referenced 

potential financial implications.

‘Active debate’

However, in an indication that things could shift somewhat in the future, he 

said that the issue of how to respond to the centenary was an ‘active debate 

among Ministers” and that it was “work in progress.”

His comments fell short of the formal apology sought by the MPs who attended 

the event. Mr. Blackman told MPs that “India will never forget. We owe it to 

the victims and their families to never forget what happened in our name... I 

hope we see an apology from the British government... It makes me sad and 

ashamed that this was done in our name... it is time we own up to it and that 
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we made an apology and suitable reparation.”

“I am disappointed,” said Virendra Sharma, the MP for Ealing Southall who 

spoke at the debate and last year initiated a push for a memorial in the U.K. 

to mark the atrocity. He described the government’s approach to the question 

of what to do as “confused”. The debate, which saw MPs from across the 

political parties join in the call for an apology, also led to wider questions 

about Britain’s approach to the massacre and the darker moments of colonial 

history.

‘Wider effort needed’

Preet Kaur Gill, the MP for Birmingham Edgbaston said that the apology 

should mark the start of a wider effort to raise awareness and questioned 

if an apology without a “genuine understanding of the past” could provide 

closure. This required a nationwide effort to promote learning in schools 

around the massacre and other events, including what British imperialism 

and colonialism had subjected people across the world too, she said. This 

would help children learn where they came from and understand how and 

where the country is today. This would help tackle far wider societal issues 

such as rising hate crime and racism. “By othering or writing people out of 

history can we really be surprised that hate crime continues to exist or racism 

continues to fester?”

During the debate, some MPs suggested that the apology could help move 

bilateral relations forward, while one questioned how Britain could project itself 

as a proponent of international human rights — condemning other countries 

such as most recently Brunei — when it had failed to acknowledge its own 

culpability and apologise for atrocities in its own past. “It is not over yet,” says 

Mr. Sharma, pointing to a letter signed by MPs that will be sent to the Prime 

Minister this week, demanding a formal apology.
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Warning was issued 10 days ago on possible attack by 
Islamist group
There were no immediate claims of responsibility for the blasts, but documents 

show that Sri Lanka’s police chief PujuthJayasundara issued an intelligence 

alert to top officers 10 days ago, warning that suicide bombers planned to hit 

“prominent churches”.

“A foreign intelligence agency has reported that the NTJ (National 

ThowheethJama’ath) is planning to carry out suicide attacks targeting 

prominent churches as well as the Indian High Commission in Colombo,” the 

alert said. The NTJ is a radical Muslim group in Sri Lanka that was linked last 

year to the vandalisation of Buddhist statues.

The government ordered an immediate nationwide curfew “until further 

notice”, and a “temporary” social media ban “in order to prevent incorrect 

and wrong information being spread”.

A police official said earlier that 35 foreigners were among the dead and 

hospital sources said British, Dutch and American citizens had been killed, 

with Britons and Japanese also injured. A Portuguese man and two Chinese 

citizens were among the dead, news agencies in their countries reported.

Sri Lanka’s Minister of Economic Reforms and Public Distribution, Harsha de 

Silva, said he had been to two of the attacked hotels and was at the scene at 

St Anthony’s, where he described “horrible scenes”.

The Archbishop of Colombo, Malcolm Ranjith, described those behind 

the attacks as “animals” and called on the authorities to “punish them 

mercilessly”.

Embassies in Colombo warned their citizens to shelter in place, and Sri 

Lankan Airlines told customers to arrive at the airport four hours ahead of 

flights because of ramped-up security in the wake of the attacks.
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U.S. ends waiver for India on Iran oil
The U.S. will not renew exemptions from its sanctions for importing oil from 

Iran, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced.

The exemptions were granted last November for a 180-day period for India 

and seven other countries, and are due to expire on May 2.

Pressure campaign

“Today we are announcing the United States will not issue any additional 

Significant Reduction Exceptions [SREs] to existing importers of Iranian oil. 

The Trump Administration has taken Iran’s oil exports to historic lows, and we 

are dramatically accelerating our pressure campaign in a calibrated way that 

meets our national security objectives while maintaining well supplied global 

oil markets,” Mr. Pompeo said via a statement released .

“We will continue to apply maximum pressure on the Iranian regime until its 

leaders change their destructive behaviour, respect the rights of the Iranian 

people, and return to the negotiating table.” India, China and U.S. allies 

Japan, South Korea and Turkey will be the most impacted by the non-renewal 

of waivers. The other three currently exempted countries — Italy, Greece and 

Taiwan — have already reduced their imports to zero.

“We’re going to zero. We are going to zero across the board,” Mr. Pompeo 

told the press.

U.S. warns nations against trade with Iran
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo  warned nations against interacting 

with Iran in violation of the sanctions. “Any nation or entity interacting with 

Iran should do its diligence and err on the side of caution. The risks are simply 

not going to be worth the benefits,” Mr. Pompeo said.

Earlier in April, India’s Ministry of External Affairs (MEA), had said that India 

and the U.S. were “continually engaged” on the issue of India’s oil imports 
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from Iran since sanctions kicked in last November, The Hindu had reported.

U.S. Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence SigalMandelkar 

had visited New Delhi in early April to discuss the issue.

That an announcement of this nature was imminent, was first reported by 

theWashingtonPost. The price of global benchmark brent crude hit a six-

month intraday high.

Oil exports from Iran hit a low of 1.0 to 1.0 million bpd in March this year 

– down from 2.5 million bpd in April 2018. The U.S. announced that it would 

withdraw from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) or “ Iran deal” 

in May.

The U.S. has tried to allay fears that oil markets will be impacted following the 

decision to stop exemptions. Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries 

(OPEC), the global oil cartel led by Saudi Arabia, has been coordinating with 

Russia to cut oil supply since January.

“Saudi Arabia and others in OPEC will more than make up the Oil Flow 

difference in our now Full Sanctions on Iranian Oil,” U.S. President Donald 

Trump tweeted.
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India, Pak. scramble jets after UAV sighting
In an indication of the continuing state of high alert, India and Pakistan 

scrambled fighter jets after a Pakistani Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) was 

detected close to the border early.

“Around 3 a.m. in the morning, Indian Army reported a Pakistani UAV near 

Khem Karan sector in Punjab based on which we scrambled two Su-30MKI 

jets. In response, Pakistan scrambled two F-16s,” a Defence official said. 

The situation was resolved as both sides backed off.

Separately, in an unusual statement, the Inter-Services Public Relations 

(ISPR) of Pakistan armed forces claimed that the air strikes on Indian 

military installations on February 27 were carried out by JF-17s of Pakistan 

Air Force and also claimed to have shot down two IAF fighter jets in the 

aerial engagement that followed.

Whether it was F-16 or JF-17 which shot down “two Indian aircrafts is 

immaterial,” the ISPR statement said, adding they were shot in self-defence. 

It also said all their fighters, including F-16s, were airborne at that time and 

“India can assume any type of their choice even F-16.”

“Pakistan retains the right to use anything and everything in self-defence,” 

the statement said.

Indonesia to raise imports from India
Indonesia is looking at increasing sugar, rice and bovine imports from 

India.

Consul General of Indonesia, Ade Sukendar, told The Hindu here  that India 

exported about 50,000 tonnes of rice last year. It is looking at importing 

more non-basmati rice from India.

There was potential to import over one lakh tonnes a year, he added.
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Negotiations are on between the two countries to increase imports.

Total exports from Indonesia to India last year were to the tune of $13.72 

billion and exports from India were to the tune of $5.01 billion.

U.S. State Department approves $2.6 billion chopper sale to 
India
The U.S Department of State has approved the sale of 24 MH-60R 

‘Romeo’ multi-mission helicopters to India under its Foreign Military Sales 

(FMS) programme. The value of the potential sale is $2.6 billion, as per a 

statement released  by the Defense Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA), 

the body that administers the FMS programme. The principal contractor for 

the deal will be Lockheed Martin.

The DSCA submitted its certification notifying the U.S. Congress of the 

possible sale, kicking off a 30-day notification period. Congress is not 

required to approve or disapprove the potential sale. If it simply takes no 

action for the 30-day period, the sale moves forward. The Indian government 

had submitted a Letter of Request for the Romeos last year, as reported by 

the media last November.

Enhanced capability

“The proposed sale will provide India the capability to perform anti-surface 

and anti-submarine warfare missions along with the ability to perform 

secondary missions, including vertical replenishment, search and rescue, 

and communications relay. India will use the enhanced capability as a 

deterrent to regional threats and to strengthen its homeland defence,” the 

DSCA said.

In the case of India and most other non-NATO countries, Congress must 

be notified for sales of Major Defense Equipment (MDE) of $14 million and 
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above, defence articles and services of $50 million and above and design and 

construction services of $200 million and above. The statement notes that 

India typically requires offsets and that any offset agreement will be defined 

between India and the contractor.

“We are confident the MH-60R ‘Romeo’ is the right aircraft for India’s Navy as 

it provides a vital capability for the Navy in the Indo-Pacific region,” Lockheed 

Martin said in an email statement to The Hindu . “In addition, an MH-60R 

acquisition allows the Indian Navy to benefit from the ongoing support 

provided for over 300 MH-60Rs in operation around the world today.”

Along with the hardware requested by the Indian government are requests 

for personnel training and training equipment, U.S. government contractor 

engineering, logistics and technical support services, the statement said.

Multi-mission role

There are over 300 MH-60R helicopters globally and they have accumulated 

over 6,00,000 flight hours, according to Lockheed Martin. The chopper is 

available off the shelf and costs no more than $5,000 per flight hour, and 

it is designed to operate from destroyers, frigates, cruisers and aircraft 

carriers as per the manufacturer. The multi-mission capability of the Romeo 

includes anti-submarine and anti-surface warfare, search and rescue, vertical 

replenishment, command and control.

The MH-60R has “situational awareness and actionable knowledge, 

enabling target engagement both close-in and over-the-horizon”, according 

to its manufacturer. “This proposed sale will support the foreign policy and 

national security of the U.S. by helping to strengthen the U.S.-Indian strategic 

relationship and to improve the security of a major defensive partner which 

continues to be an important force for political stability, peace, and economic 

progress in the Indo-Pacific and South Asia region,” the DSCA said.

India was granted the unique Major Defence Partner (MDP) designation in 

2016 by the Obama administration — a step towards India accessing U.S. 
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military technology at a level on par with those of the U.S.’s closest allies. India 

was then given Strategic Trade Authorisation-1 (STA-1) status by the U.S. in 

August last year, the third Asian country after South Korea and Japan (and 

37th country globally) to acquire it. This was to further facilitate the transfer of 

technology in the defence and space sectors.

India rejects Pak.’s claim of planning another attack
India  rejected as “irresponsible and preposterous” Pakistan Foreign Minister 

Shah Mahmood Qureshi’s comments that India was planning to attack 

Pakistan again between April 16 and 20.

In a strongly worded statement, External Affairs Ministry spokesperson 

Raveesh Kumar said the comments by the Pakistani Foreign Minister were 

aimed at whipping up war hysteria in the region.

‘Public gimmick’

“India rejects the irresponsible and preposterous statement by the Foreign 

Minister of Pakistan with a clear objective of whipping up war hysteria in the 

region. This public gimmick appears to be a call to Pakistan-based terrorists 

to undertake a terror attack in India,” Mr. Kumar said.

The MEA spokesperson’s statement came hours after Mr. Qureshi said at a 

press conference in Multan that Pakistan had “reliable intelligence” that India 

was planning to attack Pakistan again between April 16 and 20.

Mr. Qureshi claimed that ambassadors of the permanent members of the UN 

Security Council in Islamabad had been informed about “the plan” two days 

ago.

“We have reliable intelligence that India has made a new scheme and the 

planning is under way and there are chances of another aggression against 

Pakistan and according to our information this action can take place between 

April 16 and 20,” he said.
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‘Responsible position’

“I am saying it with responsibility and I have a responsible position, I know 

each word I say would make headlines in the international press,” he said, 

stressing the reliability of his claim.

Mr. Qureshi said the planned aggression was aimed at “increasing diplomatic 

pressure against Pakistan.”

India struck the biggest training camp of the terror group, Jaish-e-Muhammed, 

deep inside Pakistan on February 26 nearly two weeks after the Pulwama 

terror attack in which 40 CRPF personnel were killed.

Army gets Dhanush artillery guns
The Ordnance Factory Board (OFB) handed over the first batch of six Dhanush 

artillery guns to the Army. Dhanush is the indigenously upgraded version of 

the Swedish Bofors gun procured in the 1980s.

“Indigenisation to the extent of about 81%, has already been achieved. By the 

end of 2019, the indigenisation level of the gun will go up to 91%,” the Defence 

Ministry said in a statement. Six guns were handed over at a ceremony at 

Gun Carriage Factory, Jabalpur.

“The first Dhanush regiment with 18 guns is expected to be ready by the end 

of next year,” an Army source said. The GCF received the Bulk Production 

Clearance (BPC) to manufacture 114 guns from the Army on February 18, 

2019.

Dhanush is a 155 mm, 45-calibre towed artillery gun with a range of 36 km 

and has demonstrated a range of 38 km with specialised ammunition. It is an 

upgrade of the existing 155m, 39 calibre Bofors FH 77 gun. It is compatible 

with all North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 155 mm ammunition 

system.
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Conducting of trials

The first phase of trials were conducted between July and September 2016 

at Pokhran and Babina ranges and the second phase was held between 

October and December 2016 at the Siachen base camp with three guns. The 

last round of user exploitation trials were completed with six guns in June last 

year.

The gun is fitted with inertial navigation system with global positioning system- 

(GPS) based gun recording and auto-laying, an enhanced tactical computer 

for onboard ballistic computations, an onboard muzzle velocity recording, an 

automated gun sighting system equipped with camera, thermal imaging and 

laser range finder

All 114 guns are expected to be delivered within four years. The OFB has 

already undertaken capacity augmentation to manufacture over 400 barrels 

and 250 ordnances for large calibre weapon systems.

Sri Lanka seeks enhanced military training from India
Sri Lanka has sought enhanced military training from India, according to 

President Maithripala Sirisena’s office.

Visiting Indian Defence Secretary Sanjay Mitra called on Mr. Sirisena , and 

wide-ranging matters, including bilateral defence cooperation between the 

neighbouring countries and regional security, were discussed, officials said.

“India and Sri Lanka agreed to increase cooperation in security and defence 

spheres in several areas, including regional security, curbing drug smuggling 

and human trafficking and training of members of the security forces,” a 

statement from the presidential media unit said.

Thanking India for its partnership, Mr. Sirisena requested to increase the 

number of personnel trained by India. The Indian Defence Secretary agreed 

to look into the possibility of enhancing training facilities, the statement further 
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said.

Currently, over 60% of Sri Lanka’s military personnel pursue their young 

officers’ course, junior and senior command courses in India, according to 

defence sources in Colombo.

Meanwhile, ‘Exercise Mitra Shakti’, the sixth edition of the joint military training 

exercise between the Indian Army and the Sri Lankan Army, concluded in 

Badulla district, in Sri Lanka’s Central Province, .

Contingents from the two countries jointly planned and executed a series 

of “well-coordinated tactical operations based on scenarios that are likely 

to be encountered in rural and urban environment”, a press release from 

the Indian Ministry of Defence said. The two-week programme is part of an 

initiative that began in 2013 as part of military diplomacy between India and 

Sri Lanka.

SC rejects Centre’s plea on Rafale papers
The dates of hearing the petitions will be fixed later, the CJI said, after reading 

out the operative portion of his judgment. The Supreme Court responded to 

Attorney-General K.K. Venugopal’s argument that keeping the Rafale issue 

“alive” would be a threat to national security, by quoting Justice H.R. Khanna, 

the iconic lone dissenter in the Emergency case, who said “judges, in order 

to give legitimacy to their decision, have to keep aloof from the din and 

controversy of politics and the fluctuating fortunes of rival political parties… 

Their primary duty is to uphold the Constitution and the laws without fear 

or favour.” Mr. Venugopal had argued that “stolen” documents came under 

the protection of the Official Secrets Act (OSA). They were not admissible in 

evidence in a court of law. Claiming privilege, the government had wanted 

the court to ignore the documents, even if they were found to be germane to 

the Rafale case, and dismiss the review petitions at a preliminary stage.
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SC rubbishes claim

The Supreme Court, however, rubbished the government’s claim of 

privilege.

It said neither OSA nor any other law empowers the government to stop the 

media from publishing the documents nor the court from examining them.

Besides, Chief Justice Gogoi said claiming privilege over the Rafale 

documents was an “exercise in utter futility.”

The documents were already within the reach and knowledge of the entire 

citizenry. This being the scenario, there was no reason for the Supreme Court 

to stop itself from “reading and considering the documents or from shutting 

out its evidentiary worth and value.”

It would be “unauthorised judicial law-making” if the court banned government 

records from the public eye when Parliament had no such intention, Chief 

Justice Gogoi said, referring to the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in the 

‘Pentagon Papers’ case.

Justice K.M. Joseph, in his separate but concurring judgment, said the court 

had before it allegations of wrong-doing by the “highest echelons of power.”

According privilege to the Rafale documents would come close to conferring 

immunity from conviction, Justice Joseph indicated.

Moreover, Chief Justice Gogoi reasoned that the Right to Information (RTI) 

Act anyway has superseded the colonial OSA of 1923. The RTI Act champions 

transparency and accountability in governance. It mandates disclosure of 

even secret government records in the greater public interest.

Freedom of press

The lead judgment written by Chief Justice Gogoi said the publication of the 

Rafale documents by The Hindu reminded the Supreme Court of its “long line 

of decisions” upholding the freedom of the press. The court referred to one 

of its own past judgments which quotes Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru as saying, 

“I would rather have a completely free press with all the dangers involved in 
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the wrong use of that freedom than a suppressed or regulated press.”

RTI Act

Justice Joseph pointed to how the RTI Act symbolised the will of the people 

to fight an unrelenting crusade against corruption.

The judge pointed to how Section 24 of the Act provides that allegations of 

corruption as well as human rights violations should not be exempted from 

disclosure under the law.

The court would now hear the Rafale review petitions on merits. It would 

examine the pleas on the basis of three published documents. These 

documents span issues like objections raised by the Indian negotiating team 

about parallel negotiations conducted by the Prime Minister’s Office, among 

others.

May expresses ‘regret’ for Jallianwala Bagh
British Prime Minister Theresa May  expressed “regret” in Parliament for the 

Jallianwala Bagh massacre, ahead of the 100th anniversary of the killings on 

April 13.

Opening the Prime Minister’s Questions  with a reference to the massacre, 

Ms. May quoted Queen Elizabeth’s remarks, calling the incident a “distressing 

example” of Britain’s past history with India. “We deeply regret what happened 

and the suffering caused,” Ms. May said.

This came came after MPs from across the political parties called for the 

formal apology during a debate  afternoon.

Foreign Office Minister Mark Field had told MPs  that he recognised that there 

was a “strong and compelling case” for Britain to go beyond the “deep regret” 

already expressed.
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Jallianwala Bagh, a shameful act in history: envoy
British High Commissioner to India Dominic Asquith  termed the massacre at 

Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar, a hundred years ago, “a shameful act in British-

Indian history.”

Mr. Asquith was in Amritsar to pay tribute at the Jallianwala Bagh National 

Memorial to mark the centenary of the tragedy.

After paying homage, Mr. Asquith wrote in the visitor’s book, “The events 

of Jallianwala Bagh 100 years ago today reflect a shameful act in British-

Indian history. We deeply regret what happened and the suffering caused. 

I am pleased today that the U.K. and India have and remain committed to 

developing further a thriving 21st century partnership.”

Later, talking to reporters, Mr. Asquith said, “...what happened 100 years ago 

was a tragedy.” Prime Minister Theresa May in the House of Parliament this 

week referred to it as a shameful scar in our history.

INS Kozhikode sails off into sunset after 30 years of service
Indian naval ship Kozhikode was decommissioned in an elegant ceremony 

held at Naval Jetty, Visakhapatnam, here. Vice Admiral S.N. Ghormade, Chief 

of Staff, Eastern Naval Command, was the chief guest on the occasion.

As the sunset on the horizon, INS Kozhikode gracefully retired as an 

operational ship after three decades of glorious service in the Indian Navy.

Commodore Samir Advani (Retd.), Commissioning Commanding Officer, was 

the Guest of Honour for the decommissioning ceremony which was attended 

by 16 erstwhile Commanding Officers, Officers and Sailors who served on 

board the ship.

Capt. P. Sasidharan (Retd.), Commissioning Executive Officer, Cdr. Afzal Khan, 

Commissioning Navigating Officer, Cdr. V.K. Sharma (Retd.) Commissioning 

Engineering Officer and Ms. Madhavi Sani, wife of late Cdr. Nadeem Sani, 
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Commissioning Gunnery Officer of the ship, also graced the occasion.

Poignant moment

Vice Admiral Ghormade highlighted its contributions to the country’s maritime 

security and her participation in various operations ranging over three 

decades. It was a poignant moment for those witnessing the ensign of the 

warship being lowered for the last time, as the ceremonial guard gave the 

vessel a final salute as a tribute to its three decades of service.

As part of the decommissioning ceremony, a ‘Barakhana’ for retired and 

serving sailors and their families was held in the afternoon followed by a 

reception.

INS Kozhikode was commissioned on December 19, 1988, at Riga (erstwhile 

USSR) and was the sixth and the last of the modified ‘Natya’ class of 

minesweepers. Named after the historic port of Calicut, the ship was an 

integral part of the 21 Mine Counter Measures Squadron, based in ENC at 

Visakhapatnam.

F-16, claims and proof
The story so far: In the early hours of February 26, the Indian Air Force (IAF) 

conducted precision air strikes on a Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) training camp 

at Balakot in Pakistan. In response the next day, Pakistan Air Force (PAF) 

jets targeted Indian military installations across the Line of Control (LoC), 

but the attack was thwarted by IAF jets. In the engagement that followed, a 

MiG-21 of the IAF, piloted by Wing Commander AbhinandanVarthaman, was 

shot. India claimed that Wing Commander Varthaman, before he came down 

across the LoC, had brought down an F-16. Pakistan denied that an F-16 

was targeted, and early this month a report in Foreign Policy, a prominent 

American magazine, said a U.S. count of the F-16s with Pakistan had found 

that none of them was “missing” and all the fighter planes were “accounted 
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for.” Following this, the IAF released two radar images to support its claim 

that the F-16 was, indeed, shot down.

What happened on February 27?

On February 27, PAF fighter jets, comprising F-16s, JF-17s and Mirage III/

Vs, tried to drop precision munitions on Indian military installations in the 

Naushera sector along the LoC. IAF officers claimed 24 PAF planes were 

involved, of which 11 were F-16s. However, they were intercepted and 

engaged by the IAF’s Su-30MKIs, Mirage-2000s and MiG-21 Bison fighters 

guided by ground radars and the Airborne Warning and Control System 

(AWACS) aircraft. This resulted in an engagement between the IAF and PAF 

jets. The IAF had stated that a PAF F-16 was shot down by a MiG-21. The 

Army managed to recover the tail units of the H4 glide bombs and pieces 

of the AMRAAM (Advanced Medium Range Air to Air Missile) fired by the F-

16s. Among the PAF fighter fleet, only the F-16s can fire AMRAAMs.

What do Pakistan and others say?

Pakistan has denied losing any F-16 and released an image showing four 

missiles which it claimed as proof that the MiG-21 flown by Wing Commander 

Varthaman did not fire any missile. However, IAF officers stated that for one 

of the missiles in the picture only the front seeker and the end tail portion were 

present which means that the missile had hit the target, and the explosive 

had detonated. Last week, Foreign Policy quoted an unnamed U.S. defence 

official as saying that the U.S. had physically counted PAF F-16 planes and 

“all aircraft were present and accounted for.” Responding to questions on 

the issue later, a U.S. Defence Department spokesperson said they “weren’t 

aware” of any such investigation.

What has IAF claimed so far?

The IAF has consistently maintained that the PAF deployed its F-16s against 

India and fired AMRAAMs. Earlier this week, Air Vice-Marshal (AVM) R.G.K. 
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Kapoor, Assistant Chief of Air Staff, Operations (Space), said there was 

“irrefutable evidence” to prove that the PAF had used F-16s and that an 

IAF MiG-21 Bison shot down a PAF F-16. The IAF released two images 

recorded by the AWACS. These show the tracks of the PAF jets and one 

IAF jet in combat and a PAF jet disappearing. AVM Kapoor had stated 

that the analysis of electronic emissions picked up by the AWACS and 

radio transcripts indicated F-16s in the area in front of Wing Commander 

Varthaman’s aircraft. The IAF said the F-16 that was hit fell in Pakistan-

occupied Kashmir. Explaining the technicalities, IAF officers said the radar of 

a jet has a distinct signature. By comparing electronic signatures, the aircraft 

could be identified. The IAF said Indian Army posts in the vicinity of the 

LoC in the Jhangar sector sighted two separate parachutes, the first in the 

Sabzkot area and the second in Tandar, both separated by 8-10 km. Further, 

AVM Kapoor said the IAF had more credible information and evidence that 

the PAF lost one F-16 but that could not be shared in the public domain 

owing to “security and confidentiality concerns.” Details of the bombs and 

the AMRAAM have been shared with the U.S.

What are the implications?

For Pakistan, the use of F-16s and the AMRAAMs is governed by the end-

user monitoring agreement that the U.S. signs with all countries to which 

major weapons and weapon systems are sold. While Pakistan has claimed 

it targeted Indian positions in self-defence, it has so far shied away from 

formally acknowledging their use against India. However, the exact terms of 

use is not known. For India, shooting an advanced F-16 with a relatively less 

advanced and end-of-life MiG-21 and Su-30s evading several AMRAAMs 

is a shot in the arm for its tactics and the skills of the pilots, and also for its 

Russian equipment.
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C-295 plane deal in final stages
The Indian Air Force (IAF) has several proposals to be put up before the 

Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) when it meets in June after the Lok 

Sabha elections. Among them is the long-delayed deal for C-295 transport 

aircraft which are meant to replace the ageing Avro fleet.

“Negotiations for the C-295 deal have been completed. However, the deal 

needs clearance from the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) as there is a 

change from earlier parameters,” a senior defence official said.

Election time

However, there is no DAC meeting scheduled due to the ongoing elections. 

“The next DAC meeting will be held in June. So we will push the deal at that 

time,” the official added.

The other major IAF deals pending approval are the Acceptance of Necessity 

(AoN) for 114 fighter jets and the fresh proposal for six mid-air refuellers 

cancelled earlier.

The IAF has 56 Avro transport aircraft which are in urgent need of replacement. 

Under the present deal, 16 will be built by a foreign Original Equipment 

Manufacturer (OEM) and the remaining 40 to be built in the country by an 

Indian manufacturer under transfer of technology.

The sole bid by Airbus and Tata with the C-295 aircraft was approved by the 

DAC in May 2015, but the contractual negotiations have been repeatedly 

delayed. The Request For Proposal (RFP) was issued to global firms in May 

2013.

This deal has become even more critical as a separate project to jointly co-

develop and produce a Medium Transport Aircraft (MTA) of 20 tonnes with 

Russia to replace the An-32s in service was scrapped after initial design 

discussions.

The An-32s which are the workhorse of the IAF are currently being upgraded 
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under a $400 mn deal finalised with Antonov state corporation of Ukraine 

in 2009.

India issued alert to Sri Lanka on possible blasts
India had issued an alert to Sri Lanka in early April on possible bomb attacks 

at different spots in the island, including the Indian High Commission 

building, sources in Colombo and New Delhi said, pointing to a possible 

lapse on the part of Sri Lanka’s security agencies.

Health Minister Rajitha Senaratne told media-persons  that “international” 

intelligence agencies had “warned the government on April 4” regarding 

an impending attack in the country. He did not name the country. However, 

sources in Colombo toldThe Hindu that India had shared “as much 

information as they could” at that time.

The Colombo mission, which was among the potential targets, had since 

taken “necessary precautions” .

Note from DIG

Further, a note from the DIG-Special Protection Range, bearing a seal of the 

date of April 11, and addressed to security divisions of Ministers, diplomatic 

community, judges and former Presidents, had warned recipients of “suicide 

attacks” being planned by “Mohammed Zaharan”, “Leader of the National 

ThowheethJamaath”, the organisation that Sri Lankan authorities  attributed 

the attacks to. Referring to “several people” involved in the plot, the note 

said churches and the Indian High Commission in Colombo were targets. 

The note, written in Sinhala, has been doing the rounds on social media 

since Sunday’s blasts. While initially a section of Sri Lankan authorities 

dismissed it as a fake document, it acquired more credence, especially 

after Minister Senaratne named the same Islamist radical organisation, 
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little known even within the country.

Police have made nearly 30 arrests, but the person identified as the fringe 

outfit’s “leader” is said to be absconding. While many have commended Sri 

Lankan police and other security agencies for their swift response following 

the blasts, questions about their strategy to prevent the attacks remain 

unanswered.

What specific measures were taken between April 4 (when Sri Lanka 

received the intelligence on the matter), April 11 (when the DIG’s note was 

sent) and April 21 (when the serial blasts occurred) remains unclear to many, 

even within the government, including at the highest levels. Prime Minister 

Ranil Wickremesinghe has said that the authorities were aware, but he and 

his Ministers were not informed.

Suspects monitored

Not that the Sri Lankan side was caught unawares. Sources part of key 

security briefings told The Hindu that a list of at least hundred suspects had 

been drawn up some time ago, with select phone numbers to monitor. The 

names, reportedly Muslim, were mostly of local youth.

Sri Lankan authorities were already tracking a few young men with 

suspected links with militant organisations abroad following the arrests of 

at least two youth in December, who were accused of damaging Buddha 

statues in Mawanella town, some 100 kms away from Colombo. All the 

same, the responses to these different leads somehow did not add up to a 

timely operation to avert the imminent risk, sources noted.

“The intelligence apparatus was preoccupied with their heightened drive 

against narcotics, which has become a major political issue. Moreover, they 

seem to have let their guard down around New Year weekend [Sinhala 

and Tamil New Years were celebrated on April 14] when the whole island 

virtually shuts down. That is possibly one reason,” said a source familiar 
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with the investigations said.

Moreover, as Mr. Wickremesinghe’s statement  indicated, the lingering 

tensions between the President and him since the political crisis last year 

may have been a factor, say some. Government Ministers  voiced serious 

concern over police “inaction” despite prior warning and even sought the 

resignation of the IGP. Both the Law and Order and the Defence Ministries 

are with President Maithripala Sirisena.

BRI has entered a new era of transparency: Xi
China  announced that the financial model for funding projects under its 

flagship Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) had been revamped, countering 

criticism that its mega-connectivity undertaking was opening “debt traps” for 

enhancing its geopolitical influence.

“We have also formulated guiding principles of financing the development 

of the Belt and Road and published debt sustainability framework for 

participating countries to provide guidance for BRI financing cooperation,” 

Chinese President Xi Jinping said in his keynote address at the second Belt 

and Road Forum (BRF).

Mr. Xi’s opening remarks highlighted the subtext of rivalry with the U.S. in 

setting the global agenda. In the presence of 37 country heads, chief of the 

International Monetary Fund Christine Lagarde and Secretary-General of the 

UN Antonio Guterres, as well as representatives of scores of nations, he 

docked the BRI with a new phase of globalisation, anchored by China and its 

partners.

India has decided to skip the BRF in opposition to the BRI’s China-Pakistan 

Economic Corridor (CPEC). New Delhi has noted that it is an infringement of 

its sovereignty.

Mr. Xi stressed that China “will work with others” to write new rules of 
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international trade within the framework of the World Trade Organization 

(WTO). “Rules and credibility underpin the effective functioning of the 

international governance system. China is an active supporter and participant 

of the WTO and will work with others to develop international economic and 

trade rules of higher standard.”

China has been accused of funding unsustainable projects under BRI, which 

could be leveraged for extending Beijing’s political influence in geopolitically 

sensitive countries such as Sri Lanka and the Maldives, which skirt important 

shipping lanes of the Indian Ocean.

Zero tolerance

But countering the charge of China having a hidden agenda, Mr. Xi said: 

“In pursuing Belt and Road cooperation, everything should be done in a 

transparent way. We should have zero tolerance for corruption”.

He added: “We also need to ensure the commercial and fiscal sustainability 

of all projects so that they will achieve the intended goals as planned.”

Mr. Xi stressed that the BRI projects would encourage participation by 

multilateral and national financial institutions and encourage joint ventures in 

third countries. They would seek the involvement of “multiple stake holders”, 

for projects pursuing a “people-centered” approach focused on “job creation” 

and countering poverty.

Lending scheme

“We will continue to make a good use of the Belt and Road special lending 

scheme, the Silk Road Fund and various special investment funds, develop 

Silk Road themed bonds and support the multilateral cooperation centre for 

development finance in its operation,” he said.

The BRI, he said, would pursue “high quality” schemes attuned to “international 

rules and standards” covering the procurement, tendering and bidding 

processes.
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Unveiled in 2013, the BRI is a giant land and maritime connectivity project, 

driven to revive the Ancient Silk Road. It covers Eurasia and Africa, building 

a network of expressways. Ahead of the BRF, Italy has become the first G-7 

country to formally join the BRI.

Corridor linking India, Myanmar no longer under BRI 
framework
India’s decision to skip the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) may have led to 

the exclusion of the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) economic 

corridor from the list of projects covered by the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) 

umbrella.

In an annex tagged with the Joint Communiqué of the Leaders’ Roundtable 

of the BRF, which concluded in Beijing, the Chinese Foreign Ministry 

website has not listed the BCIM as a project covered by the BRI — the 

giant connectivity initiative speared by China to revive the ancient Silk Road 

across Eurasia and Africa.

Instead, South Asia is covered by three major undertakings — the China-

Myanmar Economic Corridor (CMEC); the Nepal-China Trans-Himalayan 

Multi-dimensional Connectivity Network, including Nepal-China cross-border 

railway; and the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).

India’s non-participation

Citing “sovereignty” concerns, India, for the second time, did not participate in 

the BRF, as the CPEC passes through Pakistan occupied Kashmir (PoK).

The 2,800-km BCIM corridor proposes to link Kunming in China’s Yunnan 

province with Kolkata, passing though nodes such as Mandalay in Myanmar 

and Dhaka in Bangladesh before heading to Kolkata.

Significantly, a report titled, “The Belt and Road Initiative Progress, 

Contributions and Prospects,” released by the Leading Group for Promoting 
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the Belt and Road Initiative on April 22, did list the BCIM as a BRI project. 

Last September, the BRI had got a high-octane boost when Myanmar inked 

an agreement with China to establish the CMEC. The 1,700-km corridor 

provides China yet another node to access the Indian Ocean.

The CMEC will run from Yunnan Province of China to Mandalay in Central 

Myanmar. From there it will head towards Yangon, before terminating at the 

Kyaukpyu Special Economic Zone (SEZ) in the Bay of Bengal.
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Spider research yet to pick up pace in India, say experts
The recent discovery of a new species of jumping spiders in Aarey Colony 

has had arachnologists — specialists in spiders and related animals — and 

wildlife experts call for a greater focus on studying spiders in India.

While the last major research was conducted between the 1990s and 2000s 

by Dr. Manju Siliwal, a senior arachnologist who specialises in mygalomorphs, 

experts believe a lot of diversities of spiders are yet to be discovered in the 

country.

In a study published  by Russian peer-reviewed journalArthropoda Selecta, 

a team-led by arachnologists Rajesh Sanap, Dr. John Caleb and biologist 

Anuradha Joglekar announced that they had discovered a new species of 

jumping spiders in the city’s Aarey Milk Colony.

Named after additional principal chief conservator of forest, Sunil Limaye, 

Jerzegosunillimaye was found for the first time in 2016. In the research that 

spanned over the next three years, researchers were able to understand the 

natural history of this species and explore interesting aspects that were not 

documented before.

“We were able to explore different habitats such as grasslands, rocky and 

forested patches to find out the habitat these tiny spiders preferred. Several 

males and females of various life stages were observed throughout the years, 

specifically in the monsoon, when the females were observed guarding their 

egg sacs, while males were seen wandering under the rocks,” Mr. Sanap 

said.

1,800 spider species

While other species of jumping spiders such as the Langelurillus Onyx, 

LangelurillusLacteus — both described in 2017 — and Piranthusdecorus 

— recorded for the first time in 122 years in the area — have inhabited the 

Aarey Colony, more studies pertaining to their complete biology, habits and 

interactions with other species are yet to be carried out. While there are 
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4,800 species of spiders in the world, India alone accounts for 1,800 spider 

species.

While the research in other parts of the world such as Thailand, Germany, 

Canada and the United States has been steady, experts said it is yet to 

pick up pace in India. “Spiders are important creatures as they are pest-

controllers. They are like the tigers of the microhabitat world. Pulling them 

out could cause ecological imbalance,” Mr. Sanap said.

According to Dr. John Caleb, a Chennai-based arachnologist, who has been 

researching spiders for the last 10 years, species of spiders other than wolf, 

crab, orb-weaver and ground spiders have not received enough attention in 

India.

SC suspends eco clearance for international airport in Goa
The health of the environment is key to preserving the right to life, the Supreme 

Court has observed in a recent judgment and suspended the environmental 

clearance granted for an international airport at Mopa in Goa.

Upholding the need to strengthen the ‘environmental rule of law’ for both intra 

and inter-generational equity, a Bench of Justices D.Y. Chandrachud and 

Hemant Gupta said every branch of governance and institutions across the 

country should strive to enforce this rule of law.

While the most direct effect of a strong rule of law is protection of the 

environment, a firm regime against environmental exploitation would 

“strengthen rule of law more broadly, support sustainable economic and 

social development, protect public health, contribute to peace and security by 

avoiding and defusing conflict, and protect human and constitutional rights.”

The apex court said transparency is necessary for the robust enforcement of 

environmental rule of law.

“The rule of law requires a regime which has effective, accountable and 
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transparent institutions,” Justice Chandrachud observed.

In this case, the court said how the State of Goa, the Centre and the 

concessionaire highlighted the need for the new airport to accommodate the 

increasing volume of passengers. They had urged the court to disregard 

the “flaws” in the Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) process. They had 

argued that setting up a new airport was a “matter of policy.”

However, dismissing their pleas, the court said “the role of the decision-makers 

is to ensure that every important facet of the environment is adequately 

studied and that the impact of the proposed activity is carefully assessed.”

“In the present case, as our analysis has indicated, there has been a failure 

of due process,” the court held.

India gets surveillance satellite
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) launched the country’s first 

electronic surveillance satellite, EMISAT, from Sriharikota in coastal Andhra 

Pradesh  morning.

As many as 28 small satellites of international customers were also put in 

space as secondary riders.

Space-based electronic intelligence or ELINT from the 436-kg spacecraft 

will add teeth to situational awareness of the armed forces as it will provide 

location and information of hostile radars placed at the borders; this will be 

another dimension to the current land or aircraft-based ELINT, according to 

defence experts who did not wish to be named. ISRO, which is said to have 

built the satellite body for the DRDO payload, merely said the spacecraft 

would measure the electromagnetic spectrum. Once the last cubesat came 

out, ISRO Chairman K. Sivan announced: “Today PSLV-C45 has successfully 

injected the ISRO-made EMISAT in a 748-km orbit as well as 28 customer 

satellites in a 504-km orbit as sought by the customers.”
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An ISRO release said that as EMISAT came out, “[Its] two solar arrays 

were deployed automatically. The ISRO Telemetry Tracking and Command 

Network at Bengaluru assumed control of the satellite. In the coming days, 

the satellite will be brought to its final operational configuration.”

A new PSLV team executed the mission as the previous programme head 

R. Hutton has moved to the headquarters in Bengaluru as the director of the 

Human Space Flight Centre.

Coronary stents to cost more
The National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA) has approved a hike 

in the price of coronary stents, with the bare metal stents now priced at Rs. 

8,261 (exclusive of GST) as against the existing Rs. 7,660. Drug eluting/

biodegradable stents cost Rs. 30,080 (exclusive of GST) as against Rs. 

27,890.

The revised prices have come into effect from April 1. The new prices have 

been fixed after taking into account the wholesale price index at 4.2%, 

according to the notification.

Last year, the Central government slashed rates of coronary stents by up to 

85%.

Sources in the medical device industry said, “The increase in prices indicates 

that the NPPA is mindful of the operational pressures in the medical device 

industry.”

Indian space debris may have doubled after Mission Shakti
The amount of Indian space debris may have almost doubled in the aftermath 

of the Mission Shakti anti-satellite strike but this is still significantly less 

than the existing space debris generated by China, Russia and the United 
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States.

Data from SPACE-TRACK.org, a public access repository maintained by the 

U.S. defence wing that tracks space activity, notes only 80 pieces of “space 

debris” attributable to India in orbit.

This, however, doesn’t include debris from MICROSAT-R, the DRDO satellite 

that was pulverised by India’s anti-satellite missile.

NASA’s rebuttal

NASA  criticised India for the test, describing it as a “terrible, terrible” thing 

that had endangered the International Space Station (ISS) and led to the 

creation of nearly 400 pieces of orbital debris.

NASA administrator Jim Bridenstine said some of the debris posed a risk to 

astronauts on board the ISS. Mr Bridenstine said of the nearly 400 pieces, 

only 60 were being tracked and 24 of them were going above the apogee of 

the ISS (the farthest point from the earth of the ISS’ orbit). The latter posed 

the maximum risk to the ISS, he said. Prior to the March 27 test, for India’s 80 

pieces, there were 4,091 pieces of debris by the U.S., 4,025 by Russia and 

China’s 4,038, according to SPACE-TRACK.

According to the European Space Agency (ESA), there are about 34,000 

debris objects >10 cm, 900 000 objects from 1 cm-10 cm and 128 million 

objects from 1 mm to 1 cm, orbiting the earth.

Orbital debris are tracked by a variety of ground-based radar and space 

stations. The speeds at which these objects — between 1mm to 10 cm across 

— hurtle through space travel makes them extremely dangerous, various 

studies have showed. For instance, a collision with a 10 cm object would 

entail a catastrophic fragmentation of a typical satellite, a 1 cm object will 

most likely disable a spacecraft and penetrate the ISS’ protective shields, 

and a 1 mm object could destroy subsystems on a satellite, according to the 

ESA.

That said, the International Space Station is among the most fortified space 
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objects. It has debris shields deployed around the crewed modules, each 

composed of two metal sheets, separated by about 10 cm. The outer bumper 

shield exploits the impact energy to shatter the debris, such that the inner 

wall can withstand the spray of smaller-sized fragments.

Starting May, ISRO to launch a string of ‘defence’ satellites
Between now and early 2020, the space above India looks set to see an 

unprecedented rush of satellites meant solely or mainly for the country’s 

military.

Starting May, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) plans to send 

up at least eight earth observation (EO) satellites of varied hues and at the 

rate of almost one a month.

Communication satellite GSAT-32 is also in the offing next year to replace 

GSAT-6A, which was lost in a failed launch and was meant to mainly serve 

the ground forces. Until now, such defence-use satellites were spaced out 

over a few years; or were put up only once a year as in the case of the 

Cartosat-2 series high-resolution imaging satellites.

Looking at the last three launches, we could even say the train has already 

started. HysIS, launched in November; Microsat-R in January; and the 

EMISAT sent into orbit on April 1 are all for what is called “strategic use”.

DRDO payloads

While traditionally, payloads for ISRO’s satellites come from the Space 

Applications Centre, the payloads of the Microsat-R and EMISAT were from 

the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), said officials, 

who spoke on condition of anonymity.

Soon after EMISAT’s launch, ISRO Chairman and Secretary, Department 

of Space, K.Sivan, announced that the next mission would be the radar 

imaging satellite RISAT-2B, followed by a high resolution mapping satellite 
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Cartosat-3.

Both are understood to be useful militarily and seen as overdue assets.

Skymet expects a ‘below normal’ monsoon
A month after ruling out a drought, private weather forecaster Skymet said it 

expects the coming monsoon rains to be “below normal” and about 7% short 

of the 89 cm the country usually gets from June to September. Not only is 

the monsoon expected to begin sluggishly but rain in July — a key month 

for agriculture — is expected to be nearly 9% short, the company said at a 

press briefing.

“In terms of geographical risk, Skymet expects that eastern India, along with 

a major portion of Central India, is likely to be at a higher risk of being rain 

deficient, especially during the first half of the season.

Sluggish start

The onset month of June is going to have a very sluggish start and deficit 

rains are likely to spill into July,” the company said in a statement.

“The second half of the season would see better rainfall wherein August is 

expected to be a shade better than September.”

There is a 15% chance of a drought (seasonal rainfall less than 90% of the 

average), 30% chance of normal (seasonal rainfall that is between 96%-

104% of the long period average or LPA), and 55% chance of below normal 

(seasonal rainfall that is between 90%-95% of LPA). June was likely to 

post only 77% of its historical average of 164mm, July 91% of its average, 

according to Skymet.

‘Sudden release of water from dams worsened Kerala 
floods’
The amicus curiae appointed by the Kerala High Court to assist it in 
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flood-related cases informed the court  that the sudden release of water 

simultaneously from different reservoirs during the heavy rain in August 2018 

had aggravated the damage during the floods.

In a report submitted to the court, amicus curiae Jacob P. Alex said it appeared 

that dams in the State did not have an effective flood control zone and flood 

cushions. The flood cushion or flood control zone was a temporary storage 

space for absorbing high flow for alleviating downstream flood damage.

Had proper flood cushion or flood control zone been maintained, to what 

extent the floods could have been contained, to what extent the damage 

could have been mitigated and whether the release of water could have 

avoided flood situation were matters to be inquired further.

He said that none of the 79 dams in the State were operated or used for 

the purpose of flood control and moderation, despite the obligation to utilise 

them for flood control as per the stipulations under the National Water Policy, 

National Disaster Management Authority guidelines on flood and RTIO (real-

time integrated operation). It seemed that high reservoir storage and sudden 

release of water had resulted in worsening the floods. Various alerts (blue/

orange/red) were issued not in accordance with the EAP (Emergency Action 

Plan) guidelines. No proper follow-up action and effective precautionary 

steps, especially for evacuating people and accommodating them in safe 

locations, were taken after the issue of red alert. This was a matter to be 

inquired into, the report said.

No EAP in dams

None of the dams had EAP (Emergency Action Plan) despite the mandate of 

the National Disaster Management Authority to have it by 2009. The EAP was 

a written document prepared by the dam operator and it contained plans to 

prevent or lessen the impact of a failure of the dam or appurtenant structure, 

it said. It could be inferred that most of the major reservoirs were almost full 

before the extreme rainfall and they did not have the capacity to accommodate 
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the additional flow, compelling the authorities to release substantial amount 

of water from reservoirs in a short span of time at the peak of the rainfall.

Almost all dams released water only after the water level crossed the FRL 

(Full Reservoir Level) or reached the MWL (maximum water level), the report 

pointed out.

The dam managers should not have solely relied on the IMD prediction for 

dam management and variation in India Meteorological Department forecast 

could not be a justification for delayed release of water from dams, the report 

said.

Small tea growers to get app-based training
At a time when small tea growers’ share in India’s total tea crop is hovering at 

about 50%, the organised tea industry has helped launch an app that will act 

as a digital training tool for these growers while helping establish traceability 

for the segment, promoting quality and safe-farm practices.

The app has been launched in association with a global sustainability 

organisation, Solidaridad.

“Digital traceability has already been established for 2,500 such growers 

in Assam, West Bengal and the southern States... this will now be 

gradually extended to 70,000 small tea growers by this year end,” 

ShatadruChattopadhayay, MD, Solidaridad Asia, told The Hindu. Moves are 

also afoot to establish a brand identity of small holders through a Trinitea 

logo, he said. It is proposing an Rs. 8-crore investment till 2021, in these 

efforts. Trinitea is an initiative by Indian Tea Association and Solidaridad for 

small tea growers.

H-1B visa cap for 2020 reached in 5 days: USCIS
The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) said it has reached 
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congressionally-mandated 65,000 H-1B-visa cap for the fiscal year 2020, 

after it started receiving the applications for the most sought-after work visa 

among foreign, including Indian, professionals.

The USCIS  said “it has received a sufficient number of petitions projected 

as needed to reach the congressionally-mandated 65,000 H-1B visa regular 

cap for fiscal year 2020.”

The fiscal year begins October 1, 2019 and it the USCIS started receiving the 

visa petitions from April 1. However, the agency did not reveal the number of 

petitions received by it in the first five days.

The USCIS said it will next determine if it has received a sufficient number 

of petitions to meet the 20,000 H-1B visa U.S. advanced degree exemption, 

known as the ‘master’s cap’. The agency said it will reject and return visa 

fees for all unselected cap-subject petitions that are not prohibited multiple 

filings. It will continue to accept and process petitions that are otherwise 

exempt from the cap.

Last year, the USCIS received 1,90,000 cap-subjected H-1B petitions. In 

2018, it received 1,99,000 applications while in 2017, it got 2,36,000 petitions 

in the first five days after it started receiving the applications.

This is the first season of H-1B petitions after the USCIS announced enforcing 

new rules.

All low earth satellites in reach of ASAT missile: DRDO chief
The anti-satellite (ASAT) test, Mission Shakti, conducted last week is a 

“deterrence capability” and the missile can cover all satellites in Low Earth 

Orbit (LEO), Dr. Satheesh Reddy, Chairman of the Defence Research and 

Development Organisation (DRDO), said .

“The test happened as per design. We don’t need any more tests in this orbit 

as of now. The guidance and control algorithm has been developed to do 
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interception at 1,000 km above the earth. This test covers all LEO satellites, 

including those for military use,” Dr. Reddy said, adding that hitting multiple 

satellites was feasible. He was addressing a press conference on the ASAT 

test.

On March 27, a live satellite in LEO of 300 km was shot down using a modified 

interceptor of the Ballistic Missile Defence system.

On the issue of militarisation of space, Dr. Reddy said space had gained 

importance in the military domain. “When a country like India has done an 

exercise like this and shown capability of interception of a target, you have 

shown the capability for such operations. Best way of defence is to have 

deterrence.”

Giving details of Mission Shakti, Dr. Reddy, the chief architect of the ASAT test, 

said the first discussion on the test started in 2014 and the “formal detailed 

presentation was made in 2016 and post that we took two years to develop 

the system.”

On the timing of the test, Deputy National Security Adviser Pankaj Saran said 

it was a “technologically and scientifically driven one.”

‘NASA ties continue’

On concerns raised by the U.S. space agency, National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), Mr. Saran said, “NASA is continuing its cooperation 

with India, including in the manned mission to space. We have had several 

statements from the U.S., as far as India is concerned the official position is 

contained in the State Department statement.”

To questions on the debris created by the test, Dr. Reddy said extensive 

simulations were conducted and there was no threat to the International Space 

Station (ISS). “LEO was chosen based on simulations with primary objective 

being to minimise debris. It was intentionally done at 280 km altitude so that 

debris decay fast,” Dr. Reddy said, adding that the interception was designed 

to hit at an angle so that minimal debris go up and also have minimal velocity. 
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“Some of the debris have already decayed. Our simulations show all debris 

will decay in 45 days,” he added.

IIT Bombay’s bacteria preferentially degrade aromatic 
compounds
Using a unique strain of bacterium isolated from soil contaminated with 

petroleum products, IIT Bombay researchers can selectively remove from the 

environment toxic, aromatic pollutants such as benzoate (sodium benzoate is 

used as a food preservative), benzyl alcohol and naphthalene, to name a few. 

What makes the bacterial strain (Pseudomonas putida CSV86) unique is its 

preference for aromatic compounds and organic acid as a food source even 

when glucose is available. The strain can degrade aromatics and organic 

acids simultaneously.

Peculiar food choice

Since breaking down aromatic compounds is difficult, bacteria generally 

prefer simple carbon sources such as glucose for obtaining energy. Even the 

bacteria that are known to degrade aromatic compounds tend to first prefer 

glucose and other simple carbon sources for energy and feed on aromatic 

compounds only when glucose gets exhausted. However, this bacteria 

strain displays a completely different order of food choices — it first feeds on 

aromatic compounds and organic acids and only when this gets exhausted 

does it start feeding on glucose.

“This is the first time a bacteria strain that preferentially utilises aromatic 

compounds even in the presence of glucose has been ever reported,” says 

Prashant Phale from the Department of Biosciences and Bioengineering at 

IIT Bombay. “We isolated the bacteria from petroleum- contaminated soil in 

Bengaluru way back in 1986.”

In studies carried out in the lab, the research team led by Prof. Phale found 
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that even when both benzoate and glucose were available, the bacteria first 

utilised benzoate, and only when it was exhausted did it start feeding on 

glucose. “This gives an advantage to remove the pollutants with priority even 

in the presence of simple carbon source from the contaminated site,” says 

Prof. Phale. The results of the study were published in the journal Applied and 

Environmental Microbiology.

Molecular level

The bacterial strain’s peculiar order of food preference comes from the 

suppression of glucose utilisation at a molecular level leading to a reduction 

in the level of proteins and enzymes necessary for transport breakdown 

of glucose. At the same time, proteins and enzymes needed for transport 

and breaking down of aromatic compounds are enhanced resulting in the 

preference for these pollutants as a source of food. “This is [the] complete 

opposite of what we see in aromatic compound-degrading bacteria. In those 

bacteria, glucose will inhibit metabolism of aromatic compounds by reducing 

the enzymes necessary for breaking down aromatics,” says Prof. Phale.

When benzoate and succinate (organic acid) are available together, the 

bacteria simultaneously consume both pollutants. “The enzymes necessary 

for breaking down benzoate and succinate were produced in large amounts 

leading to equal uptake of both,” he says. However, when only glucose or 

benzoate is available the respective enzymes are produced and the carbon 

source is taken up by the bacteria.

When the researchers introduced benzoate to the bacteria that were already 

growing on glucose, the level of enzymes responsible for glucose metabolism 

was seen to reduce while the level of enzymes for benzoate degradation 

increased. “We started seeing this effect in 15-30 minutes after benzoate was 

added. This [synthesising enzymes for benzoate degradation] is a very fast 

process occurring at the cellular level,” says Prof. Phale.

“The bacterial strain is a very good candidate for bioremediation or waste-water 
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treatment. We can increase the metabolic diversity and capacity by genetically 

engineering the strain,” he says. “We would first like to test the viability and 

efficiency of the strain in breaking down different aromatic compounds.” 

The team hopes to engineer the strain so it can be directly applied to the 

soil to preferentially degrade aromatic pesticides. The team is now trying to 

understand the molecular mechanisms and regulatory components involved 

in preferential degradation of aromatics over glucose using various molecular 

biology tools.

Meteorite sheds light on the Sun’s infant years
In 1962, a meteorite weighing 21 kg was found at Efremovka, now in 

Kazakhstan. By analysing a piece of this meteorite and studying the relative 

abundances of isotopes of lithium, beryllium and boron, two researchers have 

envisaged how the Sun behaved in its infancy. Then, they deduce, the Sun 

could let off superflares which were a million times stronger than the strongest 

recorded solar flare – the 1859 Carrington event. Such superflares must have 

taken place 4.5 billion years ago, when the Sun was barely forming. Further, 

they infer that irradiation by such superflares from the Sun is one of the 

sources of short-lived nuclides, for example, beryllium-7, which has a half-life 

of approximately 53.12 days.

First -formed solids

Among the first-formed solids of the solar system were the calcium aluminium-

rich inclusions (CAI). The CAIs are nearly 4.567 billion years old. They become 

the refractory components within meteorites with irregular shape and are 

predominantly composed of oxides and silicates of calcium and aluminium. 

This study suggests that these were pushed to large distances measuring 

up to a few times the Earth-Sun distance (which is equal to one astronomical 

unit). These primordial solids were cooked by the superflares and moved to 
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this distance in short times in the order of a year.

“This study provides a quantum jump in understanding the activity and event 

and processes occurring in the early solar system and its protoplanetary 

disk,” says Kuljeet Kaur Marhas from Physical Research Laboratory, co-

author of the paper which has been published online in Nature Astronomy.

Pristine meteorite

The Efremovka meteorite piece was lent to Professor J. N. Goswami, of 

Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, for scientific study. “Efremovka 

is one of the most pristine meteorites in our collections,” says Ritesh Kumar 

Mishra, the first author, who is at Ruprecht-Karls Heidelberg University. “Hence, 

there is a much greater probability of finding preserved isotopic records from 

the time of formation of the solar system, which is contemporaneous with the 

formation of CAIs,” he adds.

The first suggestion of irradiation by the Sun as a source of elements found in 

early solar system solids came from a study of the beryllium-10 radio nuclide 

in the Allende meteorite. Before this suggestion, it was believed that the only 

source of such elements was the contribution from ambient gas and dust. 

More recently, another hypothesis was added – namely that the beryllium-

10 in CAIs could also arise core-collapse supernova from a low-mass star. 

Each of these possibilities would lead to different scenarios for the formation 

of the solar system. Since beryllium-10 has a very long half-life of about 1.38 

million years, it is possible that a part of it could have been created in any 

of the above processes. Therefore, studying beryllium-10 does not clearly 

indicate which of the three hypotheses is correct.

This work, on the other hand, studies both beryllium-7 decaying to lithium -7 

and beryllium-10 decaying to boron-10. This short half-life of beryllium-7 helps 

rule out the two competing theories and indicates that it is only irradiation by 

solar flares that led to the formation of the elements captured by the CAI.

“To understand the activity of Sun further, we could look at recurrence of such 
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events in various time scales and its effect on evaporating and recondensing 

solids in the early solar system,” says Dr.Marhas.

Now, culture more skin cells in less time
By using an indigenously developed hydrogel made of a polymer 

(polyacrylamide) in lieu of the conventional plastic tissue culture plates, 

researchers at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay have been 

able to achieve many-fold increase in the number of skin cells (keratinocytes) 

cultured in the lab. Unlike traditional methods, no feeder layer or drug is 

needed when cells are grown on the hydrogel substrate.

Rapid expansion of keratinocytes, which make up most of the skin cells, 

without losing the physiological functions, is essential when treating chronic 

wounds and burn patients. Keratinocytes for the study were supplied by Dr. 

Chitra Nayak of BYL Nair Charitable Hospital, Mumbai and co-author of a 

paper published in the journalRSC Advances.

Compared with plastic plates, cells grown on hydrogel have better physiological 

functions. Both wound healing and the ability to take up viruses (lentivirus), 

which act as a gene delivery vehicle, are better when the cells are grown on 

hydrogel, the team found.

Stiffness of substrate

The relatively less-stiff hydrogel substrate developed by a team led by Abhijit 

Majumder at the institute’s Department of Chemical Engineering facilitates 

rapid multiplication of cells. The cells could multiply up to 25 generations while 

those grown on plastic plates stopped growing after 12-15 generations.

“In 10 days, the number of skin cells grown on plastic plates reaches 

one million while cells grown on hydrogel become 20 million,” says Prof. 

Majumder, who is one of the corresponding authors of the paper. “There was 

rapid proliferation of cells and we were able to get more number of cells in 
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less time.”

Besides quantity, even the quality of cells grown on hydrogel was better than 

cells grown on plastic plates. “Cells grown on gel were able to secrete the 

molecules essential for recruiting the immune cells,” says Prof. Majumder.

The hydrogel allows rapid multiplication as its stiffness is about 1 lakh times 

less than plastic plates — plastic plates have stiffness of 1 GPa. The team 

found that growing cells on hydrogel with 10 kPa and 20 kPa produced more 

cells than when grown on either rigid plastic or gels that are much softer (5 

kPa).

The keratinocytes adhere to the substrate and tend to contract, thereby 

experiencing high tension (traction force). The traction force experienced 

by cells increases with stiffness of the substrate on which they are grown. 

As a result, when cultured for long, cells grown on stiffer plastic plates age 

faster. “Senescence is low when cells are grown on gel. That’s why they 

are able to multiply up to 25 generations,” says Prof. Majumder. “Patients 

with burn and chronic wounds require plenty of skin cells and need them 

immediately. So we need a method that allows for rapid multiplication of cells 

with the physiological functions remaining intact,” says Rahul Purwar from the 

Department of Biosciences and Bioengineering at IIT Bombay and the other 

corresponding author. Similarly, in the case of epidermolysis bullosa skin 

disorder requiring gene therapy, the entire sheet of epidermis is defective 

and has to be replaced with epidermis containing cells with normal copy of 

the gene.

Quick method needed

Keratinocytes make up more than 90% of the skin cells. Even in the case of 

deep burns (which are not restricted to the skin surface), covering the skin 

with keratinocytes helps in preventing infection and water loss. Hence, a 

technique that produces more cells quickly helps.

Up to two generations, cells grown on plastic plates and gel substrate tend 
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to close the wound in a similar fashion. However, fewer cells are available 

at the end of two generations when grown on plastic plates. “When cells of 

eighth generation are used, those grown on the gel are able to better close 

the wound than cells grown on plastic plates,” says Prof. Purwar.

The researchers intend to carry out trials on animal models but that would 

depend on the availability of GMP facility and funding.

India might soon have the most Caesarean births
A new study based on the data from the National Family and Health Survey 

has shown that there is a significant increase in the rate of caesarean births 

in India.

While the WHO recommends the rate of caesarean delivery to be 10-15%, 

the number was 17.2% for India during the period from Jan 2015 to Dec 2016. 

This is higher than the rate seen in rich countries such as the Netherlands 

and Finland. The report says that if this trend continues, India could soon 

have the largest number of C-section births in the world.

But is C-section bad? A 2018 report in The Lancet pointed out that the 

prevalence of maternal mortality and morbidity is higher after caesarean 

than after vaginal birth. Also, it is noted to be associated with an “increased 

risk of uterine rupture, abnormal placentation, ectopic pregnancy, stillbirth, 

and preterm birth.” Many studies have pointed out that babies born via C-

section have less bacterial exposure, which in turn alters their immunity and 

gut microbiome diversity. Children tend to have increased chances of allergy, 

asthma, and childhood obesity.

The study noted the rates varied widely across States, with just 5.8% in 

Nagaland to 57.7% in Telangana. When taking socioeconomic conditions into 

account, the researchers found that the rate of C-section was as small as 

4.4% among the poorest group to 35.9% among the richest quintile.
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“More than a third of the births are delivered by caesarean section among the 

richest quintile and in several states of South India such Andhra Pradesh, Kerala 

and Telangana – with rates above 50% reported in some districts”, underlines 

Alexandre Dumont, demographer at the Population and Development Center, 

The French Research Institute for Development, Paris in a release. He is one 

of the authors of the study published in JAMA Network Open.

Class, a factor

The high rates point out that there is increased C-section deliveries among 

non-risk pregnancies in the privileged classes. “A C-section is carried out only 

during medical emergencies. But if the individual insists, that is if it is out of 

choice, we inform them about all the pros and cons and perform only after full 

consent,” explains Dr. Gayatri Kartik, senior Obstetrician and Gynaecologist 

at Manipal Hospital, Bengaluru.

“While we have no direct information on the factor behind the rise of C-sections 

among the privileged classes from this survey or other sources, we presume 

that several factors may be at play such as desire for comfort, and fear of pain 

and health risks from women, and organisational and medical simplicity as 

well as financial benefits from clinics,” explains Dr. Christophe Z Guilmoto, in 

an email to The Hindu.He is the corresponding author of the study.

“There is an urgent need to monitor the deliveries in clinics and hospitals. The 

government should inform practitioners and women of the unnecessary risks 

of non-medically justified C-sections,” he adds. “India has to face a “double 

burden” of providing C-sections to populations that still have no access to it 

(because of poverty, remoteness or lack of facilities, etc.) and at the same 

time of curbing overuse.”

Tree crickets face low predatory risks during mate-searching
Love is risky in the natural world especially for males of most species because 
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their serenades and movements to actively seek out females can be picked 

up by predators. But deviating from the norm, tree crickets — both males 

and females — face low and similar predation risks, finds a study. The low 

predation levels also question the popular notion that predation is the major 

factor influencing the evolution of communication, according to scientists at 

the Centre for Ecological Studies in Bengaluru’s Indian Institute of Science.

The team including then doctoral scholar Viraj R. Torsekar estimated predation 

risk in the tree cricket Oecanthushenryi, males of which call loudly. The team 

first conducted surveys in an unused farmland in Karnataka’s Chikkaballapur 

to identify the main predators of the cricket. Acoustic playback and field 

predation experiments revealed that this distinction went to green lynx 

spiders, which could be picking up acoustic cues and vibrations of crickets’ 

movements.

The team then studied three spatial scales at which the spiders and crickets 

interacted. First, they quantified the probability that spiders and crickets 

occurred on the same bush together. They searched around 120 bushes to 

locate calling males and counted non-calling males, responding and non-

responding females and spiders, to find that all the insects co-occurred in 

each bush at similar probabilities.

Next, they determined the probability of crickets encountering spiders on a 

bush. They released a wild-caught cricket (calling and non-calling males, 

responding and non-responding females) and later, a spider, onto the same 

bush in an outdoor enclosure; successful or failed attacks and captures by 

spiders counted as encounters. Almost 200 trials revealed that regardless of 

whether males were calling or not, and whether females responded or not, 

crickets encountered spiders at the same probabilities. A similar experiment 

with 105 trials to determine the probability of a cricket being eaten showed 

that the spiders captured very few crickets (only six), again, on similar 

probabilities whether males were calling or not and females responding or 
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not.

The three probabilities together reveal predation risk for crickets to be low, 

and similar across sexes, in the team’s paper published in Evolutionary 

Ecology. While searching for mates, males are thought to face a higher 

predation risk compared to females but our paper dispels this surprisingly 

rarely-tested notion, said Mr. Torsekar (currently with The Hebrew University 

of Jerusalem, Israel).

An alternative explanation for the shared mate-searching behaviour in tree 

crickets could be the ‘direct benefits’ that females of some insect species 

receive from males during mating, added Mr. Torsekar. In O. henryi, a gland 

on the male’s back releases nutritious secretions that the female drinks during 

mating, he said.

Facebook says it removes nearly 1 million accounts every 
day, ahead of polls
Facebook  said it has been blocking or removing nearly one million accounts 

daily using artificial intelligence and machine learning, ahead of the Lok Sabha 

election. “For a year and a half, we’ve been working to bring a comprehensive 

and strategic approach to our work on the Indian elections,” Ajit Mohan, 

Facebook managing director and vice-president for India, said in a blog 

post. He added that Facebook was “absolutely committed” in maintaining the 

integrity of the election and would help to ensure that it is fair and free from 

interference, both foreign and domestic.

ICMR’s ethical guidelines for biomedical research now 
mandatory
The Indian Council of Medical Research’s (ICMR) National Ethical Guidelines 

for Biomedical Research is now mandatory and needs to be adhered to for all 
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biomedical research in India, as per the New Drugs and Clinical Trials Rules 

2019.

India stares at a pile of solar e-waste
By 2050, India will likely stare at a pile of a new category of electronic waste, 

namely solar e-waste, says a study made public. Currently, India’s e-waste 

rules have no laws mandating solar cell manufacturers to recycle or dispose 

waste from this sector.

“India’s PV (photovoltaic) waste volume is estimated to grow to 200,000 

tonnes by 2030 and around 1.8 million tonnes by 2050,” said the study by 

Bridge To India (BTI), an energy consultancy firm.

India is among the leading markets for solar cells in the world, buoyed by 

the government’s commitment to install 100 GW of solar power by 2022. So 

far, India has installed solar cells for about 28 GW and this is largely from 

imported solar PV cells.

Solar cell modules are made by processing sand to make silicon, casting 

silicon ingots, using wafers to create cells and then assembling them to make 

modules.

India’s domestic manufacturers are largely involved in assembling cells and 

modules.

These modules are 80% glass and aluminium, and non-hazardous. Other 

materials used, including polymers, metals, metallic compounds and alloys, 

and are classified as potentially hazardous, says the study.

“India is poorly positioned to handle PV waste as it doesn’t yet have policy 

guidelines on the same…a lack of a policy framework is coupled with the 

fact that even basic recycling facilities for laminated glass and e-waste are 

unavailable. Despite the e-waste regulation being in place for over seven 

years, only less than 4% of estimated e-waste is recycled in the organised 
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sector as per the latest estimates from the Central Pollution Control Board,” 

say the authors of the report.

“While the solar sector continues to grow robustly, there is no clarity on solar 

waste management in India,” said Vinay Rustagi, Managing Director, BTI.

ICGEB’s novel yeast strain increases ethanol production
Compared with currently available strains, a robust yeast strain 

(Saccharomyces cerevisiaeNGY10) that can produce up to 15.5% more 

ethanol when glucose or lignocellulose biomass — rice and wheat straw — is 

fermented has been isolated by researchers from the International Centre for 

Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology, DBT-ICGEB Centre for Advanced 

Bioenergy Research, Delhi.

In India, ethanol production is mostly by fermenting molasses to meet the 

annual target of 5% blending of petrol with ethanol. But with India setting 

a target of blending petrol with 10% of biofuel by 2022, other sources such 

as rice and wheat straw have to be considered. Fermenting lignocellulose 

efficiently to generate more ethanol than what is currently possible is therefore 

necessary. To that end, the strain isolated by ICGEB becomes important.

The team led by Dr. Naseem A. Gaur from the Yeast Biofuel Group at ICGEB 

isolated 500 yeast-like colonies from different natural habitats — distillery 

waste, dairy waste, hot springs, sewage and algal bloom. After screening, 

25 yeast-like colonies were chosen and an additional nine yeast strains from 

the National Culture collection of Industrial Microorganisms (NCIM), Pune, 

were included for evaluation. Of these, one strain was found to suitable 

for fermenting rice and wheat straw. The results were published in the 

journal Biotechnology for Biofuels.

Lignocellulose is comprised of lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose. While 

cellulose is rich in hexose or C6 (glucose) sugar, hemicellulose, which 
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accounts for about 30% of the composition, is made mostly (more than 90%) 

of pentose or C5 (xylose and arabinose).

Three challenges

Ethanol production by fermenting lignocellulose biomass faces three 

challenges. During the fermentation process, the temperature increases from 

about 30 degree C to 40-degree C. Since the commercially available yeast 

strains are good at fermenting at 30 degree C, the fermentor has to be cooled 

down when the temperature increases. This increases the cost of ethanol 

production. Second, lignocellulose biomass (rice and wheat straw) contains 

a mixture of hexose and pentose sugars.

Though yeast can ferment glucose (hexose sugar), it cannot ferment pentose 

sugar (xylose and arabinose) that make up 30% of the composition. Finally, 

the pre-treatment of lignocellulose (to breakdown the recalcitrant structure 

of the biomass) results in the production of three main inhibitors (furfural, 5-

HMF and acetic acid). These inhibitors reduce the fermentation performance 

of yeast, leading to reduced ethanol production.

Functional superiority

Unlike currently available, commercially used yeast strains, the strain (NGY10) 

isolated by the ICGEB team has been found to be thermotolerant and can 

continue to ferment the biomass even when the temperature increases to 40-

degree C. “The strain (NGY10) displayed a negligible reduction in the growth 

even in the presence of all three fermentation inhibitors at 40-degree C. And 

it produced more ethanol than currently available industrial yeast strains,” 

says Dr. Gaur. “But the NGY10 strain was not able to ferment the pentose 

sugar (xylose and arabinose).”

“Our strain showed better efficiency than the industrial strains now available in 

producing ethanol from lignocellulose. Also, the NGY10 isolate produced 11.1 

% and 15.49 % more ethanol compared with the industrial yeast (Angel yeast) 

when glucose and pretreated lignocellulose were fermented, respectively,” 
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says Ajay Kumar Pandey from ICGEB and first author of the paper.

Engineering the strain

The NGY10 strain can be metabolically engineered so it can ferment both 

hexose and pentose sugars leading to increased production of ethanol using 

lignocellulose.

This will increase the quantity of ethanol produced from lignocellulose 

biomass but also reduce the cost of ethanol production.

“We have almost engineered the strain to make it capable of fermenting both 

pentose and hexose sugars,” Dr. Gaur says. “The productivity and ethanol 

yield from pentose sugars after metabolic engineering are encouraging and 

comparable with yield obtained with glucose (hexose sugar) fermentation.”

What drives tiger dispersal
Tigers in India traverse long distances to find mates and new territories. But 

the movement depends on roughness of the terrain and human disturbance 

in the area. The terrain affects tiger dispersal differently in the Western Ghats 

and central India, two strongholds of wild tiger populations in the country, 

finds a new study.

The central Indian landscape is highly fragmented with high densities of 

people, while the Western Ghats has lesser human disturbance and is home 

to the world’s largest contiguous tiger population. A study in 2017 by a team 

including Anuradha Reddy (of Hyderabad’s CSIR-Centre for Cellular and 

Molecular Biology) revealed that roughness of terrain and human footprint 

drove tiger gene flow in central India: tigers moved across ridges and rough 

topography to avoid the presence of people. Do similar landscape features 

drive tiger gene flow in the Ghats?

Varied samples

Another team including Dr. Reddy studied this across 30,000 sq km in the 
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Western Ghats in Kerala, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. They collected tiger 

faeces in forests including Bhadra Tiger Reserve and Nilgiri Biosphere 

Reserve, and used forensic samples that came to CSIR-CCMB between 2011 

and 2015 to obtain genetic data of 115 individual tigers. They complemented 

this with overlays of land cover and land use categories, using maps showing 

terrain, road networks, developed areas (reflecting human disturbance) and 

historical maps (from the 1960s, to see how vegetation cover changed over 

the decades).

Role of gene flow

Though the team did not find strong correlations between current genetic 

structure and historical landscape in the Ghats, comparing the data with 

the team’s earlier study in central India (after standardising the methods for 

comparisons) revealed an interesting pattern — the relationship between 

terrain and gene flow is “inverted” in both regions. While gene flow correlated 

with rough terrain in central India, it was linked with smooth forest terrain 

containing minimal human disturbance in the Ghats, finds the team’s study 

published in Animal Conservation.

This pattern is mainly due to differing levels of human disturbance, Dr. Reddy 

said in an email. While Central India has more fragmented forests and 

higher human disturbance, the Ghats have relatively larger, connected forest 

patches and lesser human disturbance, facilitating tiger movement across 

lower and smoother areas, she added.

A coil in the stomach for better TB treatment
The treatment of tuberculosis is becoming more difficult as most patients 

don’t adhere to the treatment regimen which includes six to nine months of 

daily antibiotics. This also contributes to emergence of multidrug-resistant 

bacteria.
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Now, researchers from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S., have 

developed a coil loaded with antibiotics that can stay in the stomach for up 

to a month and release the necessary drugs in the required doses. This 

eliminates the need for daily administration and also brings down the cost 

of treatment. The coil is made of a nickel-titanium alloy (nitinol) and looks 

like a small slinky toy. Just like adding beads on a string, the researchers 

added 600 pills (4 mm height and diameter) of different formulations to the 

coil. The drugs used included doxycycline hyclate, isoniazid, ethambutol, 

pyrazinamide, moxifloxacin, and rifampicin. The pills were spray coated with 

a special polymer which enabled controlled release of the drug. The final coil 

measures 32 mm in thickness and when stretched out is around 2 metre in 

length.

Lab studies

Laboratory studies showed that the coated pills were able to release the drugs 

slowly for up to one month.

For in vivo studies, the researchers stretched out the coil and inserted it 

through the nose into a pig’s stomach.

When asked why nasogastric route was used instead of oral, Malvika Verma, 

the first author of the study said: “As of now, the nasogastric tube is the 

feasible way to deliver this device since the largest swallowable capsule can 

only hold 1 gram of drug at most. This tube enables delivery of more than 10 

grams of drugs.”

After reaching the stomach, the tube coiled up, stayed in the stomach and 

released drugs for 28 days. Endoscopic evaluation showed that having such 

a large coil in the stomach did not cause any injury or ulcer. There was also 

no weight loss or limitations in the passage of food and water.

The coil can be retrieved via the same nasogastric route by inserting a tube 

which attaches to the magnet on the coil. Ms. Verma added that further work 

is being carried out to understand the acceptability and feasibility of the 
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system during insertion and retrieval. The team anticipates initial human trials 

to begin in the next five years.

The researchers spoke to 300 tuberculosis patients and over 100 TB health 

providers in India and noted that most of them were open to the idea of a 

monthly administration using this coil.

“In many cases, this was preferred by the patients, who could come to a 

health-care setting every two weeks or every four weeks instead of having to 

be seen by a health care provider every day,” says Prof. Giovanni Traverso 

from MIT’s Department of Mechanical Engineering in a release. He is one of 

the corresponding authors of the paper published in Science Translational 

Medicine. The team also analysed the economic impact of this new treatment 

regimen and the paper notes that the cost could be reduced by “more than 

$8,000 per patient”

More GSLV launch vehicles in the offing
The Union Cabinet  approved five more GSLV satellite launch vehicles for 

the period 2021-24 under the next phase 4 of the ongoing GSLV continuation 

programme.

One of them could be used for the second Mars mission which is being 

considered.

Third phase

Sanctioned in 2003, the programme is currently in its third phase. The allocation 

of Rs. 2729.13 crore includes the cost of the launchers, augmentation of the 

facilities, programme management, and launch campaign, a statement said.

The Indian Space Research Organisation uses the GSLV, the second of its 

three launchers, to put 2,000-kg class of communication and other satellites 

to a GEO (or geosynchronous) orbit about 36,000 km away.

“The GSLV Continuation Programme - Phase 4 will meet the launch 
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requirement of satellites for providing critical satellite navigation services, 

data relay communication for supporting the Indian Human Spaceflight 

Programme and the next interplanetary mission to Mars. This will also ensure 

the continuity of production in Indian industry,” the statement said.

Lakes filled with liquid methane spotted on Saturn’s moon 
Titan
Scientists on April 15 provided the most comprehensive look to date at one 

of the solar system’s most exotic features: prime lakeside property in the 

northern polar region of Saturn’s moon Titan - if you like lakes made of stuff 

like liquid methane.

Using data obtained by NASA’s Cassini spacecraft before that mission ended 

in 2017 with a deliberate plunge into Saturn, the scientists found that some of 

frigid Titan’s lakes of liquid hydrocarbons in this region are surprisingly deep 

while others may be shallow and seasonal.

Titan and Earth are the solar system’s two places with standing bodies of 

liquid on the surface. Titan boasts lakes, rivers and seas of hydrocarbons: 

compounds of hydrogen and carbon like those that are the main components 

of petroleum and natural gas.

Phantom lakes

The researchers described landforms akin to Mesas towering above the 

nearby landscape, topped with liquid lakes more than 300 feet deep comprised 

mainly of methane. The scientists suspect the lakes formed when surrounding 

bedrock chemically dissolved and collapsed, a process that occurs with a 

certain type of lake on Earth.

The scientists also described “phantom lakes” that during wintertime appeared 

to be wide but shallow ponds — perhaps only a few inches deep — but 

evaporated or drained into the surface by springtime, a process taking seven 
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years on Titan.

The findings represented further evidence about Titan’s hydrological cycle, 

with liquid hydrocarbons raining down from clouds, flowing across its surface 

and evaporating back into the sky. This is comparable to Earth’s water 

cycle.

Because of Titan’s complex chemistry and distinctive environments, scientists 

suspect it potentially could harbor life, in particular in its subsurface ocean of 

water, but possibly in the surface bodies of liquid hydrocarbons.

‘Fascinating object in the solar system’

“Titan is a very fascinating object in the solar system, and every time we 

look carefully at the data we find out something new,” California Institute of 

Technology planetary scientist Marco Mastrogiuseppe said.

Titan, with a diameter of 5,150 km, is the solar system’s second largest moon, 

behind only Jupiter’s Ganymede. It is bigger than the planet Mercury.

“Titan is the most Earth-like body in the solar system. It has lakes, canyons, 

rivers, dune fields of organic sand particles about the same size as silica 

sand grains on Earth,” Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory 

planetary scientist Shannon MacKenzie said.

The research was published in the journal Nature Astronomy.

World’s largest plane makes first test flight
The world’s largest aircraft took off over the Mojave Desert in California , 

the first flight for the carbon-composite plane built by Stratolaunch Systems 

Corp, started by late Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen, as the company enters 

the lucrative private space market.

The white airplane called Roc, which has a wingspan the length of an American 

football field and is powered by six engines on a twin fuselage, took to the air 

shortly before 7 a.m. Pacific time (1400 GMT) and stayed aloft for more than 
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two hours before landing safely back at the Mojave Air and Space Port as a 

crowd of hundreds of people cheered.

“What a fantastic first flight,” Stratolaunch Chief Executive Officer Jean Floyd 

said in a statement posted to the company’s website.

“Todays flight furthers our mission to provide a flexible alternative to ground 

launched systems, Floyd said. “We are incredibly proud of the Stratolaunch 

team, todays flight crew, our partners at Northrup Grummans Scaled 

Composites and the Mojave Air and Space Port.”

The plane is designed to drop rockets and other space vehicles weighing 

up to 500,000 pounds at an altitude of 35,000 feet and has been billed by 

the company as making satellite deployment as “easy as booking an airline 

flight.”

Saturday’s flight, which saw the plane reach a maximum speed of 189 miles 

per hour and altitudes of 17,000 feet, was meant to test its performance and 

handling qualities, according to Stratolaunch.

Allen, who co-founded Microsoft with Bill Gates in 1975, announced in 2011 

that he had formed the privately funded Stratolaunch.

The company seeks to cash in on higher demand in coming years for vessels 

that can put satellites in orbit, competing in the United States with other space 

entrepreneurs and industry stalwarts such as Elon Musks SpaceX and United 

Launch Alliance - a partnership between Boeing and Lockheed Martin.

Stratolaunch has said that it intends to launch its first rockets from the 

Roc in 2020 at the earliest. Allen died in October 2018 while suffering from 

non-Hodgkins’ lymphoma, just months after the plane’s development was 

unveiled.

“We all know Paul would have been proud to witness todays historic 

achievement,” said Jody Allen, Chair of Vulcan Inc and Trustee of the Paul 

G. Allen Trust. “The aircraft is a remarkable engineering achievement and we 

congratulate everyone involved.”
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TikTok removed from Google, Apple app stores
Tech giants Google and Apple have removed TikTok from their app stores 

after the Supreme Court refused to stay a Madras High Court order asking 

the Centre to prohibit the download of the Chinese social media platform. A 

search for video sharing platform TikTok on Google’s Play Store and Apple’s 

App Store did not show up. 

‘Zinc deficiency rising in Indians’
Rising carbon dioxide levels can accelerate zinc deficiency in crops and thus 

in human consumption, cautions a new study titled ‘Inadequate zinc intake 

in India: past, present and future’ by the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public 

Health.

The study states that inadequate zinc intake has been rising in India for 

decades, causing tens of millions of people to become newly deficient in it. The 

study added that the highest rate of inadequate zinc intake was concentrated 

mainly in the southern and northeastern States with rice-dominated diets: 

Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Manipur and Meghalaya.

“Rising carbon dioxide levels in the coming decades could accelerate this 

trend. National grain fortification programmes, increased dietary diversity, 

bio-fortified crops, and reduced carbon dioxide emissions could all make a 

difference to slow or reverse the course,” the study noted.

Inadequate zinc intake can have serious health consequences, particularly for 

young children, who are more susceptible to contracting malaria, diarrhoeal 

diseases and pneumonia, when suffering from zinc deficiency. The presence 

of zinc plays a critical role in human immune systems.

“Rice is poor in [the presence of] zinc, causing higher rates of zinc inadequacy 

in diets that rely heavily upon it. Overall urban populations, and wealthier 

urban groups in particular, showed higher rates of inadequate intake as well, 
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due to a higher proportion of nutrient-poor fats and sugars in the diet,” the 

study said.

2018 tiger census report gets delayed due to ‘new methods’
The much awaited 2018 tiger census report is likely to be delayed and will 

be released only after the formation of a new government at the Centre, an 

official said citing “huge data” which is to be analysed.

The four-yearly report, which gives out the number of big cats living in the 

country, was to be released this month, but officials say it is not expected 

before June due to addition of states in the survey, intense methods and 

delay by states in submitting the data.

However, an official had said in February the report would be released in 

March as the tiger count was almost completed and only data analysis was 

pending.

According to Dehradun-based Wildlife Institute of India (WII), an autonomous 

institution of the Ministry of Environment, the process of estimating tigers 

commenced late and it has been an elaborate exercise with minute details 

being taken care of so the report is likely to come out in May end.

“We are analysing the huge data. It will take time. It’s definitely not coming 

out before a new government gets elected. The process of estimation began 

six months late this time. So the report is likely to come out by May end,” Y.V. 

Jhala, a senior scientist in WII, said.

A wildlife official from the National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA), a 

statutory body of the environment ministry, said the delay was on the part 

of state governments in submitting their data to the Centre and due to the 

increase in the number of states from where the data is being collected.

“Number of states have increased this time. Nagaland, Manipur and Gujarat 

have been included this time besides the 18 tiger reign states. We started the 
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process of tiger estimation from our side but submission of data from different 

state forest departments took time,” DIG of NTCA Nishant Verma said.

This is the fourth cycle of the tiger census. The first was conducted in 2006, 

second in 2010 and third in 2014. A team of over 44,000 officials is working 

on the census along with 55 biologists, the WII scientist said.

According to the last survey conducted in 2014, the tiger count was 2,226.

CSIR genome plan to map population diversity
“We wouldn’t be sharing such information in the report. In some cases the 

correlation between disease and genes is weak. A person can request such 

information through their clinician because many disorders have single-gene 

causes but no cure or even a line of treatment. Ethics require such information 

to be shared only after appropriate counselling,” said Dr.Scaria.

The project would involve the Hyderabad-based Centre for Cellular and 

Molecular Biology (CCMB) and cost Rs. 18 crore, with the sequencing to 

be done at the IGIB and the CCMB. Anurag Agrawal, Director, IGIB said 

that the project would prove India’s capabilities at executing whole-genome 

sequencing. The human genome has about 3.2 billion base pairs and 

sequencing it just 10 years ago cost about 10,000 dollars. Now prices have 

fallen to a tenth. “We can establish a baseline Indian population and ask 

novel questions. For instance, in developed countries diarrhoeal infections 

are much rarer than in India. Do genes have a role? We can follow people 

over long periods and track changes in health,” said Dr. Agrawal.

Ever since the human genome was first sequenced in 2003, it has opened 

a fresh perspective on the relationship between disease and the unique 

genetic make-up of each individual. Nearly 10,000 diseases—such as 

cystic fibrosis and thalassemia—are known to be the result of a single gene 

malfunctioning. While genes may render some insensitive to certain drugs, 
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genome sequencing has shown that cancer can be understood from genetics 

and genes going awry, rather than being seen only as a disease of certain 

organs.

WHO issues guidelines on digital health technology
The WHO has released new recommendations on 10 ways countries can 

use digital health technology, accessible via mobile phones, tablets and 

computers, to improve people’s health and essential services. The guidelines 

demonstrate that health systems need to respond to the increased visibility 

and availability of information and that people must be assured that their 

own data is safe and that they are not being put at risk because they have 

accessed information on sensitive health topics. “Harnessing the power of 

digital technologies is essential for achieving universal health coverage,” 

said WHO director-general TedrosAdhanom Ghebreyesus. 

USFDA nod for Granules’ generic pain relief drug
Drug maker Granules India  said the US Food and Drug Administration 

(USFDA) has approved its Abbreviated New Drug Application for 

Acetaminophen 650 mg tablets, extended release (ER).

A generic version of Tylenol 650 mg tablets, ER, Acetaminophen 650 mg ER 

tablets are used primarily for temporary pain management, including arthritis 

relief, the Hyderabad-based firm said. Granules India is the only supplier 

that is backward integrated up to the API (active pharmaceutical ingredient) 

on this product, the company claimed.

Ganga has higher proportion of antibacterial agents: study
A study commissioned by the Union Water Resources Ministry to probe 
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the “unique properties” of the Ganga found that the river water contains a 

significantly higher proportion of organisms with antibacterial properties.

Other Indian rivers also contain these organisms but the Ganga — particularly 

in its upper Himalayan stretches — has more of them, the study suggests.

The study, ‘Assessment of Water Quality and Sediment To Understand Special 

Properties of River Ganga,’ began in 2016 and was conducted by the Nagpur-

based National Environmental Engineering and Research Institute (NEERI), 

a CSIR lab. The NEERI team was tasked with assessing the water quality for 

“radiological, microbiological and biological” parameters in the Bhagirathi (a 

feeder river of the Ganga) and the Ganga at 20 sampling stations.

As part of the assessment, five pathogenic species of bacteria (Escherichia, 

Enterobacter, Salmonella, Shigella, Vibrio) were selected and isolated from 

the Ganga, Yamuna and the Narmada and their numbers compared with the 

bacteriophages present in the river water. Because bacteriophages are a kind 

of virus that kill bacteria, they are frequently found in proximity to each other.

“In the river Ganga, the bacteriophages were detected to be approximately 3 

times more in proportion than bacterial isolates,” the study’s authors wrote in 

the report’s synopsis analysed by The Hindu .

Though it isn’t evident that there are bacteriophage species unique to the 

Ganga, the study suggests there are many more of them in the Ganga than 

in other rivers. Thus, samples drawn from the Ganga contained almost 1,100 

kinds of bacteriophage, and proportionally there were less than 200 species 

detected in the samples obtained from the Yamuna and the Narmada.

However, these antibacterial properties varied widely along the length of 

the river. For instance, the stretch from Gomukh to Tehri had 33% more 

bacteriophage isolates than from Mana to Haridwar, and Bijnor to Varanasi. 

In the stretch from Patna to Gangasagar, the bacteriophages were only 60% 

of that in the Gomukh to Tehri stretch.

That the Ganga may contain unique microbial life, which makes it relatively 
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more resilient to putrefaction, was suggested by British colonial scientists 

about 200 years ago. “This study was commissioned to test these properties 

using the latest scientific techniques and knowledge,” said Rajiv Ranjan 

Mishra, Director-General, National Mission for Clean Ganga.

“The super-phage isolated from Ganga and decoded for its lysine gene and 

cloned to produce lysine protein at IIT Roorkee holds great potential as an 

antibacterial pharmaceutical,” the report asserts.

Water level building up in Kaleshwaram P6 pump house
Filling of surge pool of the Package 6 pump house of Kalaeshwaram Lift 

Irrigation Project is making smooth progress without encountering any 

obstacles such as leakages, as the water level in the pool reached 124.5-

metre level  afternoon.

Release of water from the foreshores of Yellampally reservoir near Dharmaram 

in Peddapally district into the approach channel-twin tunnels was taken up  to 

allow it to reach the surge pool at the pump house for taking up wet run of four 

pumps ready for the purpose. At the rate of 0.6 metres per hour, the water 

level in the surge pool attained a depth of 16 metres  as it reached 124.5-

metre level against the level of 138 metres required for operating the first 

pump. As decided already, the four pumps would be operated one by one, 

possibly from April 24.

Engineer-in-Chief of the project N. Venkateshwarlu and Advisor to Government 

(Lift Irrigation) K. Penta Reddy are camping at the pump house near Nandi 

Medaram in Karimnagar district, monitoring the surge pool.

No leakages

Water level in the surge pool was increasing gradually without any leakage 

problem so far, the project engineers on site said. Senior engineers of the 

Irrigation Department as well as those of the work agency are monitoring the 
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buildup of water level in the surge pool observing for leakages, if any, and 

other protocols for the wet run of pumps. “No leakages have been observed 

in the surge pool till now and everything is going well,” the engineers stated. 

Each pump with 124.4 MW capacity would be run for about 20 to 30 minutes 

with required water level in the surge pool.

Approval needed for hysterectomies in Beed
Private doctors from Beed conducting uterus removal surgeries will now have 

to first seek permission to carry out the procedure from the civil surgeon 

or the taluka health officer. A circular issued by the Beed Collector Astik 

Kumar Pandey on April 16 has also stated that all hysterectomies by private 

practitioners be notified within 24 hours of the procedure and a monthly report 

of such surgeries should be sent to the health authorities.

The circular, however, has not gone down well with doctors, who feel it 

will affect emergency surgeries. “A doctor is the best to decide the line of 

treatment. There cannot be such conditions dictated by the Collector,” said 

Dr. Kalyan Barmade, chairperson of the public awareness committee of the 

Federation of Obstetric and Gynaecological Societies of India (FOGSI). He 

said that FOGSI is seeking legal opinion on this with all its members.

On April 9, The Hindu Business Line had reported that many women in Beed 

have had hysterectomies so that menstrual periods don’t hinder work.

Chemists and druggists are passé; from now, all will be 
pharmacies
First coined in 1945, the words ‘chemist’ and ‘druggist’ are headed for a 

change, with the Union Health Ministry replacing them with ‘pharmacy’.

Besides being a long-standing demand of the industry, a senior health official 

explained that the phrase ‘chemists and druggists’ was coined over seven 
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decades ago, is quite old, and has lost its relevance in the current scenario.

“At present, the word ‘drug’ is looked upon as more clandestine, and as 

addiction to chemicals, and thus it’s not suitable while referring to a professional 

pharmacist,” he added.

The matter was deliberated upon by the Drugs Technical Advisory Board 

(DTAB), after repeated requests were made to amend the Rule 65(15)(b) and 

Rule 65(15)(c) so that medical shops can be called a ‘pharmacy’. 

After being cleared by DTAB, “This is now also in concurrence with the 

international practice of calling a medical shop selling medicines by this 

name [‘pharmacy’] and to also provide an identity and sense of value to the 

practising pharmacist at the outlets,” noted the Board.

Meanwhile, the change was deliberated and recommended by the 55th Drug 

Consultative Committee meeting held in January and March this year.

“This will definitely give the profession better recognition. We always had a 

problem with the word ‘druggists’ as the meaning is negative. We welcome 

this change the government has made,” said Kailash Gupta of the All India 

Chemists and Distributors Federation.

Politics creeps into the world of dating apps
With elections under way in many parts of the country, it is not just social 

media and WhatsApp groups that are being bombarded with conversations 

on politics. Political preferences and ideologies are making their presence 

felt as topics of discussion in the world of dating apps.

Users looking for that perfect match admit that a person’s political ideology 

does play a factor in the dating game.

Kavitha S., a software engineer who has installed several dating apps on her 

phone, said, “I have two to three matches every day, and increasingly over 

the past few weeks, conversation starters are about politics. When I learn 
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about the political opinion of the person I am matched with, automatically 

prejudice sets in if he has a different political opinion.”

In an attempt to create awareness, some apps have introduced a new badge 

for the Lok Sabha elections in India. “We wanted to support people to keep up 

their civic duty and encourage them to vote,” said Priti Joshi, global strategy 

director of the app Bumble. The badge allows the user to pick the following 

options: ‘I am a voter’, ‘Not voting this time’, or the user can chose to skip the 

question.

Ms. Joshi said that the badge was also introduced to help potential matches 

know if they are excited to vote. “Users can pin this badge, which will be 

available till elections are over, to their profiles. It can serve as a great 

icebreaker.”

The company decided to introduce this feature after they received positive 

feedback from users in the US.

The dating app, TrulyMadly, notifies its users and encourages them to vote 

when its election day in their respective cities. “We also offer our users a 

discount of up to 75% if they send us a picture of their inked finger,” said 

SnehilKhanor, co-founder and CEO.

Rahul Srinivas, an artist, tries to avoid conversations around politics. “Dating 

somebody with the same political ideology is not important to me. But if the 

person is extremely involved in politics and that affects their everyday life, 

then it would be important that we are on the same page,” he said. In the 

backdrop of an increasingly polarised election, many dating apps are warning 

users that talking about politics could be a ‘subject of risk’.

Biomarkers found for lymph node metastasis in oral cancer
By looking out for five biomarkers, it is now possible to tell in advance if a 

person with oral cancer of the gum and cheek has lymph node metastasis 
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even before surgery is undertaken, a study has found. The ability to correctly 

predict absence/presence of lymph node metastasis in oral cancer patients 

is 80-90% based on the five biomarkers, a team led by Partha Majumder 

from the National Institute of Biomedical Genomics, Kalyani, West Bengal, 

has found.

As a result, an oral cancer patient can be spared of a neck dissection to 

investigate if the cancer has spread to the lymph nodes in case the five 

biomarkers are absent. Lymph node dissection increases morbidity. However, 

if the patient tests positive for even one biomarker then an aggressive 

treatment would be required. An oral cancer patient with cancer spread to 

the lymph node has a 50% lower chance of survival for five years or more 

compared with patients in whom it has not spread to the lymph node.

Hypothesis

In oral cancer patients, the cancer cells tend to commonly spread to the 

lymph node in the neck. But not all oral cancer patients have the tendency 

for the cancer to spread to other organs (metastasis). “We posited that oral 

cancer patients who have lymph node metastasis possess DNA alterations 

in specific genes that provide cancer cells the ability to spread. These DNA 

alterations are different from those that cause the primary cancer, and these 

alterations arise independent of the stage of cancer,” says Prof. Majumder.

So in some patients, the cancer would have spread to the lymph node even 

at an early stage of oral cancer, while in some patients with advanced (T4 

stage) oral cancer, the cancer would not have spread.

To find out what determines lymph node metastasis in oral cancer patients, 

the team studied two groups of patients — those with lymph node metastasis 

and those with advanced oral cancer but without lymph node metastasis. 

Totally, 72 patients belonging to these two groups were studied by a team 

led by Dr. Rajiv Sarin, Director of Advanced Centre for Treatment, Research 

and Education in Cancer (ACTREC), Tata Memorial Centre, Mumbai and co-
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author of the paper.

Five genomic biomarkers

The team found that lymph node metastasis was associated with five genomic 

biomarkers. The results were published in International Journal of Cancer.

There are five genomic features or biomarkers of lymph node metastasis 

in oral cancer patients. Two of these are rare, heritable DNA changes in 

BRCA2 and FAT1 genes. The remaining three are non-heritable (somatic) 

DNA alterations. The somatic DNA alterations can occur in genes belonging 

to three different pathways — mitotic G2/M cell-cycle pathway, homologous 

recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) DNA-repair 

pathways.

Heritable DNA changes

The protein product of FAT1 gene functions as an adhesion molecule that 

keeps the cells together. In the case of cancer, cellular adhesion property is 

sometimes lost and the cells tend to spread. “Our finding that rare alterations 

in FAT1 are found in metastatic oral cancer is comprehensible, but new,” 

Prof. Majumder says. “Also, our finding that some rare alterations in BRCA2, 

which cause breast cancer, can also cause metastasis is novel.”

A cell duplicates to produce two daughter cells. Many genes are involved 

in this cell-cycle pathway, called mitotic G2/M pathway. If DNA of one or 

more genes of this pathway is altered, then many adverse cellular events 

take place. Most importantly, chromosomes become unstable and abnormal 

chromosomal changes occur, eventually leading to metastasis. “We have 

mapped DNA alterations in genes that belong to the mitotic G2/M pathway 

in oral cancer patients and have found that altered genes of this pathway 

promote lymph node metastasis,” says Dr.Nidhan Biswas, the first author of 

the paper.

Two pathways
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When two major pathways — homologous recombination and non-

homologous end joining — of DNA damage repair machinery gets perturbed, 

cells tend to behave abnormally. “We have found that DNA alterations in 

oral cancer patients that can be mapped to these pathways promote lymph 

node metastasis,” Prof. Majumder says. “So, metastasis in oral cancer is not 

promoted by a unique event.”

“The results have to be validated in a larger patient cohort,” says Dr. Sarin. 

“We have enrolled many patients to validate the results of this study. Besides 

TMC, the validation has to be done at other centres in India too.”

“We have found that a patient who presents without lymph node metastasis 

survives longer disease-free after standard treatment for oral cancer than 

one with metastasis of the lymph node. Therein lies the importance of our 

work,” says Prof. Majumder.

In a first, IISc team directly delivers protein into cells
In a breakthrough that might have huge medical implications, researchers at 

Bengaluru’s Indian Institute of Science (IISc) have used a novel strategy to 

directly deliver proteins into mammalian cells. Proteins are big molecules and 

so cannot enter the cells on their own. So a team led by GovindasamyMugesh 

from the institute’s Department of Inorganic and Physical Chemistry 

substituted a hydrogen atom of the protein with an iodine atom to achieve a 

nearly sixfold increase in protein uptake by cells.

The increased protein uptake was seen even when the molecular weight of 

the protein was 28,000 dalton, meaning the protein was much bigger in size 

than most of the therapeutic small molecules.

The researchers also tried replacing a hydrogen atom with an atom of bromine 

and chlorine but the uptake was way lower than when iodine was used.

In the case of bromine, the uptake of proteins increased by only about two 
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times, while the uptake increased only marginally when chlorine was used. 

The results were published in the journal AngewandteChemie.

Other researchers have tried tagging the protein with cell-penetrating 

peptides, supercharged proteins and even used virus-like particles to 

ferry the proteins into cells. But these approaches have severe limitations 

including altering the protein function inside the cell. For this reason, most 

of the applications involving proteins are directed to extracellular targets. 

Proteins inside the cells get impaired during diseased conditions such as 

neurodegenerative and cardiovascular disease. Supplementing the cellular 

protein in such cases becomes important and this is where the method used 

by the IISc team will come in handy.

The team had to first synthesise a green fluorescent protein with one 

hydrogen atom being replaced with an iodine atom. “To introduce iodine at 

a specific site on the protein, we had to use an iodinated amino acid. Since 

the iodinated amino acid used is unnatural (not genetically coded), protein 

synthesis machinery does not accept it. So we had to expand the genetic 

code of the organism to accept and incorporate the iodinated amino acid into 

the proteins during the biosynthesis in the cells,” says Prof. Mugesh.

Since the iodinated amino acid is introduced on the surface of the protein, 

the secondary structure is not altered and so the protein remains functionally 

intact.

Strong bond

Iodine forms a halogen bond with a specific receptor (caveolin) that transports 

the protein from the cell membrane surface to inside the cells. “Compared 

with bromine and chlorine, iodine is heavier and so it forms a stronger 

halogen bond with the receptor. This might be responsible for more proteins 

getting into the cells when we substitute a hydrogen with an iodine atom,” 

says Surendar R. Jakka from IISc’s Department of Inorganic and Physical 

Chemistry and first author of the paper.
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To be functionally useful, the proteins must enter the cytoplasm of the cell. 

However, the moment proteins are ferried into the cell by the receptor they 

are trapped inside the endosomes and transported to lysosomes, where 

the proteins are degraded. Significant decrease in protein concentration as 

measured by the fluorescence intensity was seen by the researchers after 

24 hours.

To overcome the problem of protein degradation, the team treated the cells 

with a peptide (ppTG21). “The peptide also gets into the endosomes along 

with the protein and changes the pH of the endosomes. The endosome 

gets ruptured due to pH change leading to release of the proteins into the 

cytoplasm. In this case, there was no decrease in the protein concentration 

even after 24 hours,” says Prof. Mugesh.

No toxicity

“We are substituting only one hydrogen atom with an iodine atom in the 

entire protein. So the toxicity is similar to native protein,” says Prof. Mugesh. 

“We tested the cell viability by treating the cells with different concentrations 

of the proteins for 90 minutes. The cells were healthy after taking up the 

protein. The morphology of the cells that had taken up the proteins did not 

change even at the end of 24 hours,” says Jakka.

Health Ministry has no vaccines for Haj pilgrims
The Health Ministry is grappling with a paucity of meningitis vaccines for Haj 

pilgrims as the only firm manufacturing them was asked to stop production 

last year after contamination was detected in its oral polio vaccines.

According to sources in the Health Ministry, the only compant that 

manufactured the vaccines and provided it to the government was asked to 

stop production of all human vaccines in September last year after type-2 

polio virus contamination was detected in oral polio vaccines.
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Following the ban on the Ghaziabad-based pharmaceutical company Biomed 

Pvt. Ltd, the Ministry is now looking for options to arrange the vaccines in 

time for the Haj pilgrims.

Around 1.27 lakh people are expected to go for the annual Haj in July this 

year for which the Ministry will have to arrange for at least 1.47 lakh doses.

Extra vaccines are kept as some are rendered ineffective in the process of 

delivery to the States.

Those going to Saudi Arabia for the purpose of Umra or pilgrimage are 

required to submit a certificate of vaccination with the quadrivalent (ACYW 

135) vaccine against meningitis, proving the vaccine was administered 

no more than 3 years ago and no less than 10 days before arrival in the 

country.

Medicine labels in regional language
In order to counter fake, sub-standard and expired drugs, the Union Health 

Ministry has said Hindi and regional language will be used in the tendering 

process.

“Drug names and expiry date during tendering will be in Hindi/regional 

language too for — polio drop and Iron tablets — procured for children under 

the government programmes,” said a senior health official.

The Drugs Technical Advisory Board (DTAB) recently recommended that 

government procurement agencies should take necessary steps in the 

tendering process to include the regional language, along with English, on 

the label of iron tablets and polio drops in government programmes.

“An advisory may be issued by the government... Also a sub-committee may 

co-opt the representatives from the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry 

and Indian Pharmaceutical Association for further deliberations on the overall 

issues related to labelling requirements of drugs,’’ the DTAB recommended.
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Since last year, the government has been working on ensuring the most 

stringent quality control for both the products which directly affect almost all 

the children born in India.

“DTAB, in a meeting held early last year, considered the proposal to amend 

Rule 96 of the Drugs and Cosmetics Rules, 1945 for labelling of iron tablets 

and polio drops distributed to the children under government programmes 

with name and expiry date in Hindi also,’’ noted the minutes of the 82nd 

DTAB meeting.

The Board then constituted a sub-committee under the chairmanship of Dr. 

R.N. Tandon, honorary secretary general, IMA, New Delhi to examine and 

give recommendations to streamline the labelling requirements of drugs so 

as to provide the requisite information to the consumer.

In a first, east Asian birds make Andaman stopover
Distinguished by the green and brown plumage on its back, the dimunitve 

Horsfield’s Bronze Cuckoo ( Chalcites basalis ) is a native of Australia and 

New Guinea.

However, researcher G. Gokulkrishnan had an unexpected encounter with 

the tiny bird — roughly about 15 cm and weighing 22 g and known for its 

repeated, loud and piercing whistle — early on July 7, 2017 in a tsunami 

ravaged coastal forest in the Great Nicobar Island of the Andaman and 

Nicobar island chain. The sighting was the first recorded instance of the bird 

in India.

Two other first-time visitors were also recorded on the islands over 2017-18. 

The Zappey’s Flycatcher ( Cyanoptilacumatilis ) a song bird that breeds in 

China and spends the winters in the Malay peninsula, Sumatra and Java, 

was spotted six times in different areas of Andaman and Nicobar Islands 

between December 2017 and March 2018 — at least thrice in pairs.
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Thai visitor

Later that year researchers recorded the presence of the Javan Pond Heron 

( Ardeolaspeciosa ), usually found in Thailand and Cambodia. Larger than 

Horsfield’s Bronze Cuckoo and Zappey’s Flycatcher, it was spotted on 

August 26, 2018.

“During their migration from north to south, these birds make a stopover at 

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. We have been able to make these new 

records because of increased fieldwork and interest in avifauna,” said Dr. C. 

Sivaperuman, Officer-in-Charge, Andaman and Nicobar Regional Centre of 

the Zoological Survey of India.

The three new records from India from the Andaman and Nicobar Island 

have been discussed in detail in a recent publication of journal Birding ASIA . 

The other contributors to the research paper are P.C. Rasmussen, Minakshi 

Dash and D. Sekar.

East Asian Flyway

In the past few years a few other birds of southeast Asian origin have been 

recorded in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands during migration.

Researchers are intrigued by the fact that number of new sightings has 

increased post the 2004 tsunami. The new records include the Mugimaki 

Flycatcher ( Ficedulamugimaki) , Blue-winged Pitta ( Pitta moluccensis) , 

Chinese Egret ( Egrettaeulophotes) and the Chinese Paradise Flycatcher 

( Terpsiphoneincei) .

These birds also use Andaman and Nicobar Islands for a few weeks rest 

before they can fly along the East Asian-Australasian Flyway (EAAF). The 

EAAF extends from Arctic Russia and North America to the south Australian 

boundaries and includes the most of the east Asian regions including 

Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

A birding publication, A Checklist of the birds of India by Praveen J, Rajah 
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Jayapal and AasheeshPittie, and published by the journal Indian BIRDS in 

June 2016 had listed 1,263 birds. The list in the publication has since been 

revised with the number of birds found in the country now being pegged at 

300 approximately.

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, with just about 0.25 % the country’s 

landmass, is home to about 350 species of exotic birds, according to an 

official estimate.

Choosing the right policy
Continuing from the last fortnight’s column on health cover, here are some 

factors that you should keep in mind while finalising the policy. You need 

to make good choices on covering your family, sharing the burden, going 

cashless and buying additional cover.

Covering your family:

In your hospitalisation policy, you can include your spouse, dependent 

children, parents and parents-in-law. Including senior citizens in your policy 

gets you additional tax benefits while some companies also give a family 

discount in premium when more than one person is covered under the same 

policy.

You can choose individual SIs (sum insured) for each member of your family 

or a collective SI, called a floater cover. It works like this:

Let’s say you take a floater SI of Rs. 5 lakh for your family of four members 

and one of you is hospitalised.

If the claim paid is Rs. 1.5 lakh then, for the rest of the year you have only 

Rs. 3.5 lakh cover for all of you put together.

If this Rs. 5 lakh is an individual cover then, while the person for whom the 

claim was made continues with Rs. 3.5 lakh cover for the remainder of the 

year, the other insured each have their full SI.
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The floater cover offers lower coverage and hence costs less. For example, 

a Rs. 5 lakh individual cover for each of four members of a family costs 

upwards of Rs. 50,000 and about Rs. 35,000 for a floater cover.

Sharing the burden:

Some policies have a feature called excess or deductible by which the insured 

bears the first portion, say Rs. 10,000, of the expenses. This can either be 

per claim or per policy year. Deductibles can be compulsory or voluntary and 

the latter carries a discount in premium.

Another method of sharing the cost burden is co-pay. Here, the insured bears 

a percentage of each claim, say the first 10%.

This encourages prudent choices on the cost aspect of treatments like 

category of hospital room. Voluntary co-pay is also possible for a discount in 

premium.

The insurance company can directly settle claims to the hospital, making the 

process very convenient for the insured. This is provided the hospital is in the 

network of the insurance company. If you choose to take treatment at other 

hospitals, you have to pay the bills and file an insurance claim.

Additional cover

What we saw until now form part of the main policy and its coverage. What 

follow are optional extras that you have to pay for.

Additional cover for situations outside the normal policy’s benefits are available 

at extra cost. As always, terms and conditions apply, and they can differ by 

company and policy.

For example, the maternity expenses benefit can be purchased as an 

additional cover and has a waiting period of 24 to 36 months and is limited 

to a certain percentage of the average sum insured over the previous two or 

three years.

The hospitalisation policy is the basic health insurance you should buy. In 

addition to this there are some policies that can add security to your portfolio 
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and we will soon take a look at them.

Puducherry braces for Cyclone Fani
With the India Metereological Department (IMD) stating that the well-

marked low-pressure area formed in the Bay of Bengal likely to intensify 

into a depression and then into a cyclone named ‘Fani’ expected to hit the 

northern coast of Tamil Nadu on April 30, Chief Minister V. Narayanasamy 

chaired a meeting to review the preparedness of various departments.

Ministers M. Kandasamy, M.O.H.F. Shahjahan, and R. Kamalakannan, 

Chief Secretary Ashwani Kumar, Development Commissioner A. Anbarasu, 

Secretaries to departments, Senior Superintendent of Police and officials of 

various departments attended the meeting and discussed the steps taken 

by various agencies.

‘Red alert’ issued

The coordination of various departments, including the Revenue and 

Disaster Management, Local Administration, Public Works, and Electricity, 

was discussed in detail. Mr. Narayanasamy told presspersons that the IMD 

had issued a “red alert” stating that the wind speed was expected to be 90 

to 100 kmph dumping up to 20 cm of rainfall in or around Puducherry.

The administration is in a state of readiness and the government has directed 

line departments to move people living in low-lying areas to cyclone shelters 

as a precautionary measure.

Fishermen have been advised not to venture into the sea.

Ministers would stay put in the respective areas till the situation got 

normalised.

The Local Administration department had been directed to keep equipment 

ready for pumping out water from low-lying areas.

The Electricity department has been advised to be ready to ensure quick 
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removal of debris of fallen trees, he said.

The administration has asked all employees who have gone on leave to 

immediately return to the headquarters in view of the warning issued by the 

IMD, Mr. Narayanasamy added.

Villupuram on alert

In Villupuram, District Collector L. Subramanian chaired a meeting  to review 

the preparatory arrangements made by various government agencies.

Mr. Subramanian directed all municipal and town panchayat officials to stay 

put in the respective areas till the situation gets normalised.

He said that emergency teams had been kept on standby in all the 19 coastal 

hamlets in the district.

A special team led by an official in the rank of a sub-collector, tahsildar and 

deputy tahsildar have been appointed for five coastal villages each.

The Health department officials should ensure that all the doctors and 

paramedical staff were available at the Primary Health Centres and also 

at government hospitals and ambulances were ready in the event of any 

emergency.

District Revenue Officer R. Priya attended the meeting.

Data theft bid hits Ayushman Bharat
Ayushman Bharat, the government run health insurance programme, confirmed 

that there had been an attempted security breach.

“There have been attempts to get illegal access to large medical data including 

sensitive personal information,” said Dr.Indu Bhushan, CEO Ayushman Bharat 

- Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana.

Alerted about the intrusion 48 hours ago, the National Health Authority — 

which administers the programme — has now written to all State governments 

alerting them about the threat and warning that no sensitive data be shared.
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Describing the nature of the attempted breach, Dr. Bhushan said contact 

had been made with Ayushman Bharat employees urging them to leak 

sensitive information on the available health profiles of those covered by the 

scheme.

With more than 3 crore e-cards issued countrywide to individuals covered 

under the scheme and over 21 lakh hospital admissions, worth Rs. 2,820 

crore, having been approved, the scheme is one of the world’s largest state-

run health insurance programmes, according to the government.

Health data is extremely sensitive and of great value to commercial and 

pharmaceutical companies.

“We have this data enveloped in multiple layers of security which is tough to 

penetrate,” explained Dr. Bhushan.

“We also have a stringent access system for those within Ayushman Bharat 

and we were alerted, almost immediately, when the breach was attempted,’’ 

he said.

The authority is now also seeking assistance from the public to help ensure 

that the programme stays cybersecure and that patient data and records are 

not compromised in any manner.

Jamia team develops ultrasensitive quantum thermometer
Researchers at Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, have developed an 

ultrasensitive quantum thermometer using graphene quantum dots. The 

thermometer can precisely measure a wide range of temperature: 27 degree 

C to –196-degree C. The thermometer has high sensitivity when measuring 

different temperatures and can measure very minute (micro Kelvin) changes 

in temperature.

Sensitive device
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The thermometer developed by a team led by Saikh S. Islam, Director of 

the Centre for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology also showed extremely 

quick response time of just about 300 milliseconds to register a change in 

temperature from 27 degree C to –196-degree C. And the time taken to return 

to its initial temperature value was as little as about 800 milliseconds. The 

results of the study were published in the journal Nanoscale Advances .

“The thermometer showed excellent repeatability with negligible variation in 

sensing response when tested for over 50 cycles during a one-year period. 

The sensor was stable and responded ultra-fast when we tested it repeatedly,” 

says Prof. Islam.

“The device can find widespread applications in cryogenic temperature 

sensing. Since the sensor has high sensitivity and ability to measure minute 

changes in temperature, it will be useful in the pharmaceutical industry, 

healthcare to measure the incubation temperature of biological cells and 

molecules and the automobile industry to measure the ignition temperature 

within the engine,” he says.

The sensor can also be used for measuring high temperatures up to 100-

degree C. “In the past, we have tested it up to 300-degree C. Compared with 

low temperature, the high-temperature sensitivity is low but it is still much 

higher than currently available solidstate thermometers in terms of sensitivity, 

resolution, response and recovery timings,” says Poonam Sehrawat from 

Jamia Millia Islamia and first author of the paper. “Since the sensor is stable 

and shows linear sensitivity behaviour, it does not need calibration.”

Sensor preparation

The researchers first prepared graphene oxide and chemically made it reduced 

graphene oxide. “The physical and chemical properties of reduced graphene 

oxide are very close to monolayer graphene. So by using reduced graphene 

oxide it is easy to synthesise in large-scale materials having properties similar 
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to graphene,” says Prof. Islam. During the reduction process, quantum dots 

are formed in the graphene oxide. The reduced graphene oxide having 

quantum dots is mixed with a ceramic (aluminium oxide), to produce the 

sensor. The sensor does not need any encapsulation as ceramic forms the 

matrix.

The reduced graphene oxide flakes containing the quantum dots (measuring 

3-6 nanometre in size) are dispersed in the ceramic; the ceramic does not 

interfere with the sensor response but provides rigidity to the film. “The 

graphene oxide flakes are in contact with each other in the composite. So a 

continuous network of current path is obtained,” he says. The temperature 

sensors were fabricated from this film by using small piece measuring 

1x1 cm and depositing two silver electrodes to it for measuring the sensor 

response.

“The synthesis process is extremely cost effective, has high yield and batch 

fabrication is possible. One of the main advantages is that this device can be 

made to any shape and dimension,” Prof. Islam says.

“We are working on making a prototype of this thermometer to be used 

in electronic devices, as on-chip thermometers that do not even require 

calibrations. We will now replicate these achievements in single electron 

transistors (SETs) to miniaturise it for integration in integrated circuits,” he 

adds.

IIT Madras: Easy OCR system for nine Indian languages
Taking a cue from European languages, several of which have the same 

(Roman letter–based) script, Srinivasa Chakravathy’s team at IIT Madras has, 

over the last decade, developed a unified script for nine Indian languages, 

named the Bharati script. The team has now gone a step further since 
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developing the script: it has developed a method for reading documents 

in Bharati script using a multi-lingual optical character recognition (OCR) 

scheme. The team has also created a finger-spelling method that can be used 

to generate a sign language for hearing-impaired persons. In collaboration 

with TCS Mumbai, the researchers have found a way for persons with hearing 

disability to generate signatures using this finger-spelling technique.

The scripts that have been integrated include Devnagari, Bengali, Gurmukhi, 

Gujarati, Oriya, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam and Tamil. English and Urdu 

have not been integrated so far. Dr Chakravarthy says, “Urdu and English 

alphabet systems have a very different phonetic organisation. But that does 

not mean a mapping is not possible. It is quite possible and can be done.”

In general, optical character recognition schemes involve first separating 

(or segmenting) the document into text and non-text. The text is then 

segmented into paragraphs, sentences words and letters. Each letter has to 

be recognised as a character in some recognisable format such as ASCII or 

Unicode. The letter has various components such as the basic consonant, 

consonant modifiers, vowels etc.

Easy to read

The scripts of Indian languages pose a problem for such a character 

recognition because the vowel and consonant-modifier components are 

attached to the main consonant part. This difficulty is removed in the Bharati 

script which can be easily read. “In Bharati characters, these different 

components are segmentable by design. So OCR works quite accurately. 

Our OCR engines gives almost 100% accuracy even with mild noise added,” 

says Dr Chakravarthy.

Three-tiered structure

The ease in design comes about because the Bharati characters are made 

up of three tiers stacked vertically. The consonant at the root of the letter is 
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placed in the centre and the modifiers are in the top and bottom tiers.

In collaboration with Sunil Kopparappu of Innovation Labs, TCS, Mumbai, 

the team has developed a universal finger-spelling language for the nine 

Indian languages. They are working on a system that can help people 

sign documents using a finger-spelling method, and future plans include 

developing a new Braille system with the Bharati script.

How depression affects memory
Forming a memory of people, places, and events is a dynamic process, and 

many studies have shown that psychiatric disorders such as depression may 

affect this process.

Now researchers from the National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), 

Bengaluru, have shown how memories change and get updated over time in 

people with unipolar and bipolar depression.

The study published in Neurobiology of Learning and Memory involved 

controls, unipolar- and bipolar-depression patients admitted at the National 

Institute of Mental Health and Neuro-Sciences (NIMHANS). Unipolar patients 

experience depressive symptoms such as low mood, lack of motivation, etc. 

whereas bipolar patients alternate between periods of depression and mania. 

Only bipolar patients in a depressive phase were included in the study.

Memory test

On the first day, all the participants memorised a list of 20 everyday objects. 

Two days later, controls, unipolar and bipolar patients were split into two 

groups, and the first group was prompted to remember what happened on 

the first day while the other group did not get this reminder. All the participants 

were then made to memorise a different list of everyday objects.

On the fifth day, all participants were asked to recollect the objects from the 

list shown on the first day.
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Unipolar and bipolar patients remembered fewer objects than controls. The 

controls who were reminded recalled objects from the second list in addition 

to the first list. Such recall is a form of memory updation where new learning 

updates older memories, but only when the old memory is activated by a 

reminder. Controls who were not reminded did not recall objects from the 

second list.

In unipolar patients, this ability to update memories with a reminder was not 

affected and was similar to controls.

However, bipolar patients appeared to be mixing the objects from two lists 

during recall, irrespective of the reminder manipulation. “Though we asked 

only for objects from the first list, they also named items from the second list. 

Basically, they remembered the objects but had difficulty in remembering 

which list the object belonged to – a phenomenon known as source confusion 

in psychology. This mixing was not seen in unipolar or the control group,” 

explains BhakteeDongaonkar, a postdoctoral fellow at NCBS and first author 

of the paper.

“This is the first such study aiming to understand how depression affects a 

more nuanced aspect of factual memories — how information learned first 

is influenced by information acquired later. Importantly, this study explores 

this important question for the first time in Indian patient populations,” says 

SumantraChattarji from NCBS, the head of the research team. He is also the 

Director at the Centre for Brain Development and Repair, Bengaluru.

“Future studies can build upon these findings to examine potential changes 

in brain structure and function, using neuroimaging techniques such as MRI,” 

says Prof. Chattarji.
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Adichanallur site belongs to a period between 905 and 696 
BC
Carbon dating of samples excavated from the Adichanallur site in 

Thoothukudi district has revealed that they belonged to the period between 

905 BC and 696 BC.

The March 18, 2019, carbon dating report of samples that were sent to Beta 

Analytic Testing Laboratory, USA, was submitted to the Madurai Bench of 

the Madras High Court .

A Division Bench of Justices N. Kirubakaran and S. S. Sundar observed 

that this proved Adichanallur was one of the earliest ancient sites in Tamil 

Nadu. Based on the carbon dating report, the Archaeological Survey of 

India (ASI) has to take a decision whether it was going to excavate on its 

own or the Centre would permit the State to excavate the site.

Delayed by 15 years

The court had expressed its displeasure that the artefacts, first excavated 

in 2004-06 under the supervision of the then Superintending Archaeologist 

T. Satyamurthy, were not sent for carbon dating for over 15 years.

“ In spite of many efforts taken by intellectuals, historians, political leaders 

and archaeologists, nothing was done by the ASI, for reasons best known 

to them, to send the Adichanallur samples for carbon dating,” the court 

said.

The court had earlier directed the ASI to fence the whole site that is spread 

across 114 acres and put up a police outpost to prevent any damage. With 

Sathyabama Badrinath, former Regional Director (South), ASI, currently 

with the Delhi circle, nominated for preparing the report, the court said 

that the reports of T. Satyamurthy could also be added in achieving a 

comprehensive report.

The carbon dating report of the artefacts excavated from Azhagankulam in 
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Ramanathapuram District revealed that they dated back to 345 BC.

With the artefacts having Tamil inscriptions, this could prove that Tamil was 

older than Prakrit dated to be from 268 BC to 232 BC, the court said and 

directed the State Archaeological department to file a report in this regard. The 

batch of public litigation petitions on archaeological matters was adjourned 

till April 11.

No sign of arson in cathedral blaze
The fire that tore through Notre-Dame cathedral was probably caused by 

accident, French prosecutors said  after fire-fighters doused the last flames 

in the ruins overnight and the nation grieved for the destruction of one of its 

symbols.

More than 400 firemen were needed to tame the inferno that consumed the 

roof and collapsed the spire of the eight-centuries-old cathedral. They worked 

through the night to extinguish the fire some 14 hours after it began.

Paris public prosecutor Remy Heitz said there was no obvious indication 

the fire was arson. Fifty people were working on what would be a long and 

complex investigation. One fire-fighter was injured but no one else was hurt 

in the blaze, which began after the building was closed to the public for the 

evening.

From the outside, the imposing bell towers and outer walls, with their vast 

flying buttresses, still stood firm, but the insides and the upper structure were 

eviscerated by the blaze.

Fire-fighters examined the gothic facade and could be seen walking atop the 

belfries as police kept the area in lockdown. Investigators will not be able to 

enter the cathedral’s blackened nave until experts are satisfied its stone walls 

withstood the heat and the building is structurally sound.
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The fire swiftly ripped through the cathedral’s timbered roof supports, where 

workmen had been carrying out extensive renovations to the spire’s wooden 

frame.

The Paris prosecutor has opened an investigation into “involuntary destruction 

by fire”. Police  began questioning the workers involved in the restoration, the 

prosecutor’s office said.

‘Still standing’

Hundreds of stunned onlookers had lined the banks of the Seine river late 

into the night as the fire raged, reciting prayers and singing liturgical music in 

harmony as they stood in vigil.

“Yesterday, we thought the whole cathedral would collapse. Yet, this morning 

she is still standing, valiant, despite everything. It is a sign of hope,” said 

Sister Marie Aimee, a nun who had hurried to a nearby church to pray as the 

fire spread.
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The nearly 900-year-old structure has endured the French Revolution, the 

Nazi occupation and countless bouts of unrest before and since. The church 

is home to relics, stained glass and other works of art of incalculable value, 

and is a leading tourist spot.
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A massive fire consumed the Notre-Dame Cathedral on April 15, 2019 gutting 

the roof of the Paris landmark and stunning France and the world. Firefighters 

managed to save the shell of the stone structure and its two main bell towers 

from collapse.

Massive plumes of yellow brown smoke filled the air above the Cathedral 

that marks the center of Paris.

The French president has said he would seek help from the “greatest 

talents” in the world to rebuild Notre Dame, and many governments said they 

were considering contributions to what would be a significant architectural 

undertaking.
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The iconic cathedral has been enmeshed in Paris’s history since construction 

began at the end of the 12th century—historians generally ascribe the date 

1163—and lasted more than two centuries to 1345.

The cathedral is also a part of culture and literature, being the centrepiece 
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of Victor Hugo’s Hunchback of Notre-Dame. This file photo shows the pipe 

organ of the cathedral, one of the most famous in the World.

Experts say the combination of a structure that’s more than 850 years old, 

built with heavy timber and soaring open spaces, and lack of sophisticated 

fire-protection systems led to the quick spread of flames. In this photo taken 

on August 20, 2017 participants stand inside the cathedral ahead of a mass 

dedicated to the victims of the terror attacks and natural disasters across the 

world.
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Despite the complicated structure, the two iconic 69-meter bell towers 

remained intact and swarmed with building specialists and architects at dawn, 

looking tiny from the ground as they conducted analysis. The cathedral’s 

spire and roof are gone, however.

It was at Notre-Dame that Napoleon was made Emperor in 1804, Pope Pius 

X beatified Joan of Arc in 1909 and former presidents Charles de Gaulle and 

Francois Mitterrand were mourned.

President Emmanuel Macron promised to rebuild Notre-Dame, considered 

among the finest examples of European Gothic architecture, visited by more 

than 13 million people a year.

Notre-Dame is owned by the State. It has been at the centre of a years-long 

row between the nation and the Paris archdiocese over who should finance 

restoration work to collapsed balustrades, crumbling gargoyles and cracked 

facades.

Archaeologists unearth ancient tomb with mummies
Archaeologists have unearthed an ancient tomb with mummies believed to 

date back about 2,000 years in the southern city of Aswan. The Antiquities 

Ministry said in a statement  that the tomb is from the Greco-Roman period 

that began with Alexander the Great in 332 B.C.

It is located near one of Aswan’s landmarks, the Mausoleum of Aga Khan, 

who lobbied for Muslim rights in India and who was buried there after his 

death in 1957. The statement said archaeologists found artefacts, including 

decorated masks, statuettes, vases, coffin fragments and cartonnages – 

chunks of linen or papyrus glued together.

Egypt often announces new discoveries, hoping to spur the country’s tourism 

sector, which have suffered major setbacks during the turmoil, following the 
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2011 uprising against autocrat Hosni Mubarak.

BCCI recommends four for Arjuna award
The BCCI  recommended India pacers Mohammad Shami and JaspritBumrah, 

all-rounder Ravindra Jadeja and women’s team player Poonam Yadav for 

the Arjuna award. The decision was taken during the CoA meeting here.

The 25-year-old Bumrah is a regular across all formats for India.

Shami has been a crucial cog in the Indian bowling set-up.

Poonam, the 27-year-old leg-spinner, is the other one to be nominated.


